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1. INTRÖPUCTIÖN
¦* ¦_!¦¥¦*¦¦«'¦¦«'. _r-.-_i|v-----r------^|i-.--i-.v^.-.-.-_->w^i h". ¦'¦¦Vwi*'»v .v'.iiFF.ihi

1.0. Overview
i._.i..imi./._.-_fcii in ¦¦¦¦¦iriiiii.r.i.i in r_p_____i_iiriip._._i_iYiY_ ¦¦¦_¦¦

MESQUITE {Pro&gpis spp.) is a leguminous plant that occurs all
MMIImimV._¦¦¦ I¦¦ I¦¦¦¦¦¦_¦ ¦/¦ ui_ll_h__i.li._II"" I "^ ¦*" *** __¦

around the world in arid and semi-arid zones. The plant grows
wild, requires very llttle water and is capabable to fix
nitrogen.

Depending on the specie, as well as the specific climatic
Situation/ MESQUITE develops as a small forush or as a tree of
a height of several meters.

MESQUITE produces an annual crop of pods which fall to the
ground when ripe. The pods were an important staple food
for former cultures in North- and South-America as well as in
Asia* The pods were usually ground in mortars and the flour
processed into several different producta, such as flatbreads
or fermented drinks.

In modern times the importance of MESQUITE as a food or feed
became nil, due to several reasons:

a) MESQUITE is a weed that -if not controled- can infest
grassland in semiarid regions.
b) MESQUITE pods have a very complex and tough morphological
strueture; no attempts have ever been made to develop a milling
and Separation process for the pods*
c) MESQUITE pods as an agricultural crop could never match the
purely economical critefias of a modern crop.

Only in the last couple of decades man has begun to look at
plants (and animals) as part of a complete ecological system
where a nweed" suddenly becoiaes an important factor in the
system.

When chemical studies revealed that MESQUITE pods contain a

very high amount of sucrosa as well as high-protein and
galactomannan-richseeds, some researchers started to considar
its use as a food crop again. The increasing under-supply of
food in lesser developed countries

.
in arid zones also led to

incresed efforts to the establishment of local crops*

Therefore, this work concentrated on the developmentof a

milling and Separation process for MESQUITE pods, and on its
utilization as a food raw-material,*It has been the Intention
to come up with a immediately realizable model for MESQUITE
processing and utilzation along with fche considerationof the
economical aspects,
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1.1. Botany of MESQUITE
.1 ¦¦"¦¦ II ¦ ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-¦ iii-iYi-ii.liiri.n' ' Im'¦'¦¦¦ iirl-i i

" "ill i-YiV ' ,i"i |-||'|-| i" ' i' ' ' J-M

1.1.1. Taxonomy, patterns of Variation
|.-.._-. VI

¦

V VI VV''—' ¦.-* '"' ™ ' *' ¦*"¦¦¦¦ ^---_r ____¦¦¦¦¦_ ¦¦¦¦_¦__¦¦¦_¦¦ _r_i____. ¦_¦¦¦!._¦¦_ Im____III__IIhi ill _¦¦ ¦_¦_ I. IhlM !_¦¦ I. . I.

Among the legumes, the genus Prosogi^ (common name: MESQUITE)
belongs to the subfamily of Mimosideae. There are 44 known

species, but only one still exists in tropical Africa, where
MESQUITE possibly originated. From therefthe ancestors of
present day Prosopis may have migrated to east and west during
^ *^ I Yl 111 ¦I 111 fq 1*1 ¦¦!¦¦!¦Tl'l M0M III | II p11II ¦ *^ IT^

the continental drift at the end of the Mesozoic or the
beginings of tertiary times (1),

To identify the correct Prosopis species in the field can be an
¦U1^I¥1HI^I^WIIIIIImM^A¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ JU

extremely difficult task, even for someone who thinks he knows
MESQUITE, since Prosopis plants can be small shrubs or short
trunked trees but can even develop into 20 m tail trees, all
depending on the species and/or the availability of water (2).

There are not only differences in size or shape of the tree;
even more astounding may be the differences of the pods. They
may be 2 cm long curled pods with the characteristie name

"screwbean" (P.pubescens) or up to 13 cm long brown pods of
P.chilensis, which might almost be confused with the fruit of a
¦ I l.l.|_l__________________.l_ll

- ___lll_llll__i__M_H_ * "^

carob tree (Geratonia siliqua).

The thorns are yet another Variation. Some species have nasty
long thorns which led to proposals to use MESQUITE as a natural
barbed wire fence around military installations. The thorns
have even caused viscious infections (3). Howeverf there are

also species which produce no thorns at all.

On top of all this variability, Prosopis crossbreads among
¦*j r* * iriiiB.iiiiMirriirrii i "'iiiiiM.iiiir-¦ -

species, and it is therefore often almost impossible to
determine with which specie one is dealing*

1.1,2. Adaptation to environmental conditions
¦'.m...-' ¦¦-¦¦¦¦ '¦.'--ii.—"—'—*--'i—-¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦_¦ ' '

¦ __

¦¦¦¦^— ,, i„-„ ,,. i..-..,¦,,-..¦.¦, ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦Vi iriiiiYiii_riMi..ir ...iir rinn—ir ¦ii,iv,i/—""-i ¦¦!
—*• ¦¦•¦,¦¦- •- •-'—"-

MESQUITE Covers 35 million heetares in the United States alone,
and is found all around the world in arid and semi-arid zones

(Figure 1}#

Harsh conditions like extreme temperature, drought, poor soil
quality and wind In arid and semi-arid _onss pose severe

constraints on the- growth of a plant, To overcome these
Problems, MESQUITE possesses special features in the morphology
and physiology of its roots, condueting system and leaves.
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Figure 1: Worldwide distribution of Prosopis species (14)M.MIMIMIMI^4<_llll_l_lMII^___,l_l_,l_^l__l______T_^_^-__^ ,.„ J.^t_.iJiJ._H__T_,,,„, ,»,,„ ^..^^„^,.H*_.*^_______, LT. 1__ ._?,. .^T, ,ffT .,^1,^. .,- J. j.., |..-. | ..Tl J ¦ . ¦ .

*MtH¥»W^Hw»**w*h¥i*^ii|ii|i|¥lll¥Hiiln.»MM**i*Lrti 11111 ¦ M Fi. I ij ¦Mllih^ ,»|i, ftwuivwM^pwilwiwi imiiiMMiH4jj^*mwM.vrirH lUv
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The potential water reservoir available to MESQUITE is large
compared to other desert shrubs, The trees develop two
different rooting System. Tab roots which use ground water (if
there is any) have been reported to reach SO m deep (4), There
is also a lateral rooting systemf which can extend to 20 m from
the tree (5).

Some species can even absorb moisture (dew) through their
leaves and translocate it to the roots (6). On the other hand
the water losses are minimized by the ability of Prosopis spp.
to fold their leaflets together at midday (7).

Some Prosopis species have been found to per
acid metabolisn. (CAM), where the plant clo
during the day to prevent moisture loss and
night (60)* In addition, Prosopis is capable"^ ^

Ii___hY_i_ii_I i i i| |iH_ |. ii i|i.ii.i__il "*

held with high matrix forces and to carry on

xylem water potentials of less than -40 bars
figures for water use efficiency differ from
matter (9) to 19 700 kg water/kg dry matte
points out the enormous genetic potential
MESQUITE.

form crassulacean
ses its stomata
fixes nitrogen at
to absorb water
photosynthesis at
(8), The reported
250 water/kg dry

r (10), The ränge
that exists in

MESQUITE also has the ability to tolerate highly saline
conditions. Certain species can grow through a salt crust of
several feet (11 ), and others tolerate a pH value of 9.5-10.Ö
and a soluble salt content of 0,54-1,0 % which is even better
than Acacia arabica (12)..im i im - - i im M
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It has been shown that Prosopis spp.. are capable to fix
II* H»MJ W-l ,nUiAM

" ™* ^

nitrogeri and are therefore able to grow even in mtrogen-free
soil (13.).

Not surprisingly, MESQUITE prefers hot temperatures. Optimum
shoot growth occurs at 29*C (15), whereas most species do not
survive frost at ~5.6*C (13).

1.1.3. Pods
¦¦¦¦rni i i t i i

'

As much as the appearance of the tree from different species
varies, as astounding is the diversity in size and shape of the

pods.

To demonstrate the ränge of the differences, four species shall
be looked at more closely (Figure 2);

P.velutina: The pods are about 10-15 cm long, slightiy bent
and of a light brown to yellow colour.

P,chilensis: Pods are up to 20 cm long, quite fleshy and light
to dark brown. They resemble the pods of the carob
tree.

P.tamarugo : Length of the pods about 3-5 cm, slightiy brown
color.

P.pubescens: Twisted pods,. about 5 cm long pod* Their common

name "screwbean** is descriptiveof the bean, which
is screw shaped.

Inspite of these obvious differences, all the pods have certain
identical characteristics as well, They are indehiscentand
have a similar botanical strueture (pericarp/seed; see chapter

1.1.4. Fruit growth and dispersal
-11•:;. ~ti'¦¦•¦¦!11i'ii*-¦'¦ _¦"¦ ¦'¦_¦_¦¦MrürMr1111¦ ¦ _¦ ¦ ¦'¦ iYüiüirrri_r¦iy_______nfi¦¦ n¦¦¦_¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ir¦ . ¦¦ym11¦ 11111¦ i_¦ ¦ _¦11111. __11.i¦mYmiiiii_.-¦¦-¦¦¦¦ _YiiYiy.yiy.y. .Wrrrr..i ..__ _y_y_y_ rrrriiiiv ..

MESQUITE trees usually Start to carry pods at the age of three
to five years and reach a maximal produetion from year eight to
fifteen (16),

Figures 3-6 show the pod-developrnent from flower to the ripe
pod of Prosopis velutina. The pictures were taken in the
Imperial Valley in Southern California.
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Like all ntembera of the Leguminosae, species of MESQUITE
produce their seeds in pods, though unlike many other legumes,
the MESQUITE pods do not split open at maturity (indehiscent).

In nature the seeds would never be able to germinate lying on

the dry ground, The reproductxon cycle requires either
mechanical scarification or the involvementof animals, The
pods are avidly eaten by coyotes, rabbits, sheep and other
mammals, which seem to like it because of its sweetness,
Examination of scats of wild animals and feces of domesticated
cows and goats reveal that up to 91 % of the seeds pass through
the digestive tract of these animals unharmed (20).

This system serves multiple functions in that the seeds are

dispersed away from the parent tree (which avoids competition
of new plants for the limited water in arid regions); the
digestive fluid kills the internal seed parasites and partially
hydrolyses the seed coat. Excreted with the moist and mineral
rieh manure, the seeds are then in a ideal fertilizer. Under
these conditions, seeds can then germinate after only six hours
at 34 C (17,18).

It could be shown (19), that this natural system provides a

much higher germination rate than any other mechanical or

chemical treatment of the seeds.
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Figure 2: Pods of. different MESQUITE species
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1.2. MESQUITE in the ecosystem
--!_,,-- || T.-IVI-.— I-." - "III - ¦ ¦IT*' l-llll ¦--! I " -ii —1--1-1-- | il | ™ ' b**^*ll-l-IJMIlW.

1*2.1 . From weed to blessing.
¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦_ __I.IJ-.I VI ¦¦ll VI tL,"l t ¦¦¦l___-_--_--bJ_hbJ___-JJJIIMI.J_%__-_fclJJJIIII*^

lYiiinVihiil ili.YIYliYI irif1-1- I t '

The image of MESQUITE varies widely; from a profit robblng
nuisance to a valuable asset to mankind/ depending upon who is
asked, and where it grows.

In the United States, especially in Texas, where MESQUITE
grows on an estimated 22.7 million hectares (20), most ranchers
desire to eliminate it from their rangaland foecause it competes
strongly with desirable forage, Nevertheless the attempts to

get rid of MESQUITE have not been very successful_ All methods
i.e. fire, herbicides orbulldozingdestroy most of the desired
Vegetation as weil, and since MESQUITE seems to be one of the
toughest of all plants, it is the first that reoccurs. As a

result, the surface coverage of MESQUITE inereased dramatically
in the last two centuries (21).

In other countries of the world, MESQUITE was and still is, a

highiy welcome plant. Therefore, plantations have been
established (Saudi^Arabia,Chile) for the following different
reasons:
^Trees stabilize sand dunes, stop desertificationand provide
shade
-The pods are used as feed for animals and the wood can be
utilized by people in such regions as lumber

A typical example of the bias effects of MESQUITE has been
reported from India. A row of MESQUITE had been planted along a

jowar plantation. It was observed, that the growth of the field
crop was redueed along the MESQUITE belt, but its function as a

shelter belt against wind and sand inereased the crop on the
whole orchard by a factor of 1.5 to 2 . Thus MESQUITE is now

recommendedas shelter belt on farms (22).

Figure 7 illustrates the general role of MESQUITE in the
ecosystem, which is one that would fit almost exactly the
requirements of a plant to be used in a coneept of "Three
dimensional forestry" (23). The following chapters explain
certain aspects in more details.
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Many properties of Prosopis, fruits and characteristicsof their
produetion make them an important resource for numerous

animals* The pods being predictable, abuhdant, nontoxic, and
highiy nutritious, naturally attract numerous herbivores, many
of which destroy the seeds, but the only invertebratesknown to
use the pods as a food source are insects.



Insects that feed on |X£^£Eij__L can ^e divided into two groups,
those that feed from the outside and those that feed inside the
fruits (24). Mozena ofotusa (the hemipteran leaf footed bug) is

¦ ¦ av_H^^wsv__¦_c______s______»v__i¦¦ ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-Niiiiiiiiiiii¦ ¦ __»v____i¦ r _i¦ ¦¦ _^_»^___ii'¦¦¦ ¦¦ ** ¦**'

one of the most abundant external fruit feeders in North
America (25). Its damage to the honey MESQUITE in Texas was

estimated at 50% of the potential fruit production (26).

Long-horn beetles of the genus Lophopoeum are known to develop
inside the pods in Argentina and to consume all of the seeds
within the pods while developing, The same damage to MESQUITE
pods is done by members of the bruchid family, which are by far
the most numerous and best known insects that use Prosopis pods

4-r^^M.^rf'.b>_HH^^MIIiT..'^4^.^_l .¦.¦__¦ "¦

as a food resöurce (27).

Many wild and dorrtesticated mammals, birds and reptiles are also
known to feed on MESQUITE leaves and pods. The following list
is not ment to be complete:

Desert cavy, leaf eared mice, hare, jackrabbit, coyote, deerr
armadillo, fox, goat, sheep, cow

For many of these animals, MESQUITE pods can be a big part of
their diet, It has been reported that jackrabbits can get more
than 50% of their calories from them (28).

The elimination of MESQUITE can even be responsible for the
abundance of animals in certain aeras, as it was observed for
scaled squails in New Mexico (29).

Today, many farmers in Central and South America as well as in
the Far East use MESQUITE pods in feed mixtures for their
livestock. Results of feeding studies showed that up to 20% of
the feed can be substituted economically with MESQUITE pods
with no deleterious effect on growth of calves (30).

Even in Hawaii, the pods from Prosopis pallida (Kiawe) were of
^ ™ »Vl_lll_h_lllhlVI»Vl_rVlVl_rVl V4Vl_F.T_rT_T'UVFP.-|IIF . 'iVllH'llll l<t+''**+^'*'^^—*T'**'**wt——\r

great value prior to the development of inexpensive bulk bin
Containers for trans-pacific shipment of feedstuff. The pods
were often the only available feed during the dry season for
dairy cows, cattle horses, donkeys, pigs and chicken (31).

The MESQUITE tree itself is perhaps even more important than
the pods. Through its shade and shelter which it provides for
animals in the desert and arid zones, the tree is a basic
condition to actually establish some livestock.
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1.2.3. The role of MESQUITE in ancient and modern cultures
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A great deal of Information is available about the use of
MESQUITE by ancient cultures in North anä Central America.

The Sonoran Desert which Stretches from Southern Arizona to
North Western Mexico might be one of the location where
MESQUITE played an extremely important role. MESQUITE may have
been the second most important staple food to Indians like the
Hohokam, who occupied Southern Arizona from about 300 B.C. to
1450 A.C.(32), the Pirnas (33), the Mescalero-Apaches and the
bsns #
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The Seris had names for eight stages of growth of the fruit,
from the youngest to the fallen, rotting pod. In the second
youngest stage the pods were tied into small bundles and cooked
with meat. Mature but still green pods were mashed in a bedrock
mortar and cooked in clay pots (34). The most commouly utilized
form of the fruit was the dry fallen pods, which have the
highest carbohydrate content*

A Single man could gather about 80 kilo of pods in a day. Most
often the pods were first toasted, by lighting a fire on
cleared ground, removing the charcoal and putting the pods on

the hot ground. At the same time the pods were sprinkled with
sand that had. been heated by fires. The women then pounded the
pods in mortars with pesteis (often made from MESQUITE wood).
After the pods were mashed, the flour which is actually only
the exo- and mesocarp of the pods, was separated from the
unbroken endocarp, which still contained the seeds. The Seris
placed the flour in a large basket, mixed it with water,
kneated the dough and formed round, 5 to 10 cm thick cakes.
They then dried the cakes immediately in the sun, so that they
could be stored for weeks (35).

Some tribes pounded the endocarp hulls until the seeds got
free, The seeds were then separated and pounded to a fine flour
to which water was added and the mixture drunk. Sometimes the
different flour/water mixes were allowed to ferment for several
days before they were consumed (36).

Father Barzana reported about the use of P.algaroba by South-
American Indians (37) :n*.*. they also prepared a very strong
alcoholic beverage from the pods and there were never as many
querrels and casualties as during the MESQUITE harvesting
season,"

MESQUITE had also been extensively used for a wide ränge of
medicinal purposes (38). The gum exudate helped curing
eyeinfections and sore throat (39). A tea prepared from young
MESQUITE roots served against diarrhea (40), whereas a liquid
prepared from the bark was used as a laxative (41),

Moreover, the MESQUITE wood served as fuel, as raw material for
many "household" gadgets and building material and the Hohokam
people of Snaketown cremated their dead on MESQUITE wood pyres
(42) .

From all this examples it becomes clear, that MESQUITE was not
at all a weed for ancient cultures but a necessity for their
daily live.



Currently, MESQUITE is of no more positive economical value or

cultural importance in the United States. Todays people that
inhabit the growing region of MESQUITE have no need for local
food production (USA only) or produce cash-crops that require a

tremendous input of Irrigation and fertilizer (Imperial Valley,
California).

There are attempts to use MESQUITE wood as lumber since the
wood is of enormous hardness and can be compared to ironwood or

white oak, Very appealing furniture and tile floors were

manufactered in small quantities (43).

Trees are also chopped for fuel and some charcoal production.

All the current attempts in using MESQUITE are geared towards a

utilization of the wood of existing trees which would be
chopped anyhow, whereas the utilizationof pods as an annual
crop has hardly seriously been looked at.

Peter Felker, a researcher and outspoken advocate for MESQUITE,
suggests to establish MESQUITE for biomass production, but the
current "surplus" of traditional fuels does not favour such
attempts. In the future the story might be different again.

In Mexico, MESQUITE charcoal is produced in considerable

quantities, This charcoal is mainly exported to the United
States where it Is used in first class restaurants for
barbecue. The charcoal is about three times more expensive than
regulär type but has a gourmet Image due to its
characteristics,like hot temperatureand special flavor (44).

Pods can also be purchased from deaiers in Mexico who buy them
from people that collect the pods for a small income. The pods
are used in feedstuff mixtures. It is Said that some people or

even tribes still prepare some food from the pods. This is
certainly the case for a region in India, where the custom of
eating P*cineraria pods seems to be the major factor in the

.» ¦Ujl_.i_ __¦¦¦! Hi".*_h-I*_V4»¥*»-V»-# P ^ ¦riiiii_i..__L "i-

Prävention of protein malnutritlon. These people chew the ripe
pods and discard the seed (45). By this way of eating the pods,
the high protein content of the seeds is waisted.

In South America (especially in Argentina and Chile) the wood
is also used as fuel and for tilefloors, and a sirup is
produced from the pods as beverage. In Hawaii pods and leaves
are harvested from P.palllda for livestock.

Tjjjjmjjjjj^nu+pxuMfT.T.uqr.Trwr.T.T.UT+ii»n ppp.'pp.tl

Today, MESQUITE is worldwide a under-utilized plant because of
its "weed"Image, the lack of processing techniques and
application of the pods.
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1.3. Obiectives of this work
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It has been outlined in the preceeding chapters that a
considerable amount of MESQUITE is growing wild in the United
States and other countries around the world. The pods of these
trees are hardly used as feedstuff and practically not at all
for human consumption.

A lock at the growing regions of MESQUITE reveals the following
Situation:
-Most of these regions do not permit an economically
justifiable cultivation with a traditional crop due'to their
geographica! Isolation and lack of water.
-Many of these countries (with the exception of the United
States) can not produce sufficient amounts of food for their
rapidly growing population and have to Import big amounts of
cereals anä legume flour.

-Most of these regions lack infrastructural developement.
-On millions of hectares in these countries, no plants are

grown, even though MESQUITE would withstand the harsh
conditions.

The Single most Important reason why MESQUITE pods are

currently not being used for human consumption is that no

modern technology has been developed to process the pods to a

usable raw material.

The problem Starts with the morphologically very complex
strueture of the pods with soft and extreme hard layers as

described in Chapter 1.1.4.

By just running the pods through a hammermill a produet of
unspeeifie morphological and functional characteristics is
obtained, which is only usable as feedstuff for ruminants.

The reguirements for a raw material that serves as a basis for

more or less sophisticated foodproducts are more specific:
The produet has to have a uniform mesh size, texture, color and
odor* It has to have a known composition with desirable
functional characteristics,such as:
A cereal flour (starch/gluten: strueture giving)
A soy concentrate (protein: emulsifier, foam)
Guar gum (Galactomannan: thickening and stabilizing agent)
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These requirements were already valid for the Indians. They had
a basic but efficent technology to separate the exo- and

mesocarp from the seeds (Chapter 1,2.3.). Their ideas and
methods were the starting point for the process that will be
described here. Some suggestions about milling MESQUITE-pods
have been published in 1969 (46) and 1979 (47), but were

directed towards obtaining seeds for reforestationpurposes.
Therefore only very small quantities were processed.

Several authors studied the composition of tue pods or some of
its morhphological fractions ( 48; 49 ; 50 ?51 ; 52; 53; 54; 55 ; 1 07 ) but
its applications in food products have never seriously been

investigated, even though no toxic components have been found
(56), except of very small amount of Cyanide in some species
(106).

It is the purpose of this study to fill these gaps. Figure 8
illustrates the problems and possibilities that Surround the

potential utilization of MESQUITE pods as a food source, and
serves as the framework and seif-imposed task sheet for this
work.

The verbal interpretationof Figure 8 leads to the following
formulation:

IT IS THE OBJECTIVE TO OUTLINE HOW MESQUITE PODS
CAN BE HARVESTED, MILLED AND INCORPORATED INTO
FOODSTUFF.

THE PROJECT HAS TO RESPECT THE SPECIAL CLIMATIC,
GEOGRAPHICAL AND SOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ARID
AND SEMI-ARID GROWING AREAS, ÄND HAS TO BE
ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE.
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Figure 8: Problems and possibilities surrounding the
utilization of MESQUITE pods
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PART AND RESULTS
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2.1. Methods and materials
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2.1.1* General ana1ytica1 methods
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The following list covers only Standard chemical methods that
are frequently used for routine analyses. Methods that are

specific for certain experiments are mentioned in the according
chapters:

Sucrose:
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method # 31.027-31,028

Glucose:
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method # 31.032

Protein (N):
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method # 7.021-7.024

Moisture;
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method # 14.002-14.003

Crude Fiber:
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method § 7.061-7.065
Other Pibers:
Porage Fiber, Agric.Handbook #379; Agric,Res.Service
USDA 1970

Fat:
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed, 1980, Method # 7.055-7.056

*_ _. xi.

AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method § 7.009

4Metals
AOAC Methods, _3th Ed. 1980, Method # 3*006-3.058

Carbon / Hydr.ogen:
AOAC Methods, 13th Ed. 1980, Method fif 47.009-47.012

Phosporus:
Biochem.j. ; 34B; 858 (1940)

Sulfur:
J.Food Sei. 44 ,p,1772, (1979)
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2.1.2. Specificationof
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As described in Chapter 1.1.1., there are 4 4 known species of
MESQUITE which produce pods with considerable morphological
variations*

For practical reasons the following studies have been
restricted to one type of MESQUITE, unless otherwise
mentioned. This one type is not necessarely one species, but
rather pods that are morphologically similar. They are

basically P.velutina, P.glandulosa and its hybrids. This type
of pods represents the overwhelming amount of MESQUITE found in
the United States and Central America. The pods that have been
used for this work have been collected by the author in the
Imperial Valley in Southern California and in the Yuma area in
South-WesternArizona. The pods were gathered in July and
August 1982 and 1983 ander approxiraately 20 different wild
growing trees with racks (Figure 9), stored in guny-bags and
brought to the laboratory in AlfoanyrCA where they were kept in
freezers at minus 20 *C until used for the experiments, Some
tests have been performed with pods from Chile (referred to
as such in the text).

Figure 9: Pod collect!ng in Southern California
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2,2, Pod strueture and terminology
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The overall goal of processing the pods has been outlined in
Chapter 1 .3.2 .:

To produce mörphologicalyand functionaly homogenous fractions,

A milling and Separation process would evidantiallyhave to be
based on the general physiological structures of the pod. It is
therefore necessary to describe the pod from this point of
view:

The pod basically consists of the PERICARP which contains the
SEEDS (Figure 10).

The PERICARP itself has three different layers:

-The EXO-CARP, or outer layer is approx. 1 mm thin, relatively
soft and of a yellow color.

~The MESO-CARP, lying just beneath the exoearp is about 2-4
mm thick and rather soft.
-The ENDO-CARP (which is often thought to be the seed by people
who see a pod for the first time) is a very hard and fibrous
layer, enclosing the seed. This hüll can hardly be opened
by hand.

The small SEEDS inside the endocarp hüll again are extremely
hard and are composed of:

-The brown, very thin SEED COAT.
-The ENDOSPERM which lies directly beneath the seedeoat
-The COTYLEDON and a tiny GERM,

Table 1 gives the terminolgy of the four fractions aecording to
their origin. These naines have been created to simplify the
description and will be used from here on through the whole
study where applicable.



Figure 10: Pod strueture
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MESOCARP
{Fraction A)

EXOCARP
(Fraction A)

COTYLEDON
{Fraction D)

" M _ ¦¦_¦¦¦
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ENDOCARP
(Fraction B)

ENDOSPERM-SPLITS
( Fraction C )

Table 1: Terminoloqy of fractions
*^—' ' ^ *^- ii" ¦¦¦• I ¦¦ l.lllllllllB ¦¦" l.l—ibMI..i.iiih,iiih.iii»

Botanical origin TERM USED
IN THIS WORK

Pericarp:

EXö~ and MESOCARP {outer pericarp)

ENDOCARP {inner pericarp)

FRACTION A

FRACTION B

Seed:

ENDOSPERM with
adhering SEED COAT

COTYLEDON with
GERM

{seed splits) FRACTION C

FRACTION D
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2.3. Milling and Separation process
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In order to develop a milling and Separation?processthe whole
array of different type of mills had to be tested for MESQUITE
pods, but only the combination of machinery which will be
described, finally provided satisfying results.

It became clear during the evaluation procedure, that there is
a need for unbroken seeds for reforestationpurposes and the

process therefore would not only have to produce raw material
for further applications, but would also have to deliver
unbroken seeds as an intermediate produet. Also the unbroken
seeds would be much easier to separate from the remaining
pericarp material.

In order to be able to determine the effect and efficency of
different mills and Separators that were to be used, some

helpful Standard numbers of the pods had to be determined. For
this purpose, the pods were dried for 10 hours at 50°C, run

through a laboratory disc-inill without breaking any seeds;
still unopened endocarp hulls were openend with pliers.
Fractions A, B and unbroken seeds were then manually carefully
separated.

This preliminary investigation revealed the average size of
produet fractions as shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows Standard
figures of MESQUITE pods that had to be determined in order to
evaluate and to control the milling process. Numbers in

parentheses are the extremes that were found in this study.

Table 2: Percentages of pod fractions

Whole pod
Fraction A {Exo-raesocarp)
Fraction B {Endocarp )
Seeds

100.00 %
53.0 %
22.0 %
25.0 %

{49.0 -57.0%)
{19.0 -24.0%)
{18.0 -27.0%)

Table 3: Standard figures for process control {averages)
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Weight of 100 pods
Number of pods / kg pods

Seeds per pod
Weight of 100 seeds or

Number of seeds/kg seeds

300.0 g
333

12
4.0 g

25000

{155.0 -480.0g)
{645 -210 )

(7 »15 )
( 3,5 - 4.3 )
(23200 -28300 )
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2,3.1.1. Drying
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The MESQUITE pods reach a minimal moisture content by the time
they mature and fall to the ground* Once they drop, they
equilibrate with ambient moisture conditions, usually remaining
quite dry in the desert unless rained upo'n. When transported to
the more humid San Francisco Bay Area, they rapidly absorb
ambient moisture. Therefore, the pods were either stored frozen
or in a low humididty room. Special dry storage conditions were
required for broken or milled pods because the mesocarp is very
hygroscopic and would rapidly absorb moisture.

The natural moisture of the ripe pods, which has been
determined to vary from 8 to 14%, make it impossible to run the
pods through any milling process at all; the machinery cloggs
up almost immediately. It is therefore mandatory to dry the
pods prior to any further processing.

Drying curves were determined with approximately 5 kg pods of
three different varieties, which were laid as a 3 cm high
layer on trays, and dried In a tunneldrier(Taylor)at 70*C with
an air velocity of 250 m/min (Figure 11)

Figure 11: Drying of pods in a tunnel-drier
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The pods were weighed several times during the drying process
and after 21 hours the remaining moisture was determined. The
actual moisture at all intermediate drying times was then
ealculated*

The drying curves of the pods are shown In Figures 12 and 13.

Temperatures above 75*C have resulted in partial burning or at
least browning of the pods. Bellow 65 "C the drying times are

increasing rapidly.

Figure 12: Drying curve of Prosopis velutina (70+C)
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In order to ensure a proper feed of pods to the subsequent
milling Operation (2.3.1.3.), the pods have to be broken into
smaller pieces, about 3
whereas whole pods are
this first breaking does
otherwise be broken In

4 cm long. These pieces are straight,
slightiy bowed. It is important, that
not release seeds since they wöuld
the next step. Also no fine material

should be produced in this step, since the dust formed disturbs
feeding to the mill. All these conditions can generally be
fullfilled with a slow turning disintegrator.
(Rietz Disintegrator; speed 500 rprn; Figure 14).
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Figure 14; Breaking
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Figure 15: Milieng
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This Is with no doubt the most critical step of the milling and
Separation process of the pods. Many attempts with a large
variety of mills produced unspecific mixtures of different pod-
fractions (Table 4)*

Table 4: Milling characteristicsof two unsuccessful mills^ - -

111 ... i-itit.Trr._rrrrr.-„-._urrr.MJ. .-.T-rri.__r.n-i—inj lu ,.

Equipment Conditions Result

Corrugated
roller-mill

variable speeds
and gaps

75% of endocarp hulls
not opened; release
of broken seeds

Hammermill 500-2500 rpm Seeds are broken into
small pieces

It became obvious, that only a disc-mill could eventually do
the expected Job. Horizontal discmills, highspeed discmills
and squaretootheddiscs were however not suitable, Eventually a
vertical dicsmill with corrugated discs at relatively low speed
proved successful in producing a maximal amount of released but
unbroken seeds as well as a proper Separation of endocarphulls
from mesocarp (Figure 15).

Besides speed and the right type of disc it is even more
critical to find the proper gap between the discs. It has to be
just a little smaller than the endocarp hulls, but slightiy
larger than the thickness of the seeds. This gap has to be
adjusted depending on the average thickness of the pods before
a new different batch is milled. This can be done with a
handful of pods and visually checking the output* In the mill,
the exo~ and mesocarp is cut off the endocarp hulls, which
themselves are not pouderi^ed since they are much harder than
Fraction A. The hulls are torn apart along the two sides, and
the seeds released. The seeds are scarified, but most of them
(min. 85%) not broken, since they are smaller than the gap
between the discs and the centrifugal force which spins the
seeds to the frame is insufficient to break them.

In a first Suggestion for a milling process (61), the same
machine was used but at a higher speed. Under these conditions
the seeds are broken by crashing them to the framef but the
subsequent Separation proved to be too unspecific.

Specification,Milling
ii ¦¦ 11 _!__ i¦ ¦'¦ .'i ¦»y^'i ¦ ¦11 ¦ ¦¦ 11 ¦'¦ ¦i' ri ¦'¦. ¦i ¦¦ r111 _ r. .. i .i h_n-r ir» i . i _i. ¦¦¦ri Ti^i Vini niiiiinii.i rr._i in in Hi.i

Equipment : Bauer mill 148 {horizontal disc mill), Size 8
Disc : 8114 Gap^setting: 40 Speed : 3450 rpm
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2.3.1•4. Separation A

The milling by means of a horizontal discmill resulted in a

mixture of pod fractions (Fraction A and B as well as complete
seeds) , which now has to be separated. At this
stage this can be done by a unit that allows Separation
according to mesh size only, with three outlets.

This was carried out by a vibrating screen sifter with two
different screens. The rnilled pods are fed on top of screen 1
which retains Fraction B i.e.the endocarp hulls. The seeds and
Fraction A pass this screen. The seeds along with some

pericarp fragments are retained on screen 2, whereas Fraction A

passes and is collected at the bottom. The steady Vibration of
the apparatus ensures a proper functioning and automatically
ejects the material from the screen which can be collected
externally.

It is important that this Separation step is pe.rformed
immediately after the milling, since Fraction A is subject to
lumping due to its hygroscopicity. If this happens,Separation
is not possible anymore. Working in dry environment {dry room)
eliminates these restrictions. Fraction A also has to be stored

properly after Separation, whereas Fraction B and the seeds
pose no such problems.

The quantitative flow corresponds to the actual distribution of
the fractions of the processed pod if the milling has been
carried out properly.

Visual checking of the fractions for unopened endocarp hulls or

excessive broken seed material in Fraction A would at this
stage inform of necessary adjustment (gap, speed) at the
milling level. For analytical purposes, Fraction B could be
rerun through the mill if too many hulls were still unopened.

This processing step releases the two pure Fractions A and B
which need no further Separation except a size reduction for
their specific application. The seeds along with pericarp
fragments go to the next Separation step (Separation B).

Specif.icatig

Equipement : Sweco, Screen-sepärator
Screen 1 ; 4*8 mm round holes
Screen 2 : 1.0 mm Square holes

Pods with extreme seed size might require other
sieves,which are easiiy exchangable in this unit*
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The seeds along with some pericarp fragments are retained by
sieve #2 in the preceeding step. The pericarp fragments aecount
for 20-50 % of this fraction, depending on a proper adjustment
of the mill (see chapter 2,3.1.3*). The retained material
consists of endocarp fragments and exoearp pieces that come
from the tips of the pods. This material has to be regarded as
"dirt" and must be separated from the seeds.

The seeds are smaller and heavier than the pericarp fragments.
Therefore, a cyclone (Mc Gill, Houston TX, Laboratory aspirator
66-17721) with adjustable airspeed effectively separates the
two fractions* The clean seeds pass the vertical tube and can
be collected; the pericarp fragments are carried away in the
airstream and can be discharged or added to Fraction B, since a

Visual check makes clear, that most of this material is part of
endocarp hulls. To prove this Observation, an analysis of the
pericarp fragments was performed: Fat and protein of the pure
fraction as well as of the pericarp fragments were determined
(Table 5).

Table 5; Composition of pericarp fragments versus clean
fractions

Fat/ Protein Fraction A Fraction B Pericarp
(pure) (pure) fragments

Protein 8.9 6.3 6.9
( N x 6.25)

Fat 2.7 1.2 1.7

The ealculated composition of the pericarp fragments reveals
that one can expect it to be 70-75 % Fraction B and 20-25
Fraction A*
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2.3.1.6. Seed Splitting
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The cleaned seeds represent an Bnd produet if used for
reforestation, or can be further processed by Splitting into

endosperm and cotyledon if their utilization for food-purposes
is antieipated*

Two pieces of equipment have proven to be succesful for
seed Splitting. Both will be described here and basically
perform the same function: The seeds are fed to a cyclone mill
(Udy~cyclone mill with steel impeller and rough abrasive frame
2000 rpm; Figure 16) or to a graintester (Strong^scott 17810;
Figure 17} in which they are thrown to the frame of the unit.
The speed and force of the crash causes the seeds to break into
three parts; two endosperm splits (=seed coat with endosperm,
Fraction C) and the cotyledon with the tiny germ (Fraction D).

If the process works properly with the graintester, it is the
one to choose because of its simplicity, The seeds are run in
the unit for about 30 seconds (the endpoint can be determined
aecustieally)_ This unit does not allow adjustments
(rotor,frame or speed) and therefore some seeds just break
without being splitted, and come out as small pieces or even a

fine powder. Table 6 gives the result of a poor Splitting
experiment with a large percentage of fine material*

Table 6: Example of poor seed Splitting
¦
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Seed input : 120.0 g 100.0 %
Unbroken seeds : 3.4 g 2.8 %
Splits (C) : 48.0 g 40.0 %
Cotyledon (D) : 26*6 g 22.0 %
Fine material : 48.0 g 40-0 %

As will be shown, the seeds consist of approx. 55 % of Fraction
C and 45 % of Fraction D. Table 6 therefore indicates that the
fine material contains a substantial amount of Fraction D* This
was confirmed by a comparison of the protein content of the
fine material with Fraction D:

Fine material = 36*4% Protein
Fraction D «__ 54.0% Protein
Fraction C »4*0% Protein

Fraction D accordingly aecounted for 70 % of the fine material.
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If the unspecifically broken seeds or the fine material are in
excess of 25% of the input, it is recomended to use a cyclone
mill instead of the graintester. The cyclone mill allows
changing of the rotor size, form, material), the frame (coarse
or fine surface), speed and air flow. In addition, the top of
the unit is made from clear plexiglas which allows to observe
exactly what happens with the help of a stroboscope.

The seeds are run through the unit for 90 seconds, then the
small sieve in front of the outlet is removed to allow the
splitted seeds to fall in the collector. The disadvantage of
this unit is that it requires more attention and fine tuning
from the Operator.

An average of 85 % of the seeds can be recovered as splitted
seeds with 15% of the input being collected as.fine material
which consists of 70% Fraction D and 30% Fraction C (see
above).

2.3*1,7. Separation B
^^^^....................»¦...^¦..»¦¦¦^irMiJYI-M-YriTiTi.Vi^¦ITiYIYIYIYIYIIYIYIYIYIYI"IYI".yiyi¦iyi~myiytyiyv

The purpose of this step is to separate the endosperm splits
(Fraction C) from the cotyledon (Fraction D). The process is
the same whether the graintester or the Udy-cyclone~mill is
used in the preceeding step.

The inevitable fine material that forms during Splitting of the
seeds is first of all removed by running the material through a

10 mesh sieve. Fractions C and D can then be separated by air
Classification. Theoretically any air classifier such as the
cyclon that is used in Separation A (2.3.1.4.) could be used,
but a unit that allows good finetuning is prefered, since the
size/weight differences of the two fractions are not as

pronounced as in Separation A.

A simple clear plexiglass tube with the necessary collecting
devices and an adjustable airflow performs a completely
satisfying Separation. Fraction C is collected at the top and
Fraction D stays at the bottom of the tube.

The average distribution of the two fractions is 55 % Fraction
C (endosperm splits) and 45 % Fraction D (cotyledon).
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Figure 16: Seed Splitting
with a cvclone-mill
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Fiqure 17: Seed Splitting with a graintester¦¦-*'
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2.3.1.8. Fine-milling
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Each fraction that is obtained by the described process has
its relatively uniform mesh-size at this stage, and needs only
to be redueed in size depending on what further applicatlon is
intended.

Fraction A: The flour has already a partical size of <1mm,
which corresponds to <20 mesh. All proposed
applications except sucrose-extraction(2.5.2.1.)
require a size reduetion to at least <60 mesh,
This can be achieved by milling the flour with a

Wiley-mill, using a 60 mesh oulet-screen.
Bigger quantities were produced with a disc-mill
(Alpina, Augsburg 160 Z).

Size reduetion of the other fractions will be discussed along
with their specific application (2.5.2.), since no Standard
procedures are applicable.

2.3.2. Flow sheet and process yield
...¦¦MIHI.-'¦ ' '¦¦-»¦¦¦ ¦¦-¦¦¦————¦¦-—¦¦¦¦¦——¦——-——-——¦¦——-¦¦¦¦
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Figure 18 shows the flow sheet for the complete milling and
Separation process, whereas Figure 19 Illustrates the yield of
each fraction obtained through this process.
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Figure 18; Flow sheet for the milling and Separation process
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Figure 19: Process yield of the milling and Separation
process
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2.4. Chemical composition of the pods
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2-4*1 _ Detailed analysis of the fractions
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Work by Becker {49) , Piguereido (50) and Del Valle {58)
concentrated on the chemical composition of either the whole

pod or differentiatedonly between seeds and pericarp. The

following chapters study the fractions as obtained tay the
described milling and Separation process with regard to their

possible application_

The results present a repräsentative sample of all pods which
were used and analyzed uring the time of this study, They
are based on a rounded average of samples of 25 different trees
(P.velutina type), as well as extremes*

l| ¦¦IIMIII|||IS4,i^__BBI|.IIV||V^M_ll.ll|IIII^^MIISI ||- iJ- 4. -F

It was not attempted to investigate the minor Compounds, but
each chapter will mention other interesting substances found by
other researchers (if applicable).

2.4.1.1* Fraction A

Tables 7-11 show the overall chemical composition of Fraction A
(exo-and mesocarp) as well as the analysis of individual
components {all results on a moisture-free basis).

Table 7: Chemical composition of Fraction A

Compound Average Extremes

Total sugars 48.0 25 ; 58

Protein (N x 6,25) 9.5 6 ; 1 1

Fat 2.0 0.8 ; 4

Crude Fiber 16.0 10 j 23
¦"«¦"> »«-1**- *rim a^u. ___ uu J_r_i du i^u. uu +1+. p-i— J-u. rfrr^ Y+rfr -rm. ihh+r rm iun r__> ,au_ mu ülu j.-__ üu- Li-| h r*^> ¦¦»¦" ¦«* ---. u-u- r__ü __ul rm tau ,u_n r_u_ ±i_u r___ J^-u. um mmam hu. _t_i iuu wrrm .___ iu_r h__ ml H-ih+ rtm *_flr- _-i_ -Hm —ihV- m-H -!•/-. *_"j +H_ «-"_ -Y4tf- *¦¦¦*¦¦¦

Ash 4.5 3.7 ; 4.9
¦Vrrr ___f !¦_" h__r +1W1 Wir _-f_H __i _ttk "¦*¦*¦" »«-**¦¦ -hF^- ¦***¥ "+++¦ .**_ ¥+4i i>hH .WhH- rWH- -rrWh- V__l hh+ih r___ i»hr_ -HrWL ¦ _-_¦ _¦_* __rJ 4_nr _¦_+ Kur A-hr. h___ J4r¥ ¦_.+_ __.+ _."¦ i__r Vh.. _¦_+ hrf-H h-hrr» H_i_ _-YH -Hn_ +H+V -Vrh- VrM ¦*¥_ 4W ¦*"¦> _HV- ¥+» ¦*«¦ »»VH- *** f^*» 1+™ »*"¦* **+*¦ "*" »** *""
¥_¥¦ __ul i¥i¥H uui rV_+ mu __|_-i nw <uu| rniu 14141 _«_¦ -|_H ¦_*¦*. i|JU 1,14,. uu| u„ ,-„^1 uu| j^^ uu| 4nvl ¦¦.-_ H-hh ___,- hhhhh rfm _4i_ _M_ i___ H-HH -r___ »HiVr 4ihVi rr*-J- _V_ _r_r. _-¥r rlrti rV>¥ rri4i- 4t44i »4-¥. Wt+ti _*V- .¦_. 4tt_ ¦»#*¦. -HW¥ ¦***¥¦ -»4*. ¦H*« ¦""¦*¦*¦ ¦***. r*™1 hvii vfW- _A*i »4ti_ ¦"_. ¦".. »?**"

It is not surprising that almost all the sweetness of the pod
is caused by the very high sugar content of Fraction A.
Nevertheless, its percentage (close to half of the drymatter)
is unique for a leguminous plant, only carob pods being
comparable*
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Suqars;

A considerable sweetness is the dominant organoleptic
Impression when tasting the flour of Fraction A, The question
was, whether sucrose would be the only Compound, or whether
other sugars would also be detectable in large , quantities.
Samples that were analy_.ed by HPLC for sucrose/ glucose/
fructose resulted in a respective content of 92%/3%/5%
(Figure 20)_ Therefore, the ratio of sucrose versus reducing
sugars is approximately 9:1 .

Figure 20: HFLC-analysisof a water extract of Fraction A
iYTnYi ui ill i—rrrrri ¦ rri rv—ri~_~i¦ ri i ¦¦•—_—r-i¦ i ¦ ¦ ¦¦¦ -vi ui ¦ !¦ .. ¦¦¦¦¦.. iyi . ¦_ ¦ ¦ i i\V ¦¦ —¦.»¦¦¦ ¦ ¦¦¦¦ ..¦¦.¦¦¦i ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ..¦¦¦¦¦¦¦. !¦¦.»¦¦¦—¦— ¦ ¦¦.»¦¦¦¦¦¦-.-. r—m- r-r.-.-.—.—,-r |--|-... .¦-r~n ¦"¦"¦ ¦ ¦ ___rr r i ¦ _ mm^^ti ,:v .._¦ ¦ ¦—~r i v: i li-i n—
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8x

(101 )
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SucroseSolution

i
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Sugar components found by other researchers:
Malhotra (55) reports ellagic acid 4~Ö~rutinoside, to be
present in pods of P_ juliflora,4+ *'

iiii.i.i- jinplViii.! ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦.iiii iIimi ._ii_ii_i.i.l IUI iill in_

Becker (49) found small amounts of raffinose and inositol in
the pericarp of P+velutina»
Shalaby (59) reports traces of rharanose, galactose and
glucuronic acid in the pericarp of F_stephaniana_
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Fronem*
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The protein content of Fraction A is relatively high {close to

10%). In an attempt to determine its quality, ths amino acid

composition was investigated (Table 8).

Table 8: Amine acid compositionof Fraction A
rLT1.-.....i:.j.",.,i.,.ii . i w^^^^*:>-"*i\r~.-Tr-.—.—.---rr"¦¦¦¦'¦¦ ¦¦¦ ¦¦¦ii________ii¦ i ¦¦¦.¦¦¦ iii...rli nii ¦ i ¦ ¦ i ¦ ¦

¦

¦ i ¦ i i
" ¦¦¦¦umihh

Analyzed with a Durram amino acid analyzer, Model D-500 (110)

Amino acid Grams per 100g
of Fraction A

mg per gram
nitrogen

Provisional
score (FAO)

mg/g N (102)

ASPARTIC ACID 2.026
THREONINE 0.461
SERINE 0.553
GLUTAMIC ACID 1 .784
PROLINE 1 .126
GLYCINE 0.615
ALANINE 0.561
CYSTEINE 0.193
VALINE 0.699
METHIONINE 0.125
ISOLEUCINE 0.387
LEUCINE 0.933
TYROSINE 0.377
PHENYLALANINE 0.385
HYSTIDINE 0.317
LYSINE 0.506
ARGININE 0.975

866
197
236
762
481
263
240
83

299
54

165
399
161
165
135
216
533

250

31 0
(MET+CYS) 220

250
440

(PHE+TYR) 380

340
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Fatty acids:
iiiiiiiiiiiii i iin iiiiiiii im 11 mir |iii | | i|i| |-j|.

The small amount of fat (<3%) would definitely not justify to
use this fraction as a source for oil* For reasons of
completeness however, the fat which had been extracted with
hexan from Fraction A had been analyzed by GLC for its fatty
acid composition (Table 9)*

Some technologically important characteristicsare discussed in
chapter 2.5.2_1 *

Table 9: Fatty acid composition of Fraction A
- ™ **

Conditions:
Carriergas
Detector
Oven temp_

N2 , pressure 4 bar, flow 30ml/min
FID, H2 1.86 bar, Air 1,8 bar
175*C isotherm Attenuation : 5

Fatty acid Retention time Area Percentage

Myristic acid
Palmitic acid
Stearic acid
Oleic acid
Linoleic acid
Linolenic acid

1 _47
2,55
4_52
5.24
6.65
8.94

1..1362
14..2899
4..8313

25..5500
48..6912
4..8374

1.1
13.7
4.6

24.5
46.7
4.6

Fat components found by other researchers:
Figuereido (50) found beta-sitosterin in the ether extract of
the pericarp of P.juliflora."¦ ™ -tiii iinii-Tv__MTi___rri-r_b-rT__rTiTr__iTin_i mn i *¦ in*
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Fiber:
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Several different types of fibers of Fraction A were

determined, in order to receive a most complete overview over

this Compound (Table 10)_

Table 10; Types of fiber of Fraction A
-.-

-

im« mIbiiiiiiii lin i ib^I.i iifriini '

m m ¦¦ i 11 _ i r i ¦ '¦
-

i i i rT ii iviviTTr . ."iViTi—rr—r i
'

—
' '

Type of fiber % of Fraction A

a) Dietary fiber 35.3

b) Crude fiber 16.0

c) Neutral detergent fiber
Standard deviation

23.3
0.7

d) Acid detergent fiber
Standard deviation

24.7
1 ,0

t^ f Lignin
o tiäiiOarQ. deviation

5.7
0.8

f ) Cellulose 14.6
Standard deviation 1*0

a-b, respecively c-f, were determined on different batches
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2.4.1.2. Fraction B
¦h"lll_iMllllhllll_¥_¥illllllii^^T_____-^irtf_j_Mir_kriiv»H»H¥¥¥ih I!¦_ ¦_ ihll'iVihhhMIIIl_hhhll»hhli

The endocarp hulls (Fraction B), which make up an average of 20
25 % of the pod, appear to be the least interesting part of the
MESQUITE-pod. They are extremely hard and fibrous.
Nevertheless, they deserve a closer lock at their chemical
constituents (Tafole 11)

In an attempt to obtain a better quality of Fraction B, the
endocarphullswere milled in a pin-raill and separated into two
fractions with a cut at 40 raesh. This separates guantitatively
1:1. Differences in their composition are listed in Tables 12
and 13.

Table 11: Chemical composition of Fraction B
(on moisture-free basis)¦F i*iF'i ¦¦¦ I ¦

!¦%. hl"! ¦ nr.'. i

Compound Average Extremes Fraction B
% of Fraction B >40mesh *40mesh

Total sugars 6.0 3; 11 ¦V-*r

Protein (N x 6,25) 6.5 4; 9 4.3 15.5

Fat L iL, 3 0.8; 1.8 — —

Crude Fiber 45.0 39; 55 51 .5 25.3

Ash 3.5 3.3; 3.9 3.0 3.5

Sugars;¦H**_H-Y I i I i iWl i.IVMh'IhV.I.Ihhh- j-

The sugars found in Fraction B are most likely to be residues
of Fraction A, since its percentage varies quiet widely.

Samples that were analyzed for sucrose and reducing sugars
respectively, showed 97_5% sucrose versus 2,5% reducing sugars.
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Protein:
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The protein content of Fraction B averages around 6 % and is
therefore considerably lower than in Fraction A * Its amino
acj-d composition is shown in Table 12 (the analytical
conditions are the same as shown in Table 8)

Table 12: Amine acid c
¥__IIM'IIIIIFhl_¥r,l'¥_. ¦!¥¦%¦"¦¦!¦

sition of Fraction B
¦I ¦¦ ¦ »"¦ ¦.¦»¦¦_¦_¦J.iYmVi11¦_ ¦ h

Amino acid Grams per 100g mg per gram
of Fraction A nitrogen

Provisional
score (FAO)

mg/g H (102)

ASPARTIC ACID 1 .897
THREONINE 0.541
SERINE 0.808
GLUTAMIC ACID 2.929
PROLINE 0.997
GLYCINE 0.856
ALANINE 0.710
CYSTEINE 0.259
VALINE 0.769
METHIONINE 0.054
ISOLEUCINE 0.590
LEUCINE 1 .186
TYROSINE 0.497
PHENYLALANINE 0.664
HYSTIDINE 0.465
LYSINE 0.812
ARGININE 1 .516

1

666
190
284
.029
350
301
249
91

270
19

207
416
175
233
163
285
533

MET-fCYS

250

310
220
250
440

FHE+TYR 380

340

It is apparent, that the amino acid composition of Fraction B
is very similar to the one of Fraction A, or even slightiy
more valuable, except for aspartic acid, proline and especially
methionine, for which the percentage in Fraction B is
significantelybelow Fraction A and only about 15% of the FAO»
score.
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JL J_JLJva"+Lh *

For the analysis of the fiber content of Fraction B {Table 13),
the same methods were used as for Fraction A. It is evident
that this fraction has a very high fiber content.

Table 13: Types of fiber of Fraction B
i r. ..i-. .vi"i".-n-."i~.-i". 1 •.-ta j..i---*1_-—fa,i,.-.¦,,p------—___¦ ^-^-^-^¦-^¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ivBvir.v.viir.vMBirBviiM.v.-i-i rirrirrii. ri m_yi . rirrrriin _n .-rrrrriYYi.YirrrrrrrYiTnYi—rrrr-rri

Fiber % of Fraction B
Fraction B >40mesh 4 40mesh

Dietary fiber 61*6

Crude fiber 45*0 51 _5 25.3

e

Neutral detergent fiber 69,0
Standard deviation 3.5

Acid detergent fiber 53.7
Standard deviation 2.8

Iiignin 9*8
Standard deviation 0.8

Cellulose 41 ,0
Standard deviation 2,2

85.0 52.9
jcü * _) 4.8

69.5 37.8
2.4 3.2

11 .3 8*2
0.6 1.1

54.8 27.2
1.6 2.7

a-b, respectively c-f, were determined on different batches

2.4.1,3* Fraction C
¦ ¦¦ iMi—iBi¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ii¦¦¦"!. B.f "i 11 r'" r'i i'i

* ' ' ' "" ¦¦¦-

Fraction C in its form after the milling and Separation process
consists of two different morphological parts, namely the seed
coat and the endosperm; the combination is called endosperm
split, The seed coat is a very thin, brown and fibrous layer,
which adhers.3 to the transparent endosperm.

A complete Separation of the seed cöat from the endosperm can

only be achieved manually, The endosperm split has to be
soaked in water and can then be peeled off carefully.

Analysis of these two parts reveals differences in their
composition, These results as well as the composition of the
complete Fraction C is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14: CompositionofFragtionC

Compound Fraction C Seed coat Endosperm
% % %

_pu Muif um _imm ¦_!¦__ _v> im» 4Jw+ ü__. Ufift r_n>; H__ <_-*__ _y¥i -+WPI Hi*f+i »i¥t¥; ¥Hri-- ¥¥rh ¦Hftft -Wn ¦¥)¥ »W. HHnrK WW »t>> »^rH; »™f i

H20 6,0
Protein {Nx6.25) 4*0 6,2 3.1
Crude Fiber 7.6 13,1 0.6
Fat 0*0 0,0 0.0
Gum content (by diff,) S*£.5 75-7 96.3

The most interesting constituent of Fraction C as far as its
commercial utilization is concerned, is the carbohydrate
fraction of the endosperm.

GLOanalysis reveals that it consists predominantly of a

galactomannan (a Polysaccharide similiar to locust bean and
guar gum. Galactomannans form highiy viscous Solutions at low
concentrations_ This interesting characteristie is well known*
Galactomannansare therefore used extensively for thickening
purposes {61;62;63;64).

The carbohydrate of MESQUITE Fraction C contains also traces of
other sugars. Table 15 shows their quantitativ distribution.

Table 15: GLC-analysis of the hydrolysate of MESQUITE endosperm
!¦_ ¦!¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦! ¦¦¦¦¦_¦¦¦¦ .!¦¦¦¦ -!¦¦¦_ I.I !_¦¦ ¦¦¦¦_ I I l_l I .¦¦ll_ll_y IT Uli IM»«- .¦¦¦hm____»BI ¦ ¦¦¦¦..¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦|||_B_ !¦ !¦ I

'

I I ¦ ¦' 1 IM ¦_
' '

¦!¦
' j j. ' '

1 -l'
' ' j 1

' ~ ™

1
^ ~ ' "* ' ' '

Monosaccharide Retention time Concentration {%)

Rhamnose 99 0,225
Fucose 123 0,100
Arabinose 139 4.182
Xylose 156 1.957
Xylit 177 0.222
Mannose 221 56*470
Glucose 248 0.596
Galactose 269 36*240
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According to Table 15, the mannose : galactose ratio is 1:1.6,which is similar to guar gum. This ratio is important for some
of the functional properties of the galactomannan (Chapter
&._V,-_i,_5. / *

It is known from other galalctomannansthat this ratio can varywidely among different species, place of origin or even
seasonly (61), As an example, for Prosopis juliflora, a
mannose : galactose ratio of 1:4,2 has been reported (108),
Another variable is the actual amount of galactomannan in
Fraction C_ This will be discussed in Chapter 2.4.2.

In chapter 2.5.2.3., methods are described how the purity of
Fraction C can be inereased. Purity means a higher percentage
of endosperm or a reduetion of the seed coat.

2.4.1.4. Fraction D

The cotyledons and the tiny germ make up Fraction D, which is
yellow and of a relatively soft strueture,

The germ itself is so small that it is almost impossible to
visually or physically separate it from the cotyledons, The
whole Fraction consist basically of protein and fat, as shown
in Table 16.

Table 16: Chemical composition of Fraction D
'•"• *»»¦*»¦ ¦¦**..I.J ¦ ,...--

,
.

., ,., |—| Hfl | — ¦-

.¦¦¦¦¦¦ -..-.ll ¦!..V.I-....1.1.....¦..¦. _.

Compound Average Extremes
% %

Moisture 4.5 2.0 ; 6.0

Protein (N x 6,25) 61.0 56.0 ; 63.0

Fat 8.0 5.0.11.0
n_|_ mu, _Mi_| .__. ___h *_,-_, r_y_, 4^. HUpY 141,1+- mu?

Crudfö Fiber 4.0 3.0 ; 6.0

Ash 4.7 4.1 ; 5.1
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Protein
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The amino acid composition of Fraction D is shown in Table 17

Table 17: Amino acid composition of Fraction D
."¦¦¦"¦¦¦¦"IT" !¦¦! I» IIIIYiYYi"!i iiYiIIiIYI liTI'YYTf Tl ih"i .VTY T

'

I I i I
¦¦¦¦¦¦mim ¦__¦___*_>__ 14 h 41 I ¦_¦___¦_, ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ I h ¦.I. 4 ¥ w\ ih Hh ;MMnynn_h hrj___rr. ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ 11

Amine acid Grams per 100g mg per gram
of Fraction D nitrogen

Provisional
score {FAO)

mg/g N {102)

ASPARTIC ACID 4.583
THREONINE 1 .321
SERINE 2.291
GLUTAMIC ACID 11.214
PROLINE 4.093
GLYCINE 2.508
ALANINE 2.290
CYSTEINE 0.961
VALINE 2.198
METHIONINE 0.550
ISÖLEUCINE 1 .777
LEUCIME 4.148
TYROSINE 1 .500
PHENYLALANINE 2.134
HYSTIDINE 1 .696
LYSINE ¦Cr . J+* ü? t£t

ARGININE 7.552

1

505
146
253
236
445
276
252
106
242
61

196
457
165

187
253
832

250

310
MET.CYS 220

250
440

PHE+TYR 380

340

Components in the seeds reported by other researchers:
Beri et al. (65) reports 3.92 % starch in the defatted seeds of
irrosop-Ls oxneraria_

_illih__lillllllMII ihilihi-fflllll. .¦ II ¦,'¦'¦'¦ .lihhhllll ¦ I4M" ¦ ¦ I ¦'¦'¦nhMMihhV iHIIIP'' ¦¦¦¦'¦' ¦¦¦'
„

Bhardwaj et al* (52 and 53) found some polyphenolicsm the
seeds of Prosopis spicigera: gallic acid, patuletin, luteolin,

"¦V__I""H H""""l¥r"111 __¥TJl IM'r,|ll¥¥llllr"f*¥t"iiliiTl i I ir,¥hlH¥hlHllllrW1-F^¥illl¥h |'^_pir-T_r____i

patulitrinr rutin, prosogerin E and D,
Fant et al. (54) reports two
Prosopisir julifIpra.
Chellamuthu et al. {67) reports
Prosopis juliflora seeds with a
¦ ¦¦-¦¦- — ^—^— ^^—^^—u— -- -¦ | ¦, ^J,, ,¦, wl Vmrj^TT^ lYrh* ¦Jjmm^— ¦I !"¦"¦ ¦ ¦¦_¦ 1111111111 mm» ¦¦ i¦ ^ m¦ i i i i'hiiiii ¦

polystyrenes in the seeds of

a percentage of 17.25 ! fat in
saponification value of 179.1

mg, iodine number of 69*75 and acid value of 8.55 .

Figueiredo (50) checked seeds of Prosopis^jjuliflora for free
amino aeids and found arginin, glutamic acid,leucin and alanin.
He found two major proteins with molecular weights of 77 000
and 96 500,
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2.4.2. Chemical Variation in the main constituents of different
pods

MJJJJHIM^IMI IMIMI I IMIMIMIMI LMIMlAn_.|MIMMIMIMIMIhlIM* MIM.I IM IM .*. M///....I++./.**+•***. I./.A J..I..J.A.I^^V^J^^^^^-^-^ _y.
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It is known, that pods from the same species but different
trees vary widely in their apparent sweetness. This had been
observed by simply chewing the pods, It therefore seemed to be
interesting to determine, whether the compositional differences
are limited only to the sucrose content or if they are found in
other dominant constituents as well. For that purpose, pods
from 16 different trees were collected at random, milled and
separated as described in Chapter 2.3,. The fractions obtained
were then analyzed chemically (Table 18)*

Table 18: Compositional Variation, Fraction A
I ~l l"i -i m r** MM I IIIIIIIIIIIIYMYMYMYMBriYii_lllii»_iiBi__i —hil—¦il i^ - ¦ ¦ _¦.1 ¦ ¦ ¦ _¦ _ ¦¦¦¦Jim. mYi i i ¦ ¦'¦ _¦ ¦ ¦ I¦. ¦_¦'¦ iY. *iViVri I ¦ I iTi I ¦11 ¦'¦ 11 ¦ n. n ¦ _¦ I im'ii. ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦n ¦ m.iiiM

Pod # Total Sugars
Sucrose -fGlucose

FN 1 45.6
FN 2 54.2
FN 5 43.2
FN 12m 43.4
FN 15 50.2
FN 15/30 47.0
FN 16 39.9
FN 17 41 .9
FN 23 52.3
12 A 48.2
1 2 B 46.2
12/8 50.0
3/38 49.6
18/I9m 56.4
X 39.0
X z 46.8

Protein Fat
Nx 6.25

10.4 2.2
9.9 1 .6
8.4 1 .7
9,1 1 ,8
7.7 2.8
8.9 £jt , £* mJ

7.4 1 .3
10.2 1 .7
5.7 1 .6
9.1 1 .6
8,9 2.7
7.1 £* , f

7.7 1 .3
7.8 1 .4
8,7 2.9
9.0 1 .7

Grude Fiber

12..6
11 ..6
14..2
19..3
14..6
13,.2
14,.9
16,.5
13,.0
12,.9
10,¦ 1
14,.3
13,.6
11 ,.1
16..3
17..0

Average 47.1 8.6 1.92 14.1

S _______rd—
deviation

¦¥*?* +JVJ. -HM^1 .^^ —^ ^^0. .^y. ^„^ M "

"Tf _+ ._?

10.4%
-pn? __¦*¦ -q-mp kur rirf. -t^wj- __nr *>r_^ mmVrf m___r ____

1 _5
sal 7 »4%

0_5
26.0% 17,0%

The analysis shows that the composition does not only vary in
the total sugar content, but even more significantly in the
other constituents of Fraction A.
Nevertheless, the sugars are the absolute dominant ingredients
of this fraction, accounting for almost half of it.
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Fraction B consists raainly of crude fiber, The
components however vary more significantly (Table 19).

other

Table 19: Compositionalvariation, Fraction B
_rirrrrrrr._-rrr._-rri'._TrV._._TT. .hhiihVMhii.'M In.'"I ¥""h¥'"M¥l I %¦*"# ¥h'"'|h¥ ¥¥ h¥ ¦ »w»__r____ n̂^_Ti_r____^___»T_^^ I Wh ¦¦¦ hH'""ll ¥ _¦¦ ¦¦¥!¦ ¦' h ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦"¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦_-_v___-__»,_i».TlTJWT.TT.mjTP.^.T:"

Pod # Total Sugars
Sucrose * Glucose

Protein
N* 6.25

Fat Crude Fiber

FN 1 9.4
FN 2 10.6
FN 5 4. 4
FN 12m 4.3
FN 15 6.5
FN 15/30 8,8
FN 16 5.7
FN 17 7.6
FN 23 5.3
12 A 7.3
12 B 5.7
12/8 5.9
3/38 11 .0
18/1 9m 5.8
X 7.0
X 2 4.2

5
6
4
9
5
6
5
6
4
5
6
4
7
6
5
6

0
9
3
1
7
5
9
8
6
7
3
9
5
9
8
1

1 .4
1.0
1 .3
1 .7
1 .4
1 .8
1 .2
1 .1
0.8
1.2
-1 .1
1.0
1 .1
0.9
1 .2
1 .7

46
45
54
40
41
41
45
48
51
41
46
47

2
6
8
4
6
4
7
8
7
1
6
1

39.4
46.2
44.0
39.0

Average

Standard-
deviatiort

6.8

32.4%

6.2

1.2
19.4%

1.3

0
34

45
6%

4S.0

4.5
=10.0%

As already mentioned in Chapter 2.4.1.3, the interesting
question regarding the compositionalVariation of Fraction C is
its ratio of galactose : mannose. Table 20 shows the results.
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Table 20: CompositionalVariation. Fraction C
l.ilih¥.i'ih.lll..lh¥..l¥ll¥ iiii|^ti__uii^i-M_r--Vj Ja iv 1141 ¦.!¦_¦ 'rl. "r V""M'l*^^"HJ^»^Tii_-|iiwiii^ |||H.i..i|.i.MI¥.MVIh" ¦¦-^l-^^J^^-u^rJ^^l^^J^^J^^J^^^^ I I I I l"¥l I I ¦ ¦ ¦VI-»"™*-''*™'^^ l.ihhhl....ih.ihl.i"hl..ll.i'h

Pod# Mannose:Galactose Pod# Mannose: Galactose

FN 2
FN 5
FN 12m
FN 15
FN 15/30
FN 16
FN 17
X**" j__

1 .14 FN 23
I * __r __ 12 A
1 .99 12 B
1 .26 12/8
1 .14 3/38
1 .38 18/19m
1 .37 X
1 .52

1 .40
1 _43
1 .24
1 .31
1 ,36
1 ,04

Average 1.314

Standard-
deviation 0.228

It can bee seen that the galactomannan composition of all

samples is within a relatively narrow ränge, even though the
deviation within each sample was above satisfaction, probably
due to impurities, The result satisfies insofar as the
Variation is to small to cause measurable functional
differences.

The ratio of Fraction C to Fraction D of a seed is also of
importance. A small seed with a high percentage of Fraction C
could eventually give a higher yield of galactomannan than a

large seed which consists primarily of Fraction D_

The ratio was determined by Splitting the seeds with the
graintester (see chapter 2,3,1.6,), sieving out the fine
material that is being produced, and weighing the two
fractions* The protein content of the fine material was

analyzed and compared to the protein content of the pure
Praction C and D raspectivly, This allowed to determine the
percentage of each Fraction lost in this fine material, and led
to the correction factor in determing the ratio of Fraction C
to D (Table 21),
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Example for the determination of correction factor:

Composition of fine materials 75% Fraction D + 25% Fraction C
% fine material = 40%

iL Am CL V-"1 t,h uL. \Jt L 1 \^T

Fraction D

J^ J-- .L. t*J Kt* L- JU V CS V.V

Effective D

2 ,95g
2,61g •». -»Ah _- JL V_F J. ti tilv »»/Tt" \m+ r_L. rJU tfV _l_ 3,71g

2.95g . 0.25 x 3.71g _ 3.88g
2.61g . 0.75 x 3.71g _-. 5.39g

üncorrected ratio of C:D = 2.95
Corrected ratio of C:D = 3.88
Correction factor _= 0.62

2.61 =1.13
5.39 = 0.72

The results of this study with the correction factor are shown
in Table 21

Table 21: CompositionalVariation, Ratio of Fration C:D*..——s. ,_..«.. m..*i*....__ r.
_..

Pod # C:D

FN 1 0,71
FN 2 1.12
FN 5 0.71
FN 12m 0.56
FN 15 0.71
FN 15/30 0.60
FN 16 0.66
FN 17 1 .00

Pod# C:D
z
— —„jssssrsssrsrK== = = =sr~=

FN 23 1 .10
12 A 0.50

1 jd xJ 0.69
1 2 ^8 0.69
3-38 0.74
18/19m 0.80
X 0.74
X-2 0.60

Average 0.75

Standard-
deviation 0.18

The average ratio of Fraction C:D translates into a
morphological seed composition of 43% endosperm splits and 57%
cotyledons.



In contrast to Fractions A and B (Tables 18,19), Fraction D
does not show a significant variations in the amounts of its
main constituents, Protein, which accou.nts for more than half
of this fractions, is found in very similiar percentages in all
pods analyisad, whereas the fat content deviates to & somewhat
greater extend (Table 22),

Table 22: Compositional Variation- Fraction D
m^mm^m m" ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ ¦¦¦¦ M.Mjjj-m-u-M.M ii ii iii ¦¦¦ i i 11 11 ¦ ¦n im ¦¦¦ __mmjJ_1_M_M_1. ^_^_i_i_i_i__ i^^_^^_i_ j^^_^^_i_i„ ^_i i i_ p- —— i—— ————— — ———i——— — ——— j— —— — ————- K. .—j. - ¦ _^_ _---¦_¦ „„_~~. |.' | |. |.'"|'._ |. 11 ..'.*.•Y .'_. |. .*.. | * .* * | _ 11.. __

Pod # Protein Fat
(N * 6, 25)

FN 1 56.1 9.6
FN 2 52.0 9.4
FN 5 60.4 7.6
FN 12m 56.3 8.0
FN 15 56.9 7.5
FN 15/30 56.2 9.0
FN 16 57.7 7.7
FN 17 57.1 7.2
FN 23 59.2 7.5
12 A 56.3 6.2
12 B 55.6 8.0
12/8 55.6 9.3
3/38 59.1 7.0
18/1 9m 60.7 7.3
X 57.9 7.4
X 2 56.6 6.9

Average 57,1 7*85

Standard- 2_1 1_0
deviation =3.7 % =12.7 %
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2_5, Uses and applications of pod fractions
rxiii|ii_^|^ii^iHHHI¥ihlhh MrV^"H¥'"¥M"HI HHI¥I #HHihlih A_ u_-— V"IY.".-.-.'. I I .¦.¦.L.l I. jjjjj-|-

2__5^1 r Objectiyes
The overall objective concerning the use of the MESQUITE-pods
is to find the optimal application for each fraction in or asM4'H.l_l,s*'.i,.-..w.r.~wJT_.,_i_, nmm_n.|*)»miiiui.»»i,i.*k^ T.....T..,.,.r..._._-...,..,.,....,.._..._.__,__ ^ ..,,.,—¦—-|-.V|.. i— -r-.-.¦¦-¦¦.-¦¦¦¦¦i...... Art ¦¦Lr-yy-,
a food produet,¦'"¦¦P .¦¦^i"M"P .'l'Pi .¦li"lhhhh'-^-^M-,"P¥»^i"M. .'M. ¥¥hihh'l l..l._-_-.i.h.-_-i.-_u.-_-t«jr

"Optimal" is defined as the application which takes maximal
advantage of the functional characteristics, leaves a minimal
amount of unusable residue and provides the highest economical
value,

The following applications fulfill these criterias to varying
degrees. Such applications are nevertheless described with
regard to the use of MESQUITE in lesser developed countries,
where the most important criteria is to produce foodstuff for
survival,

Some produets might also be unfamiliar to the reader since they
are specific to certain areas where MESQUITE grows or had
traditionallybeen consumed. All applications are based on the
fractions as reeeived by the milling and Separation processes
described in Chapter 2,3, ,

2.5,2, Applications of the various fractions

2,5,2.1. Fraction A
i

Fraction A is quantitatively the most important fraction,. since
it represents almost 60% of the whole pod, The chemical
analysises in Chapter 2,4,2,1, revealed, that sucrose is the
major Compound of the flour (45%), followed by fiber and
protein- Therefore, the use of Fraction A as a raw material for
sucrose extraction. is the first and most obvious application,

The use of Fraction A in composite-floursfor cerföal-based
produets will also be described, However, its major
disadvantage, i,e, the complete lack of starch or a strueture-
bulding protein, such as gluten, will be shown to restrict this
type of application to either low percentage of incorporation
of Fraction A, or to produets where strueture is not the
dominant characteristie.
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2.5.2.1,1, Sucrose extraction
¦ I.V.LIIV.V.Vr.T.TZ VI'.' ¦IJJJBmB'ihbhbilMli-YrirM.iV.Vi _IIIIYi'i .Vi .Vi .YIYIYI- —¦V~'—1~

In many areas where MESQUITE grows wild, such as the Imperial-
valley in Southern California or Hawaai, sugarcane or

sugarbeets are grown and processed nearby,

MESQUITE compares favorable to the two traditional sucrose-

sources on Mas is** sucrose^percentage (sugarbeet 10-15%;
sugarcane 14^26%; MESQUITE 30-50%).

The following list provides some thoughts why or why not,
MESQUITE could be an interesting alternative to the traditional
sugar crops.

Advantages:ii¦ ¦ i-1 ii ^ i

-Sugarbeet processing Starts in october, so MESQUITE would fit
in off season of sugar production,
-Sucrose plants show currently low profitability, partly
because of the Short season,
-Sucrose is the main Compound of MESQUITE Fraction A,
-Infrastructurealready available.

Disadvantages:
!¦¦¦¦_ Hill" ¦ ¦ iH H""^'»—'—»—¦¦¦¦'¦i'"'»**'—'*'''™'—

-High soluble protein and mineral content of MESQUITE Fraction
A interferes with the crystallisationand purification of
sucrose*

-Existing surplus of sucrose in many countries except Mexico
which has to Import 300 000 tons of sugar in 1984 (103),
-Extremely high energy and water input.

Conclusions:
¦ _¦¦!¦ ii__i ¦¦ i ¦"¦ ¦ ¦ i"_l r,l¥"l<¥IM'¥-,M"MHr" ¦¦ ¦ lil ¦

MESQUITE Fraction A should be processed using the already
existing machinery and process steps of a conventional sugar-
plant, No major changes should be required, the produet should
not compete head~on with regulär sugar, taut be seid as a

"special" MESQUITE sugar,

Another possibility would be to stop the process before
crystallization,or to invert some of the sucrose in order to
produce a liquid sweetener or syrup, such as a maple syrup.
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Therefore, the following experiments were based on the known
methods of sucrose extraction as known from sugar beet
processing, without attemptlng to produce a high purity sucrose
identical to a conventional sugar.

a) Preparation of small batches of sucrose syrup for
analytical purposes-_----r------rt___r____>T_-___r_____r»___d___________________i , | ¦ ¦ ¦41 ¦¦vP*¥. ¦ ¦ »h" ¦ ¦ I ¥_™»*»VH_" ¦ I _¦ ¦ I _¥H ¥WW IWWW ¥rr_ir.ir.i ll¥r_ iir.r-iin I Mi ii. liliiiihlliiiiliii.T. __p.tt.tttt. ___^^ ¦ ¦¦_¦¦¥¦¦¦!¥¦¦¦ ¥""¥I"¥I¥»""*||H¥IIIilhhhhilillllliii-hihiillllih ¦hhhlihiiihhhiiiihh_ihilliliii.lilii.__-i

- Give 20g MESQUITE-PractionA to 200ml H20

- Heat Solution to 80*C for up to 20 min

- Filter Solution through cheesecloth

- Run filtrate through roundfilter

- Heat filtrate to 80*C, add 2% CaO then keep at the
temperature for 20-25 min

- Cool filtrate to 25QC

- Centrifuge for 20 min at 12 000 rpm

- Decant supernatant , set aside the Sediment for analysis
- Inject C02 to supernatant for 5 minutes

- Second centrifugation for 20 minutes at 12 000 rpm

- Add 2 % activated charcoal and stir Solution for 5 minutes

- Centrifugation for 20 min at 12 000 rpm

- Decant supernatant and concentrate in evaporator
to 12.5 % sucrose (refractive Indexe 1 * 3515 )

- Analyze supernatant by HPLC to determine sugar purity
{see Chapter 2,4,2, )

Samples were kept at 80*C for different lenght of times in
order to determine the necessary extraction time {Figure 21),
Heating for 20 minutes at SO*C proved to be sufficient to
extract around 70% of the theoretically available sugar.

Protein (K x 6,25)in the extract was also determined; the ratio
of sucrose.protein in the extract varied from 7,2 after 10
minutes extraction, to 8.2 after 20 minutes extraction*
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Fiqure 21: Extraction curve for sucrose from Fraction A at 80*C
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b) Procedure to obtaln pilot plant scale batches of
sucrose syrup

¥rVrlilr_r_nr_hJrV r^V^^V^-M^^H^^^^rV^HhI¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ H¥ ¦¦¦¦ I¦^^*t*¥^*f^-^* ¦hl,"l¥H'"l¥l»*^l¥M"I¥¦HI¥I¥^*H^rV4*fV¦¦ ¦ ¥I¦¦ ¦ Ih¥/¦*¥¦¥. r^*w***ti+M*ri.'\u*Ai*ii.'irrAitfr*ij^±'ir±j^v*^ inAlAnrAnnr

The procedura follows basically the same system as described
for small batches, but more data could' be collected on a larger
scale, The method is based on the industrial procedure for
sugar beet processing (68), except for the first few steps that
are not necessary for MESQUITE and for the final
crystallization. Attention was given to minimize the amount of
water and energy to be used (Figure 22),
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Figure 22: Sucrose extraction process for MESQUITE Fraction Ä"' .,iil V iln '
__¦¦ IIiImYI . .IiIiI-imYm.m .!"¦ . .l"r .'fi I YilT _ .IiI"imImYIIiImImiIiYiiIiiiiii -i ¦¦¦¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦¦¦.¦¦¦¦¦ iii_-_|||-i- i...¦¦-¦......i „,„,„. -,-,r

•***¦ ^^ ^^ ^^ -f. -r- -r- ti
""""... - ____^.- ¦ ¦. | ii'-TiMTiiiiinn __r. ______¦¦____ — __ ———— -—— -¦__¦¦¦ — ¦¦¦¦¦ —¦_¦¦¦¦¦¦¦. ,

MESQUITE Fraction A 500 g

Add 500 ml distilled H20

Heat for 20 min at 80*C

Filter through cheesecloth

Filtrate 01, 580g Residue 01, 420g

Add 500 ml distilled H20
|Heat 20 min / 80°C
Filter (cheese cloth)

Filtrate 02, 700g Residue 02, 210g

Filtrate 03, 1280g

Centrifuge (12 000 rpm / 20 min)

Supernatant 04, 1150g Precipitate 04, 115g

Heat to 75 C
Add 25g Ca(ÖH}2 {in 50ml H20)
Inject C02 during 15 min
Filter Solution while still v/arm,
Centrifuge (12 000 rpm/20 min)

then let cool

Symp 1150g

Concentrate in evaporator

Frecipxtate 05, 3Ög

Syrup concentrate 400g, with min. 50% sucrose
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The intermediate and end produets of the process described in
Figure 22 were analyzed in order to determine the accuracy and
efficency of the system, The raw material that was used had
relatively low percentage of sucrose of 42%,

Table 23 shows the results. The values also correspond to the
preeeeding page. Figures 23-25 show the extraction at different
stages as well as intermediate produets of the extraction
process.

Tafole 23: Chemical analysis of intermediate and end produets
of the sucrose-extractionfrom MESQUITE Fraction A

Produet Sucrose Protein

g % of % % of %
(*) produet yield produet

MESQUITE 500 42 10
Fraction A

1¦Extraction
1 ¦¦¦,¦¦¦¦—,rtlMhmlMhhlr'MWII 1

Filtrate 01 580 21 58 4.2 49
Residue 01 420 21 42 6.1 51

2.Extraction
(of residue 01)

Filtrate 02
Residue 02

700
210

7,4 25
12

1 .5
6,9

21
29

Filtrate 03
(=F 01+02)

.j

1280 13.6 83 2.7 70

1.Centrifugation
(of filtrate 03)

--¦¦¦¦-- ¦- --*¦
11 ii ¦ ii ¦'¦ ¦¦ Tn www wrn'i ¦*¦ i 1*11 ¦'¦ i ¦i ¦ ¦¦ i¦ 11 ¦'¦ 11 11 ¦*¦ ¦*¦ I ¦'¦ I¦ I¦ ¦ ¦ i¦ ¦ ¦ 1*1 k i¦ i ¦*¦ kI ¦ ¦ i ¦'¦ i¦ i

Super-
natent 04
Pre
cipitate 04

1150

115

13.5

12.1

14

6.5

1 .8

12.0

+J *€*

28

2.Centrifugation
(of supematent 04)

¥¥¥¥r_¥llllll"IWW'V¥ll'l"¥l»**. ¥l¥ n|¥l""¥¥""l¥ l¥"'¥J¥¥l¥MH¥¥"Mr,l¥IIIIM"l !¥¦¦¥! ¦¦¦». I Ih

SYHOP
Jn rJL_ Vi^

cipitate 05

1145

30

13.1

13.0

71 \ % *€a

7,0

28

{*) added water included
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It is certainly no surprise, that the pilot plant scale process
does not achieve the same extraction rate as the one in the
laboratory experiment. Nevertheless, 70%
sucrose oan be found in the end produet
extraction and multiple purification
effectively separate most of the protein,
yield of sucrose slightiy* The figures
improved by enforced stirring of the flour
by an increase in the amount of extraction liquid,
turn would increase costs significantly*

of all available
after a two step
procedures, which
but also reduce the
could certainly be
in the Solution, or

which in

Table 24 illustrates the output of usuable produet. The table
also shows the mineral content of the syrup, which serves as a

quality Standard in the sugar industry,

Table 24: Input / output of sucrose extraction
¦

¦ ¦r ¦¦¦¦_ r-rU-l

Sucrose Protein Crude Zn Mg Fe Cu
g g fiber,g ppm

Ca Na
g/100g

Input;
500g MESQUITE
Fraction A 210 50 90

Output:
400 ml MESQUITE
Syrup 150

160g usuable
Residue 26

14

14

0

85

17 4 20 0_4 0-1

The numbers do not necessarily add up to 100% due to material
losses and percentages of Compounds which are preeipitated
through centrifugation,and do not present reusable material,

The syrup represents a good tasting end produet, which can be
compared to a maple syrup even though its aroma is more

pronounced. It could be used as a raw material for softdrinks
such as rootbeer, paneake syrup or as a general purpose liquid
sweetener.

Crystallization is possible, however in this study could not be
carried out due to unavailabilityof equipement,

The residue represents a fibrous by-produet with hardly any
value except for feeding purposes_
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Fermentation:

The syrup might also serve as a raw material for alcoholic
beverages after fermentation* A small experiment has been
performed to investigate this possibility;

-1 g Saccharomyces cerevisiae was given to 200 ml MESQUITE
syrup with 14.2 *Brix (pH value 5.3) and fermented at 25*C.
After 48 hours no more CO2-productioncould be observed and
the pH value had reached 6*5 ,

-The Solution was centrifuged during 20 min at 10 000 rpm, the
supernatant still measured 6.5°Brix.

-Evaporation under vacuum resulted in 50 ml destillate with
9.1 % alcohol (v/v) or 7.3 % (w/v) (was determined with an

ebulliometer; boiling point : 92,9°C),

-An additional 1g of yeast was added and the fermentation
continued for 2 4 hours. 2,2 % alcohol (v/v) could again be
recovered. Therefore, with an input of 28.4 g sucrose, which
would theoretically result in 14-2 g alcohol, and an actual
yield of 6-95 g, the efficency of the fermentation was 49%.

The low yield is probabely due to sub-optimal fermentation
condititions.

The obtained destillat had a very pleasant taste.

For the production of alcohol,it might bemore reasonable to
ferment the completeFraction A, rather than to extract the
sugars, since the residue of the extraction does not represent
a valuable material.

Some research has been published on the successful fermentation
of whole MESQUITE pods to alcohol for energy production (69).
This however represent a completely different approach in the
utilization of MESQUITE pods* Nevertheless, it might be an

interestingpossibility in a mixed-use concept*
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Figure 23: Sucrose extraction: Figure 24: Sucrose extraction:
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2,5,2.1,2. Composite flours
.¦ -.L--L..-.I.I.-.-I.-I.-II--.-I-.-

Jfc„»^t—.IH.lUhhUIIIJ^Hm«,.!» MM.rx^^^^l*!*!!

The use of legumes in composite flours is not new, Soy flour,
pea flour and other similar raw materials have been suggested
as a partial Substitute for eereal flours. Some mixtures are

currently used, whereas others have never found wide
acceptance.

In order to justify the use of MESQUITE Fraction Ä in produets
such as bread, its baking qualities would have to bring some

advantages over a produet without MESQUITE or at least provide
a special taste. In lesser developed countries (LDC) with
under-supply of food, the Situation is different* It would
already be promising to find ways to incorporateMESQUITE at
levels where the taste of a produet would be acceptable,
Incorporation in existing produets would not require major
changes at production level, A nutritional improvment of

already existing produets through addition of MESQUITE would
definitely be helpfull in establishing its use,

Therefore, the application of MESQUITE Fraction A in composite
flours has to be concentrated on the following possibilties,
where each end produet has to fulfill different criterias:

US market:

-Use in regulär American leavened bread,
-Use in other cereal-based produets such as drum dried
flakes, Crackers, biseuits and deep-fried snacks*

LDC market:

-Use in unleavened breads, which are produced in most lesser
developed countries (chapati).
~Use in other cereal-based and widely used produets such as

com tortillas.

This chapter discusses the possibilitiesand limits of the use

of MESQUITE Fraction A, with emphasis on the feasability rather
than on reeipe optimization.

2.5.2*1,2.1, Leavened Bread
t*m»*f__-r_4t*_Mi^firT.mATT.Ti-.h¥.i¥.ih¥.hllll I I lll¥_ _I¥M I ¦¥_ I nl IM ¥¥rWr,hMrl"¥r.l ¦¦¦¦!¦ |Mh"l""r""l i^ihhwJh¥i¦¥¦¥¥1111hM_ Ih¥M¦ ¥^¥M¦h¦ _"i^T_iiiif

The procedure to investigate a possible incorporationof
MESQUITE Fraction A in regulär leavened bread was as follows:

Breads were prepared aecording to Standard reeipes with
different percentages of MESQUITE Fraction A. An internal panel
tasted the produets and determined the level at which the
incorporation of Mesquite Fraction A was detectable, and the
level at which the bread is judged negatively due to its taste.
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Judged for taste only (not for volume nor color) an addition
above 10% MESQUITE Fraction A could be detected, but was still
accepT.ax.xe+

However, at concentrations above 25% the taste of the bread
became increasingly adstringent and was no longer
acceptable, Therefore, the dough and baking characteristics of
breads were investigatedwith additions of 10% to 25% MESQUITE
Fraction A (some results also refer to breads with higher
percentages)

The major variable in the recipes besides the flour itself, is
sucrose, since MESQUITE Fraction A already consist of roughly
40% sucrose. Therefore, with the CONTROL containing 4 parts
sucrose (based on 100 parts flour), a bread with 12 parts
MESQUITE Fraction A reguires no additional sucrose, At all
other levels, the recipes were adjusted accordingly.

The percentage of water is also depending on the amount of
MESQUITE Fraction A, since the water holding capacity of
MESQUITE Fraction A is very low. In order to obtain a dough
similar to one without MESQUITE, added water has to be redueed
by 0,5% for each percent of MESQUITE {example: 10% MESQUITE -

95% H20), Breads were also prepared using MESQUITE syrup (see
Chapter 2.5_2_1_1„) instead of the complete MESQUITE Fraction
A, and using no additional sucrose.

Composition of leavend bread with MESQUITE Fraction A:

100 parts Flour (100%- 75% whole wheat Peavey; 0% - 25%
MESQUITE Fraction A)

3 parts Shortening (Crisco)
2 parts NaCl
4 parts Sucrose ( - correction)
3 parts Yeast

59 parts H2Ö (- correction )

Procedure: -Add ingredients to water
-Mix for 5 minutes in laboratory-mixer
-Fermentation: 105 minutes at 29*C / 90% rh
-Ist punch, fold dough
'-Fermentation 20 minutes
~2nd punch, roll dough and make 2 loafes
-Fermentation 55 minutes
-Baking 25 minutes / 220°C

The following results show data collected from doughs with
different percentages of MESQUITE Fraction A,
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Dough developement (Figure 2£): Due to the lack of starch and
gluten in MESQUITE Fraction A, the dough development suffers
with increasing percentage of MESQUITE, The dough development
takes a relatively long time and the strength is redueed,
but it does not come to a radical breakdown,

The addition of 1% guar gum for eventually MESQUITE gum)
disbinctly improves the dough characteristics. The dough
improvement by the gum is also visible in the mixer, Dough
without gum is very difficult to handle in comparison to one

with 1% gum, Figure 2B shows the farinograms of doughs with 50%
MESQUITE Fraction A with and without guar-gum. Locust bean gum
and methyl cellulose do not lead to the same. improvement.

Figure 2S: Farinogram of a dough with 50% MESQUITE Fraction A
-¦* ftf ._ . |i 1 1 "" mttt—^ — —¦--¦ -¦¦-¦¦— ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦- .-¦ „ rri •" —"

a) without gum b) with 1 % guar gum
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Table 25 shows additional dough and baking characteristicsof
breads with MESQUITE compared with the CONTROL sample.
Tabulated are proof height of the loaves after fermentation,
loaf volume, loaf weight and crumb firmness,

Breads were also prepared using MESQUITE Fraction B, the
fibrous endocarphullsmilled to a 40n.esh size (see Chapter
2,5*2,2,), and MESQUITE syrup (2,5*2.1.1.) instead of Fraction
A, The recipe and preparation was the same as described for
Fraction A,

Table 25: Characteristicsof breads with MESQUITE
¦>¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦

Bread

¦__i_iihiii_i'lliihlii_¥ll__'.'PFI".M" ¦¦iiimhi ¦¦ ¦ihiiiFiiiiHliiiMlir.FFIF_ I _¦ ¦l_l""»Vh'""PF" ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦_¦¦¦¦_»¦¦.

Proof height Loaf volume Loaf weight
(in 1/16 inch) cra3 * grams

Crumb **

firmness

CONTROL

10% MESQUITE
Fraction A

15

21 .5

680

675

123,5

123.5

335

370

10% MESQUITE
syrup

25% MESQUITE
Fraction B

15

20.5

640

500

123.3

126

410

483

* determined with rapseeds
**determined with Bloom gelometer

The bread containing 10% MESQUITE Fraction A developed the
biggest proof height but resultet in an almost identical loaf
volume and weight after baking. The crumb firmness after 24
hours however was slightiy inereased. Nevertheless, at this
level o£ Substitution with MESQUITE Fraction A, a good tasting
bread can be produced with no major negative baking properties.

Incorporationof 10% MESQUITE syrup turned out to be not quite
as successful. Loaf volume was almost 10% redueed, along with
an inereased crumb firmness. The taste was satisfactory.

A bread containing 25% MESQUITE Fraction B showed a clearly
redueed loaf volume .and inereased crumb firmness. The bread was

much darker than the CONTROL and the fiber was responsible for
a sandy texture. However, it has to be taken in consideration
that the comparision should be made with a bread much higher in
fiber than CONTROL.

The actual appearance of the breads is shown in Figure 26.
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2.5.2.1.2.2. Chapatis and crackers
•-¦—'-' **¦ in--iii-1-M iii i ¦
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The incorporation of MESQUITE Fraetion A in leavened bread
proved to be possible, but did not provide any special
advantages which would justify its use in regulär bread, except
in cases of undersupply of traditional flours,

Because of the limitations in leavened breads,it appeared to be
more promising to investigate the possiblilty of using MESQUITE
Fraetion A in unleavened cereal produets such as eraekers or
chapatis, which is the daily bread in most tropical countries,
Volume and Short time freshness are less crueial criterias for
these produets, and the taste expeetations are not as specific,
This widens the posible applications of MESQUITE Fraction A.

At the same time, the production of a Cracker whieh could be
marketed as a "MESQUITE cracker", would not have to try to copy
an existing produet, The requirement for a cracker are such
attributes as crunchy, not subjeet to breaking in the package
and resistance to oxidation. Also, the taste should not be to
articulated,

The experiment condueted to study the use of MESQUITE
Fraction A allowed basically the same procedure as for bread:

A Standard reeipe and procedure for crackers (or chapatis) was
adapted to incorporate MESQUITE Fraction A at different
percentages,

The dough composition is the same for both produets, and was
found to be optimal as follows:

Compositionof döughs for chapatis and crackers:

100 g Wheat
100 g MESQUITE Fraction A
112 ml Water

9 g Shortening
2 g Guar gum

Procedure: ' -Dissolve guar gum in water
-Mix the flours and the shortening
-Add mix to water
-Mix in a pin-mixer for 5 minutes and for an
additional 10 minutes in a fork-mixer
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Crackers;

Roll dough in 3 mm thick sheet; cut dough in pieces (6x3 cm),
At this stage three different methods are possible, where each

produces a differe.nt type of cracker:

1) Bake for 15 minutes at 180°C ,

2) Bake for 30 seconds on each side on gridle
3) Deep fry in vegetable oil, 20 seconds each side at 200*C,

Chapatis:

They can even be produced using only the composite flour and
water (this is the way they are actually made in most lesser

developed countries}, The addition of shortening and gum
however provides a smoother texture which is similar to

chapatis sold as specialities in Californian Supermarkets.

The dough is rolled in 3-5 mm thick sheets and cut to round

pieces of 20 cm diameter (40g), which are baked on a gridle for

1 minute on each side.

Results:

Crackers:

Method 1} and 2) produce a visually similar produet (Figure
27), The texture is indeed very crunchy, Baking on the gridle
however is the better procedure since the slight off-flavor,
which is detectable in the oven-baked cracker, is completly
eliminated,

Mehod 3) provides even erunchier producta similar to a

"fortune-cookie"or chips. No off-flaver was registered, This

produet is not very stable due to the high oil content,
Guar-gum (for dough strueture and flavor masking , and
shortening for texure), are extremly important additives in all
described recipes, Addition of salt as it is usually done in

crackers, does iead to an undesirable taste combination.

Chapatis;
An absolutely satisfytng produet is obtained, No disadvantages
over the MESQUITE free produet or off-flavors were detected.
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Figure 26: Breads with MESQUITE Fraction A (produet in the
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Figure 27: Crackers with MESQUITE Fraction A
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Amino acid composition of a composite flour cracker:
'"'^^™-'*^^"'*^^^^''^r™-'-r'^^~ t,* t-r. ^.m."^_r.w.^^^TTT.mTJJjTTm^,J^^T.^.. . „ - ..fc .,,..JmJJJ^JJJ^_m„J_....JJ_... , . M ...^ .. . |„ .h||1im1|[r..:..¦.¦¦.1|,L||._

Table 26 shows the amino acid composition of crackers, based on
50% wheat / 50% MESQUITE Fraction A,

For comparison the amino acid composition of a pure, untreated
MESQUITE Fraction A is listed as well. All numbers are

expressed as gram per 100 gram of sample.

Table 26: Amino acid composition of crackers with 50% MESQUITE
Fraction A

"Tl ¦¦¦ ¦ ¦¦¦.-_ ¦¦ mmm-TI ¦¦ ¦¦¦ .1 ¦ .¦¦¦¦,i.,i

Amino acid 50% Wheat-. 50% MESQUITE
(g/l00 g sample)

MESQUITE Fraction A
{g/100 g sample)

ASPARTIC ACID 1 .147
THREONINE 0.403
SERINE 0.650
GLUTAMIC ACID 3.827
PROLINE 1.501
GLYCINE 0.581
ALÄNINE 0.482
CYSTEINE 0.261
VALINE 0.655
METHIONINE 0.226
ISOLEUCINE 0,485
LEUCINE 0.995
TYROSINE 0.442
PHENYLALANINE 0.620
HYSTIDINE 0.345
LYSINE 0,398
ARGININE 0,764

2.026
0.461
0.553
1 .784
1 .126
0.615
0.561
0.193
0.699
0.125
0.387
0,933
0.377
0.385
0.317
0.506
0.975

¥ihHr »WH „Irr- i_?rf rrt_- ¦*!¦¥

Comparison with the amino acid composition of a Standard wheat
shows, that a 50/50 produet has a better balance than either of
the two flours alone* This
been known from studies
leguminous flour balances
acid composition. Chapter
by feeding studies with a

comes as no surprise since it has
with other composite flours, that
cereal flours in their overall amino
2,5*2,1,2,2, supports these results

MESQUITE Fraction A / wheat produet,
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2,5.2.1,2.3. Flakes
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Drum dried flakes based on cereal or composite flours are

widely used in the.U.S. and also exported to lesser developed
countries,

The technology is quite simple and the end produets relatively
stable and offer broad applications.

The intentions of the following experiments were:

-To find the lixnits of incorporation of MESQUITE Fraction A in
an acceptable produet,
-To compare the nutritional value of MESQUITE Fraction A /
wheat produet versus a wheat only produet.
-To develop a produet with a long shelf-life.

In a first attempt, flakes were produced with MESQUITE
Fraction A and other flours but no other ingredients, The
amount of MESQUITE Fraction A was varied, but not the drying
parameters, The composite flour was either complemented with
whole wheat flour (Peavy), Cassava or in one case MESQUITE
Fraction D (MESQUITE cotyledon, see chapter 2,4,2,4,), The
flakes were used for feeding studies to determine their
nutritional qualities, They were also subjeeted to Standard
guality measurements-

In a second experiment, the quality of flakes with a given
percentage of MESQUITE was optimised by addition of some

ingredients and optimtzation of the operating variables.

Flakes with different levels of MESQUITE Fraction A

Procedure:

-Mill MESQUITE Fraction A through a Wiley-mill using a 1 mm

screen,

-Prepare composite flours with MESQUITE Fraction A
incorporated at levels from 0-100% *

-Add the flour to water (20*C) and mix in a laboratory mixer at
medium speed for 5 minutes.
-Feed slurry on a double drum drier; gap 0,75mm ; speed 0.8 rpm
-Allow flakes fco cool at ambient temperatur, then run through
the Wiley-mill with a 5 mm screen and take samples for further
investigations*
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Characterisatxonof flakes

The follwing tests were performed (where applicable):

Sheeting:
Visual daseription (0= worst; 10s. best)

Flake firmness:
Flakes are given in a 300 ml aluminium can (6.5 cm dlameter;
9,5 cm long); the can is placed in an Instron apparatus and the
5,5 cm diameter compression-cellis driven four times 1 ,2 cm

deep in sample (speed 12.5cm/min). The resistance is measured
with a multiplication factor of 50xj The last drive was the
measured value.

Specific volume:
Flakes were filled
as ml/1 00 g.

in a 500ml cylinder and the weight reeorded

Viscosity:
60 g flakes and 440 ml H20 were given in an Amylograph bowl,
Temperatureprocedure; 10 minutes at 25*C (value A), heated to
85 C and cooled back to 25*C (value B), The difference between
A and B is a measure for the degree of cold water swelling and
gelatinizationduring drum drying respectivly, The absolute
value is relative to the percentage of starch in the produet,
(All values in Brabender units ™ BU)

Chemical analysis:
Composition of the flakes
fat, fiber)

(i.e. carbohydrates, sugar, protein,

Feeding tests :

Flakes with different levels of MESQUITE were fed to male
Sprague-Dawley rats ( initial age: 21 days, initial weight:
S4g, 5 rats per group) for 28 days* The following data were

collected:
-Final body weight;
-Total feed consumption;
-Protein effieency ratio, PER * weight gain / protein
intake
-Digestibility of total diet - (feed intake- fecal
weight)/ (feed intake x 100)
-Digestibiltyof total nitrogen * (N intake- fecal
N)/ (N intake x100)
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Results
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Functional properties (Interpretation of Table 27)
r "J-1- .¦¦¦¦¦..¦.¦-¦. .T. .-.¦.....-.¦.ii.mm-m ¦.-.t.^-ii ii v"-T '' •-' '' M ' i^——¦¦¦*- a *I.*.*.*..WHI*JM* ni.liwmim^rilll lAW<fc"

The specific volume (also shown in Figure 29) reaches a maximum
when 25% MESQUITE Fraction A is incorporated, higher
percentages cause a slight reduction. 100 % MESQUITE Fraetion A

gives the lowest value which can be inereased with the addition
of gum, The combination with cassava flour shows similar
results as with wheat flour,

The reduction of the starch containing composite flour causes

a decrease of the absolute viscosity. The percentage of cold
water viscosity is significantly higher with MESQUITE* The
incorporationof MESQUITE Fraction A evidentially reduces the
need for extensive pre~gelatinization* A surprising exception
occurs when MESQUITE Fraction D is incorporated: the percentage
of cold water viscosity is even below the value of a 100% wheat
flake. It suggests that MESQUITE Fraction D retards the

gelatinizationduring drum drying.

The resistance of the flakes against breaking (strength) shows
values that correspond with their specific volume: Higher
specific volume (or lower density), causes redueed flake
JL JL Jm, Xi i i, & \Z2 io iD ,

The water activity value is slightiy redueed with inereased
percentage of MESQUITE Fraction A, but the moisture content of
the flakes is also lower with higher percentages of MESQUITE,
The fact that the moisture content is lower with MESQUITE,
suggests a redueed water holding capacity which has been
observed in other experiments as well.

The most critical factor in the production of drum-dried flakes
with MESQUITE is their sheeting-performance, Under the
described production parameters, a mixture of 50% wheat / 50%
MESQUITE Fraetion A produced an excellent film (Figure 28), It
was practically impossible to obtain an aeceptable film with
100% MESQUITE only, Addition of guar gum improved the sheeting
dramatically* Adjustement of process parameter would certainly
allow to improve the sheeting characteristicsof the other
mixtures as well; the here described results have only
comparative character,

In summary: It could be seen that the quantitative
incorporation of MESQUITE Fraction A as well as Fraction D in
composite flours is almost unlimited from the technological
point of view-

The taste of all samples was very pleasant* The increase of
MESQUITE Fraction A leads to a strenger flavor, but no after-
taste or off-flavor could be detected.



Figure 28: Production of drum dried flakes with 50% MESQUITE
Fraction A and 50% wheat
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Figure 29: Specific volume of different drum dried flakes
(numbers see Table 27)
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Chemical Analysis (Interpretationof Table 28)¦MVMMVIVHIMIhllMHHIIIMI'AWIhWAVHAWAV W, fj* I , Hk , , ,._,_ W_miMIM * 1111 .***¦_*_* um—hm^^^. —¦— ¦-. .-,-.—,-.-,-.-,_,-.-,-.-, 111y ^y_y .¦ | .y.y. | .y.-.y.y"¦._..*.
_,.

As can be expected,the chemical composition of the flakes
represents basically the arithmetic sum of the combination of
the composite flour.

The protein content of the flakes is redueed with inereased
percentage of MESQUITE Fraction A, since MESQUITE has a lower
protein content to start with, This however is partially
compensated by its improved amino acid balanee (Table 26). The
flakes with 20% MESQUITE Fraction D have over 20% more protein
and a improved amino acid balanee than the produci roade out of
wheat only, Flakes with cassava contain very little protein,
since cassava itself is almost protein free, Addition of
MESQUITE Fraction A or D would therefore be a positive
improvement for the cassava flour,

The percentage of fat is almost on the same level in all the
r uLa^ves,

As could be expected, the most significant changes in the
chemical composition of the investigated flakes are found in
their fiber content and the amount of sugars; both
ingredients are found at much higher levels with inereased
MESQUITE incorporation.

Feeding studies (Interpretationof Table 29)m-iiiiir-m-mm -iirrrrrrinr-Viiir" i _ i~i-rri-vrr-1 ¦¦¦!¦¦¦—rn ivrvüi ¦ mr-1vrii i iiYriiYi.iiiniiriiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiYiiiriiiiiimiiriiiM

Three types of flakes were used for feeding studies, along with
a control sample containing casein:

1) 100% Wheat
2) 50% Wheat / 50% MESQUITE Fraetion A
3) 40% Wheat / 20% Cassava / 20% MESQUITE A / 20% MESQUITE 0

The results showed, that the produets 1) and 2) were overall
identical* No statistically signifcant differences were

measurable, except for digestability of 2), which is lower for
the whole diet as well as for nitrogen, Since this did not
cause a lower PER, the protein-qualityof the flakes containing
50% MESQUITE Fraction A must be better, due to an improved
amino acid balanee,

Flakes 3) showed better values than the two other flakes in all
measured value, The PER as an example, is 50% higher. Since
the digestibility is even lower than 1) and 2), the protein
quality must again be significantlybetter, The improvement is
definitly caused by the high-protein MESQUITE Fraction D,

This study also proves that MESQUITE shows no toxicity over the
investigated period.
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Gptimizationof flakes with a given percentage of MESQUITE
Fraction A
-¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦I ¦111 .. j¦ J—J-^~."m~~m ' * A*' —^y. T ' * * * * *~ "f~ *AJ .-ai -¦—¦-¦—¦^—i... j. .fm J. -Vm_a i b 111 i'i'i ¦'iH ¦ ¦ ¦.¦¦¦ ¦'¦ mfmwmin ij 11 ¦ ¦ iiWi'm'n ¦ -| i/J ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ i'q111 ¦". ¦ y *|AA- A | ¦¦¦_¦¦'¦¦ Ai tti i i ¦*¦ i i i i nAn j¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ r mVri'm-h ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦Wrrm.¦ ¦ ¦ I ¦ ¦ ¦ i'n'i »Wi i mi | p ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦'rm'i.i.M i i ¦ i rm^ ¦ ¦ ny ¦ ". | / ¦ ¦ " * * ^ 1111 A *'A.*" *. * * I * "Jm *.*.*.! " * " *A** *" 11 * * * ~.* *A* *A* *A*¦¦¦/¦/'--AJ—^n¦_¦---¦' •f—J—'-

r
¦ ¦ ¦ -1 A ^ i -'- 11 ¦-i.'.JAA A*

After it could be shown that drum dried flakes can be produced
at any level of MESQUITE incorporation, an attempt was made to
optimize the flake guaiity at a given MESQUITE percentage by
changing process parameters, or addition of specific
ingredients,

The choosen produet was based on 70% wheat and 30% MESQUITE
Fraction A, A slurry with no addites served as CONTROL,

Experiments discussed in the preeeeding chapter and performed
with raw materials other than MESQUITE { 72;73;74;75} suggested
the use of guar gum (known to reduce cooking time (76)) and
shortening for the functional improvement of the flakes,

Sucrose and NaCl are added for organoleptical reasons. In
addition, the slurry would be pregelatinized.

The goal of the optimization was to obtain flakes with
excellent sheeting characteristics, maximal strenght against
breaking, and erispness*

The "ideal*1 flake at a given amount of MESQUITE percentage was

therefore obtained as follows:

Composition: 65 parts unbleached Wheat flour
35 parts MESQUITE Fraction A

100 parts flour

+ 8 IT Sucrose
+ 5 fl Shortening (veget_)
+ 2 .. NaCl
?. 1 ti Guar gum

¦f200 parts water

Procedure: -Prepara dry mix; dissolve guar in water
ii ¦Hi-hilihll llihhhhhiiulilnill IHIm WftWhiiw mh.- i-Jh F i+A

-Add dry mix to water; mix for 5 minutes in lab
mixer.
-Pregelatinize slurry by heating for 4 minutes at
85 *C in steamkettle*
-Feed slurry on drum drier; Drum gap » 0,16 mm
Time on drum- 1*55" (=0*52 rpm);
Temperatur.*on drum surface = 145*C (71)
-Let flakes cool at room temperatur for 15
minutes; standardise flake size by running through
Wyley-mill with 5 mm screen.
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The characteristicsof this "ideal" flake are described as
follows:

Chemical composition:

Specific volume
Breaking

total carbohydrates;
*

80%
20% sucrose
12,5% proteinf
2% fat;
3.5% crude f iber;
3.5% ash;
2% moisture

300 ccm/100 g
<3% (*)

(*) Standard procedure as described on

through TG mesh= % breakage
page 75, but sifting

Oxidation stability of drum dried flakes

Samples of the flakes were studied for their stability against
oxidation or rancidity, in order to get some ideas about their

Ä sample of piain MESQUITE Fraction A which had
for 6 month at room temperature(unprotected from

was also checked, The amount of oxidation was

measured with the GLC as hexanal in the headspace above the
flakes, known as the hexanal-value. This has been proven
to be a good indicator for rancididty ( 70; 71 ) _,

shelf life,
been stored
light =Ao)

Method: 100 g of flakes were
stored for 16 weeks at
Another bafcch was stored
room temperature and not
termination of the storag
in 250 ml jars, 2 ml
boiling water are added;
with & triple layer of
shaked for 45 seconds a

drawn*

filled in gas tight jars and
38°C, proteeted from light,
for the same period of time at
proteeted from light, After

e time, 5 g sample were given
Standard Solution and 100 ml

the jar is immediately closed
aluminum feil; the sample is
nd then 1cc headspace-gas is

Standard 1

Standard 2
GC column

Carrier gas
Flame ¦

Injection temp,
Oven max. temp.
Columnpressure

25 ul isobutyl methylketone,
25 ul heptanone in 11 H20
2-Heptanon
J+W fused silica eapillary column;
OY-351, 0.25IDx15M
He, flow rate 6cc/min
H2 , 32 psig
260*C splitless injection, 1 cc
400 ÖC
5 psig (0,33kg/cm2)
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The results, shown in Table 30 and Figures 30-31 , are quite
impressive, The hexanal value decreases parallel to the
inereased amount of MESQUITE Fraction A, This could b& eaused
by the presence of an antioxidative Compound in MESQUITE,
since untreated MESQUITE Fraction A also shows a very low
value, A more likely explanation could a correlation with the
moisture content, which is lower with higher percentages of
MESQUITE (Table 28), This would also explain the high value of
the flakes with MESQUITE Fraction D even though this produet Is
certainly more subjeet to oxidation due to its high fat
content, Storage at higher temperature results in an expected
higher oxidation.

Tajgle__30_: Oxidation stability of drum dried flakes

Sample
HEXANAL-VALUE

stored at stored at
38*C roomtemp.

Sample^

100% Wheat 24,7 21 ,4 1

75% Wheat
25% MESQUITE Fraction A 4.3

50% Wheat
50% MESQUITE Fraction A

3-0 3.0

100% MESQUITE Fraction A 0,0 £u , J

40% Wheat; 20% Cassava
20% MESQUITE Fraction A
20% MESQUITE Praction D

15.3 12.5

75% Cassava
25% MESQUITE Fraction A 0.9 1 .3

MESQUITE Fraction Ä (Ao)
-^rt A-^m ta* *rrt *W Inj iW *J «i, rT ™ _^ j.N i_ _Vr

1 .6

Sample # refers to Figures 30 and 31

7
"*_< •-•-•- "¦«-«--¦ ¦**!
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Figure 30: Hexanal value of different flakes , stored at 38*C
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2.5.2.1.2.4. Com torfci.lla chips with MESQUITE Fraction A
¦ i iiiiiiiii.j._i._.-y.-._i.jii.iiiiii imii-.-.mii"./.!!.—".-.—m -. ."i-.- it-i--.--i—.,A'."r'ri,ri".\ v~A v" ¦¦' ¦¦'"' iJiiiiiiiYiiYiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinriiiiYiYrMYrv'Yi""irivrriYrri .mr _rrii"¦ ivif¦¦v ¦! T. y't .-r-y~r~r i i' '' ""

Corn is the most important staple food in most lesser
developed countries in arid and semi-arid zones, Corn is milled
and processed to a produet called *FMasan, which serves as a

rawmaterial for ei'ther unleavend flatbreads or deep-frled corn-

chips,

The corn chips have also become a best-seller in the snack-food
market the United States, mainly in the southern States and
California,

Therefore, a corn tortilla Chip with MESQUITE FractionA might
well be a most promising application for MESQUITE in the U.S,
as well as in LDC's. In addition, preliminary tests with
wheat/MESQUITE composite-flours showed, that deep^frying
destroys the slightiy bitter after-taste of some MESQUITE pods
most efficently,

There are many different procedures for the production of such
corn chips, but this experiment is based on the most commonly
used method which allows their production for private
consumption as well as in an industrial scale.

osition:

Standard corn chip: 100 parts processed corn flour
2 parts NaCl

100 parts H20

{MASA)

MESQUITE chip : -Replace percentages of corn with MESQUITE
Fraction A,
-Reduce water by 5 parts for each 10 parts
of MESQUITE Praction A,

Pro^edjure^ -Prepare dry mix
-Add warm water (50°C)
-Mix for 5 minutes in lab-mixer
-Roll dough between two pergament-papers
into 1,5 mm thick sheets; cut sheets in 2
cm x 5 cm pieces and punch holes in each
piece with a fork
-Immerse pieces in 210 °C oil {parti&lly
hydrogenated soybean oil, Crisco) and.deep
fry for 25 seconds on each side,

Different time/temperature combinationsof deep~£rying were

tested, in the ränge of 180*C to 220*C for oil temperatureand
10 to 3 5 seconds deep-frying on each side.
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A taste panel evaluated the produets prepared under
different conditions and determined the best combinations of
flours and preparation parameters,

It was found, that samples deep-fried below 200*C or/and for
less than 20 seconds were chewy (worse with higher MESQUITE
percentage); samples deep-friedabove 210*Cor/and longer than
30 seconds were overcooked (worse with higher MESQUITE
percentage). In both cases higher temperature/shortertime were

better than lower temperature/longtime,

Generally, inereased MESQUITE percentages lead to a narrower

ränge and slightiy higher temperatur/time combinations for
good chips.

Taste panel:

MESQUITE/corntortilla chips with two different percentagesof
MESQUITE Fraction A were produced and used for a taste panel
investigation, The Intention was to determine whether such a

chip would be aeeepted by people who are already consumers of
regulär corn-chips or whether they would even prefer a

MESQUITE/corn tortilla chips over a piain com tortilla chip,
Therefore, the MESQUITE-percentage was kept below the
theoreticallypossible level to make sure that corn was still
the main ingredient,

Products: 1) Tortilla-chipsmade from 100% corn, based on the
reeipe described on the previous page_

2) 90% corn +10% MESQUITE Fraction A
3) 80% corn +20% MESQUITE Fraction A

Panel : 29 voluntary adultsj all were trained and experienced
taste panelistsj

Test : The panelists did not know what type of produet
would have to be consumed; tests were performed
between 10am and 11:30am;
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Questionaire:

Part 1:
tw. -r_-x Amt- ih.MM r^H. ¦*+*- -h-V+ tnrl rrrT- -wt-tr -rrtr +_r_ rAi rwi r/Hh iHri InM ¦+¦*¦ rivi r-r« j-jt,i iu^ 1+1,1+ ^tV- ¦»*»¦ *™ ¦**»¦ "¦»¦ ¦"**•¦ ¦"¦« H^H- ^tV- -¥lH- iHHH «*Y -MH- "^H- H-VK ¦*&/-* H*rt *l__ *¦¥¥*. i+it_ h+_"- ¦-W' *?¦¥ +tt¥ ¥rV Vrfrl ¥rV ¦¥*¥¦ -WH *lHh h-™ H". »™™' "«¦«¦ '¦Mr' "^H- "*H-

a) Do you consider yourself a lover of Mexican food ? Y / N

b) Do you eat Corn-tortillaChips ? Y,More than once a month;
NfLess than once & month;

c) Please try these samples of Tortilla-chipsand give them
scores: {l~lowast; 1Ö~highest)

- ¦ I I 1 1 ¦ ¦!

e 1 Sample 2 Sample
Color
Texture
Odor
Taste

¦Mlll'h""ll"'.H"^B"llBlrt ¦ ¦¦¦¦¦¦«¦¦^¦¦IIMMl II ¦¦¦¦¦! ,!¦ ¦ I hl" ihl. I ¦¦¦ I ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦m'MImi"

irarr -c i

(The following question and samples were given to the judges
only after having turned in part 1 )

d) This is a corn-tortillaChips which contains MESQUITE!
Please give scores! (1=lowest; 10=highest)

Score
Color
Texture
Odor
Taste

e) What do you like best about the produet?

f) What don*t you like about the produet ?

g) Do you detect an of£~flavor ? Y / N
If yes, describe it l

Objectives of each question:

Questions a} and b); To determine whether difference in
judgement are based on the basic eating habits of consumer; one
Y is refered to as "EATER" , two N is refered to as "Non EATER"
in the resulting Charts,
Question c): Actual score of producta
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Question d}: The produet in part 2 was exactly the same as #2
in part 1 for the first 15 judges, and the same as #3 for the
other 14 judges (in the resulting Charts refered to as
REPETITIVE SAMPLE) , but the judges were unaware of this fact.
The Intention was 'to determine whether a subjeetive change in
judgement oecurs,knowing that the produet contains anunfamiliar
ingredient, A higher score would favor Identification of a
MESQUITE chips as such, instead of undeclared incorporation
in a corn chips,
Questions e) and f): Additional Information for possible
improvements of the produet.
Questions g) and h): Since off-flavor oecurs in some pods,
this question served to verify a possible but not dominant off-
flavor.

Results:

PART 1

Scores of each criteria (see Figure 32)

The produet containing 10% MESQUITE Fraction A obtained the
highest score for each criteria, followed by the produet with
20% MESQUITE Fraction A (without separating between
"EATERS / Non EATERS"_

Total score (see Figure 33)hl ¦¦¦¦! ¦ ¦¦¦ rtf h' ¦mli'l^iJi' ¦ 'mhl ¦il..ih r_ii

Presents the sum of the scores for all criterias of each
produet* The ranking is more significant (p<0*001).

Total score aecording to "EATERS/NonEATERS" (see Figure 34)

Shows the results from Figure 32, but aecording to eating
habits of the panelists, It reveals, that people who do not eat
regulär corh-chips prefer a Chips with inereased MESQUITE
Fraction A,

PART 2

Score of repetitive samples (see Figures 35-37)Ti.-j.TJJr-j.TJJr_r-j-xjj+i.-^^^ I r^h'i.hlHi'Hi.llihii^ii.ihJmHi.i^ii.hi.i'HiVjh._-rH^

Judges prefer the produet once they know the ingredient in both
percentages and for all criterias. The least obvious change
oecurs for colorr since this characteristie is most unlikely
subjeet to the attitude versus the ingredient'.
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#List of Statistical significance
Numbers "1,2,3*' refer to produet speefications on page 87;
NS as not significant; significance evaluated with Standard F™
test*

Color "1 ,2.3; p_0.005" ä f iL rep, NS ti "3;;3rep; ns M

Texture "1 ;2;3; p<0.05 "
& f&rep, NS t) "3j;3rep; NS If

Odor "1;2;3; NS " u2;2rep; NS n "3|13rep; NS If

Taste "1;2j3, NS "
a£j f fU JU tJ JyT , NS M "3;;3rep; NS fl

Sum of score "1;2;3; p<Ö.0O1" "2;2rep; NS 11 ft3;3rep;p^0.05 H

Response to Single questions:

What do you like best about the produet ? TASTE :32%
COLOR :25%
TEXTURE:25%
ODOR .10-

What don't you like about the produet 7 TASTE :14%
COLOR :0
TEXTURE:27%
ODOR :0

Is there a off-flavor ?
If yes, describe it i

YES: 27% NO: 70%
sweet 2x; astringent 3x;

Single mentionings: Chinese food,
garlic, oily, nutty

burned, cinnamon

Summary:
¦¦¦¦ i ¦¦¦¦h i i> I I i I I r*

-Corn tortilla chips which contaln up to 20% MESQUITE Fraction
A, are judged as being better than pure corn tortilla chips
for all organoleptic&l criterias, with Statistical signifieanc
when summariÄed to a overall score.

-10% MESQUITE Fraction A is prefered over 20% MESQUITE Fraction
A by people who regularely consume pure corn chips, whereas
people who usually do not eat pure corn chips prefer the
highest percentage of MESQUITE incorporation.

-The MESQUITE/corn chips obtains a even higher score for all
criterierias when the consumer is aware of the use of MESQUITE
Fraction A.

There is no off-flavor detected in MESQUITE/corn chips, as

long as the question is not suggestifelyasked . Even then,
only a fourth of the judges respond with yes, but give widelly
varying descriptions_
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Figure 32: Taste panel; scores of each criteriafc|^^'^-»M^*'*J^"'»S^^-"i^'M^^^m^ih^i|H^ M^HVh'li'Ji'hM'IMMHh'Vlh'IM'h'i'h'i'IVh'hiVi'hhhlll'i'hii'i'h.i'IM'i'i'iVhi'i'IIhli'lllMihhhhhhiiMI llhhhhhh hl llihhh hl iihhhh ihi Im ii^hr^^
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Figure 34: Taste panel; scores aecording to "EATERS/NONEATBRS"
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Figure 36: Taste panel; repetitive sample „3 (20% MESQUITE)
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2.5.2.2....FRACTION B
I¦ ¦'¦ |¦_¦ ¦ i.li.Jm. J¦'¦ Im¦¦¦¦.li.i.b.l-il-il-Vi .Vi

*- -r*i- •J"™JJ|

Praction B {or endocarp hüll) represents quantitativly 20-25%
of the whole MESQUITE pod,

The chemical analysis in Chapter 2-.4,2.2., has revealed, that
this fraction does not offer very interestingprospects as far
as its use for human consumption is concerned«

This is due first of all to the very tough and fiberous
strueture of the endocarp which would require extensive milling
and/or some heat treatment in order to be usable as a

raw material tff any kind _

Secondly, the nutritional value of the whole Fraction B is

quite low, since fiber is its main Compound (45%; Chapter

Nevertheless, if food or feedstuff in its ultimate extent shall
be produced/ it might still be feasible to separate the
endocarp into two fractions (B1 >40mesh; B2 ^4Ümesh)f since
B2 with its better nutritional value and finer texture might be
used as a bland "filling" Compound in bakery and other
produets. Its characteristieas an almost flavor- and odorless
high fiber flour might justify such a Separation*

A swiss chocolate Company replaced defatted soyprotein with
flour from MESQUITE Fraction B and found percentages up to 3%
in the chocolate-massacceptable_ Howeverr one has to be aware,
that such an application would put MESQUITE Praction B into a

very competitive, low price market.

Thereforef with one of the basic goals of this work in mind, an

economically realistic utilization of MESQOITE podsf
alternatives which go beyond food- and feedstuff application
had to be considered for Fraction B.

The simplest but nevertheless not useless application could be
to plow the endocarp hulls back into the soil before a planting
season, as it is most often done with residual crop materials
(78)* This organic material is an important seil conditioner
because it improvas the air- and water holding capacity of the
soil and reduces wind and water erosion, which is a most urgent
problem in MESQUITE-growingareas*

Änother alternative would be to seil Fraction B for combustion
to individuals, since such regions often obtain more than 40%
of their energy needs through biomass (in comparison: worldwide
only 14%) (78). Howeverf since the milling and Separation
process of MESQUITE pods requires energy input itself, it would
appear as a logical conclusion to utilize Fraction B as a

energy resource in the processing of the pods.
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Therefore, the characteristics of Fraction B for energy
purposes and the options for its thermal conversion had to be
studied at this stage.

Ä list of energy requirements during the milling and Separation
process revealed, that hot air, electricity and steam would be
necessary along the line { Chapter 3_3*}*

Several possible ways of energy-productionfrom biomass have
been studied in the last ten years, such as fluid bed
combustion (79) or fermentation to ethanol (80;81), Most of
these options require an extensive know-how and sophisticated
process-control, Direet combustion on the other hand is the
simplest and cheapest thermal conversion to produce hot air,
which in the case of MESQUITE processing is needed for drying
of the pods*

MESQUITE Fraction B as the raw material for combustion has to
be compared with the most commenly used biomass source,
firewood and crop residues (sugar^cane bagasse (83) or wheat
straw)* The produet which has been chosen to serve for
comparison is sawdust, whose characteristicshave been studied
extensivly by severeal authors (84),

Combustion-characteristicsof MESQUITE Fraction B:
i 11 i_ _H ih_—h— '¦ ' ¦_!¦_¦¦__¦¦ .hl'¦¦_¦_."

The most crucial factor determining the value of biomass for
combustion is its moisture^content since drying as the first
stage of burning is a highiy endothermic reaction* Fraction B
has a moisture content (after the milling and Separation
process) of only 4-6%* This is a value which is far better than
most comparable produets (Table 31)*

Another important factor is the density of a produet that
should serve for combustion, since volume is quite a costfactor
in the handling of such materials_ MESQUITE Fraction B has a

density of Ö.4g/cm3* This is value comparable to sawdust- The
density could be inereased by a densification process (84), but
would hardly pay off since the material does not have to be
stored or transported in the proposed system, Another way of
densification can be achieved by chopping the endocarp hulls
with a pin-mill into two Fractions (B1>40 mesh; B2 <40 mesh),
which primarely serves other purposes (Separation into two
nutritionaly different fractions; see above)*The
characteristics of Fraction B for combustion purposes are

therefore being studied in two physical stages:

a) As obtained during the milling and Separation process
(opened endocarp hulls, but not futher redueed in size)

b) Further reduetion in size and Separation into the above
described two fractions ( 4Ö>mesh; 40<me__h)
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Burning value:
mmm^^_ ¦.........* ¦¦¦¦¦""¦¦¦'¦ *.

*"*^-•-*•-•• —— -•••———— —S III

The burning value Stands for the actual energy which is being
released by a given material through combustion and is
therefore the most important number besides burning residues*
The figures shown in Table 31 (Method ASTM d3286)*

Table 31: Burning value of MESQUITE Fraction B
.....—..¦.—.ii . VT r-l

¦ - —...

Material Burning value Burning value
(as is) {dry we_Lght)
BTU/kg BTU/kg Kj/kg

Fraction B, complete 15277 16082 16999
Fraction B1, >40 mesh 15675 16500 17441
Fraction B2, <40 mesh 16101 16949 17916

For comparison:
Sawdust (80} 16414 18238 19300
Sugarcane bagasse 8300 16600 1 7563
Rice straw 10480 13100 13860
Average of cereal
crop residues (81) 13090 15400 16300

Chemical composition: residues
¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦»¦¦. ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-¦¦« ¦!¦¦¦¦¦¦ ¦ ¦ ; i-i ¦ ¦ ii i" ¦ "i ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ i~ i

-~* — — -

The chemical quality of a raw material for combustion is not

only of importance regarding pollution but also because the

efficency and the operating-costsare affected by residues.

Nitrogen and sulfur are two of the Compounds which are

responsible for possible pollution which is generated upon
combustion- Sulfur, phosphorus and ash are to be as low as

possible since they also negatively affect the thermal
conversion process.

In addition, the distribution of C,H, and 0 is of importance
for the energy efficiency of the process (81 )_

The figures evaluated for MESQUITE Fraction B are listed in
Table 32*
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Table 32: Chemical composition of MESQUITE Fraction B for
combustion purposes*¦¦¦¦¦¦"*'*tf_^>^^¦»__^^_^¦^¦"l^I^¦*I^^ M"hM IMiM ¦'¦¦Hi'i'ih I Hihlhhhlihj.il «h^mhl .hl.l JJ4»^.h Jilli.huihlii^.hhhilihlih%i%4ii«iL4_>_.¥#HLh-j_^>ri.'t»h¥Jih.h* ¦* ¦"—¦—¦"¦¦¦¦¦ •¦ ¦. 1 ,-|— 11-.---.- iv-w.-¦.¦-.¦.¦!¦.-¦.¦.¦.¦¦¦! r.:mt iv.i 111 .¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦.ii

Material

Fraction B, complete
Fraction B1, >40m_sh
Fraction B2, <40mesh

For comparison:
Dry sawdust (80)

%C

50

%H %0

6.4 42

% S

0.06

% P % Ash
rjjy. pjtj- nri^ -*-u-T +***'

44 6.5 44 none 0,13 3.25
44 6.3 46 none 0.05 3.0
45 6.6 r_i rtf none 0.23 3.5

0,86

Additional chemical Information of importance for
combustion process is available in Chapter 2.4.2.2.

the

In conclusion it can be said, that MESQUITE Fraction B, whether
used on a uas isFT basis or densified, provides a very good
source for direet combustion or other thermal conversion
processes* The quality matches dried sawdust easily and is
superior to most all other crop residues.

For an application of this Information see Chapter 3.3.3.
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2.5*2.3.1. Gum preparation|™.-|.T."-.--^. ¦¦"¦"-"¦•!¦ ¦•¦•""" "Ti""iiilil" -¦¦¦¦
'

¦ l—.l.-l .vii.-i.-ivivi" ** -¦ i ii-ri-i ¦J_^J

Fraction C represents the two endosperm splits of the seeds,
which are obtained by the milling and Separation process*

It has been found, that these splits consist of approximately
40% seed coat and 60% endosperm. The seed coats have no

functional or nutritional value, whereas the endosperm
(containing the galactomannan) could be of considerable
economical value. However, the Separation of the endosperm from
the seed coat is the main obstacle for a utilization of the

galactomannan. For analytical purposes this can be done by
soaking the endosperm splits in water, pealing off the seed
coat and drying the endosperm under vacuum. The endosperm
splits contain accordingly 65% pure galactomannan on the

average, with a ränge of 55-75%. For all subsequent studies,
65% gum in FractionC is regarded as 100% yield of gum,

Since all impurities in the galactomannan such as remaining
seed coat material negatively affect its functional properties
as a thickening agent and subsequentally its economical value,

several methods Vere evaluated to separate seed coat

from the endosperm;

a) Wet process: The splits are allowed to soak in water for
various times at different temperatures, the endosperm can

then be separated from the seed coat in a juice mixer.

b) Dry milling: The splits are dehulled in a Udy-cyclon mill
with a rubber rotor and an abrassive surface.

c) Combination of a) and b): The splits are first dehulled,
ground into a fine powder, which is then soaked in water, to
disolve the gum, separated by centrifugation and the

supernatant gum freeze-dried*

d) Enzymes ; The splits are soaked in Solutions of pectinase
or/and cellulase to hydroliise the seed coat*

e) Liquid Nitrogen :The splits are soaked in H20 for one hour
and then frozen in liquid N2, to break the endosperm off the
seed coat (86).

Of all the described methods only a) and b) were promising
enough for further investigation, whereas the other
procedures failed completely or resulted in a degradation of
the gum*

Method a} and b) were therefore improved with the following
results*
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A) Wet process :
I iY. i»'iTi ik ¦YmYi hYiYi _111111111111 iYmYmYmYm'HI 1111 ~Vi I '¦ Vi— f I. I 1

When endosperm splits are soaked in water, the galactomannan
swells up considerably* The seed coat itself absorbs little
water only and the endosperm can be pealed off the seed coat
quiet easily* The optimal swelling of the gum was measured as

follows:

2g of Fraction C are given in flat weighing boats { 8 cm wide;
2 cm deep) with twenty 1 mm wide holes in the bottom.
Three such dishes are placed into beakers, which are filled
with distilled H20 at different temperatures ( 23 *C; 35*C;
70 °C), so that the weighing boats are completely filled with
water.
The samples are stired for 20 seconds every 3 minutes and are

weighed every 15 minutes (after 'the water is dripped off and
the weighing boats are dried with absorbing paper to eliminate
surface water.
The weight difference of the samples is equivalent to the
absorbed water.

Figure 38 shows the results

temperatures increase the
immersion time of 240
temperatures.

. It can be seen, that higher water
speed of absorption, and that a

minutes is aedequate for all

Figure 38: Water uptake of Fraction C at different temperatures
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The weight of the sample soaked at 70°C inereased its weight
dramatically after 200 minutes* The sample swells up so

much, that surface water can not be removed anymore-

Once that 240 minutes were proven to be sufficient to allow
maximal water absorbtion (and subsequentiallyeasiest removal
of the endosperm from the seed coat) a second experiment with
the same setup was performed to determine the yield of
galactomannan:

-The endosperm splits are allowed to absorb water for 2 40
minutes, as described for Mwater uptake*r.
-The splits are removed from the weighing boats, and the
remaining water in the beakers is freese-dried to determine
lost galactomannan (L).
-The splits are given in a Omni-mixer, where the endosperm
can be removed from the seed coat.
-The mixture is filtered {FILTRATE- G1); the preceding step
is repeated with the material retained by the filter and some

added water, and this mixture again filtered (FILTRATE^ G 2)
-Both filtrats are separately freeze-driedand weighed.
™The seed coats retained by the filter are dried and weighed as

well _

Table 33 shows that a soaking temperatur of 70 °C provides the
highest yield of pure gum and requires only one inixing step.
Thanks to the low viscosity at this temperatur, handling is
also simplified*

Analysis of the such prepared gum showed for all temperatures
the following impurities: protein <4 % crude fiber «c 1 %

Nevertheless, this procedure involves many steps and requires
considerable amounts of water and would therefore be a v&ry
expensive method, justified only if the resulting gum would
have outstanding functional properties.
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Table 33: Yield of galactomannan obtained by a wet
process at different. soaking temperaturesVhhhhhlM | ifH rVhhhlliMi'.i.il rVililn

I n* 11 *i i*i 111111 i*i I ¦ i ¦ 11 i*i ¦ 11 ¦ 11111 111111 r
¦ ¦ ¦ - -' ¦ ¦'''.'.'.' 11

Quantities in g Soaking temperature
23*C 35*C 70*C

Gum lost in bath <L) 0.05 0.1 0.14
Gum yield in 1. mix (G1 ) 0.61 0.51 1 .05
Gum yield in 2. mix (G2) 0.45 0.5 0.18

Gum recovered (L ¦+ G1 . G2) 1 .11 1 .11 1 .37
Seed coat 0.36 0.48 0.33

Total material 1 .47 1 .59 1 .70
recovered 73 % 79 % 85 %

ACTUAL G___ACTO______A_YEALD:

G 1 . G 2 - L
IN % OF INPUT

1.06
78 %

1 .01
75 _

1.23
91 %

Sample size: 2 g Fraction C containing 1.3g galactomannan
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B) Dry milling;LT.w^tr.TT.TXiVr.VrrJilihiillllilih44llllllhhhhhh' lhrfWrJlh#VH4^l*H_*H*HWHIfrt^rfrrI' I ¦ I f

As an alternative to the wet process, dry milling was studied
to produce a relatively pure galactomannan.

-The endosperm splits are first of all run through a UDY-

cyclone mill (equiped with a rubber rotor and an abrassive
surface, at 2200 rpm for 30 seconds)* This produces some fine
material (F), which originates prirnarely from the seed coat,
as well as partially dehulled splits (D)* These two fractions
can easily be separated in a air-classifier.

-The splits (D) are again run through the same mill but this
time with a stainless rotor at 3000 rpm for 20 seconds, which
results in a fine ground gum powder, that can be classified
into the sizes G2 <140 mesh and G3 >140mesh.

Table 34 shows the composition of the produced gum and its
residual fraction;

Table 34: Analysis of endosperm split fractions obtained
by dry milling _r ,--¦¦ |, T" *l ¦"* * * I 1" * * T ¦*¦ in

~ * ¦¦'"H ¦*¦¦*!*¦¦¦¦*! ¦¦¦¦ lmfhiMm«nnMH»MiMH»»m»nn«il-B ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦,i ¦'¦'¦! ¦'¦ ¦*¦¦*¦¦¦*¦!¦ ¦¦¦¦-¦¦¦¦¦*ib ¦*¦ rfi'i ¦¦*b*iIi*i ¦*-|mi*b I'¦¦ ¦'¦* * ¦¦¦'¦ Y ¦ ¦_* IT ¦*¦* ,mY" *ila*"* * I i~ * *¦ I "* 1 ' ' '

Fraction Quantity H20 Crude fiber Protein
in %

Input:
Splits,untreated 100 7.0 6.1 4*3

Output:
Splits, dehulled (D)
Hullmaterial (F)

(D) milled
G2 <140 mesh
G3 :>14ö mesh

90 5.0 5.3
10 5.0 10.6

45 5.0 5.3
45 5.0 0 • j

3.
13.

.5
,1

3,
3.
,2
.8

The fractions F, G2 and G3 were further analyzed in order to
evaluate the sucess of the purification of the gum fraction (G)
and accordingingly the purity of the galactomannan (Table 35).
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Table 35: Ultimate analysis of endosperm split fractions after
purification through dry milling*YY*IT*'*"iri"ri*l"|-|*J*iYII*l"l"r-|~IIIYI*IY*l I I nli-n. I i I IIIII liliY" YmiIIIIIIY il iY iYm-ImiImiTI Im IImmiIm IIIII im lin Ill ti iWiii 1 ¦^¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-n | Ii | | | |i

-

-1.-.- -.- -1.-1 -1-1 -1-n n m -.-.-.|.-.- -1 -.- IPrfllllllM* LIiIIIimYiiiib iijj«^jtwhMi|ii|BniiiJiiH||V'i''M'''IIIIM'HhV'M'MhhhhhhhMI'll'iVh^^

FRACTION
in %

Protein

Ullf mMM U..UM JJgLU

G2 <140 mesh 3.2
G3 >140 mesh 3.8

Crude

M-^- ¥W n*. 4i_+- -Hu- ¦

5.3
5.5

Ash Insoluble*

1 .15
1 .2

30.0
45.0

Galacto
mannan
w _t- *-^» —f *At* —¦ *-*
"" "¦ ¦»»*#+ •***¦ *¦"" "tt*t" ¦*»»*

64.0
43.0

*Xnsoluble/ soluble determined by centrifugation of a 5%
Solution at 12*000 rpm and freeze drying of the supernatant and
drying the insoluble material respectively*

SUMMÄRY

The wet and dry process resulted in the following three
different grades of gurns, with which the viscosity studies in
Chapter 2_5.2.3_2* were performed.

GRADE 1
GRADE 2
GRADE 3

Prepared by wet process
Drymilled, <140 mesh
Drymilled, >140 mesh

Galactomannan-conc* 85-95 %
Galactomannan-conc. 55-65 %
Galactomannan-conc. 40-55 %
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Trace elements and minerals as indicators for gum purity
, , ,,,,,

¦ ,_.-.- J....L- I *¦*¦¦¦ ¦*¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦ I VI r"'""'"¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦"¦ j-f--J 1 -,,, .¦„¦.,¦,. ,.,-, ,,,-. ¦' ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦! ¦mTii-mI II "¦'¦ im ¦'¦ ¦' iYi ¦'I ¦¦¦¦¦¦
¦"- ' ' ' fc ' " "—' ¦*" ' ' l"rtl"" .TjRffiiü

The two grades of gum obtained by dry milling as well as the
remaining hüll material (page 102) were analyzed for minerals
and trace elements.

It has been found, that some minerals and trace elements are

primärily found in either one of the two grades or the bull
material* This suggests that these elements are primärily
associated with either the galactomannan or the seed coat. The
quantity of these Compounds is much easier to determine than
the amount of galactomannan. Therefore minerals and / or trace
elements could serve well as indicators for gum purity.Results
of this investigation are shown in Table 36 and Figure 39*

Table 36; Distribution of trace elements and minerals in
Fraction C ( in ppm )

Element G2 G3
= = =:^:=:r:=:rr:r==:r:=;^=r:

< 14 0 mes
„„_ jp^ uuj, +rT- um jrrTT ,»1« _e*j_|. .!_,_¦ lluj, ,uu_ hu u-r -i.™ *u _U.__>140_mesh

Iron 21 .4 55.5
Hanganese 11 .4 12.9
Zinc 32.7 57.8
Copper 17.8 107.8
Nickel 23.2 63.3
Cobalt 1 .7 7.2

Calcium 2210 2310
Magnesium 531 567
Potassium 3125 2745
Sodium 200 860

¦h II iV II

Hull material

314.7

147.0
181 .2

3.0
11.4

3530
1310
5510
1390

The result showsr that all elements except nicJcel decrease with
higher gum content* In order to support these figures, mine¬
rals and trace elements of a pure MESQUITE galactomannanand of
a sample of pure seed coats were determined as well. The result
(Table 37; Figures 39-41) indicate, that the corelation is true
for the following elements only:

Hanganese, calcium, magnesium

All the other elements occur in some cases linear as far as the
three produets in Table 36,but the comparison with pure seed
coat or gum does not held up a theory of a corelation with gum
purity.
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Table 37: Elements corelatinq with gum purity in Fraction C

FRACTION % Galactomannan

Pure seed coat
Hüll material (F)
G3 >140m
G2 <140m
Pure gum

0-5
2-8
45
60
90

Manganese

26.5
25.4
12.9
11.4
8.0

Magnesium

1310
1276
567
531
457

Calcium
ppm

6057
3530
2310
2210
1607

Figure 39: Corelation between MAGNESIUM
and galactomannan content
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Figure 40: Corelation between MANGANESE
and galactomannancontent
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Figure 41: Correlation between CALCIUM
and galactomannan content
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2.5.2,3.2. Viscosity studies on the galactomannan
.j._.-.-.LL.jL-.-jjr.-""j-.-iviiTTi-.iM .. I.V ..

• •

-JJIimNWu'I .

• " J

Galactomannangums are used in Industries such as oil-~well
drilling, pharmaceuticals,food and pet-food (61;86). The gum
that is chosen for a given applicationdepends on two crucial
criterias: 'Functional characteristicsand price

This chapter deals with the functional characteristics, whereas
cost and price of the MESQUITE galactomannanwill be discussed
in Chapter 3.4*

The functional properties of a gum, which consist only of
galactomannan are mainly determined by its mannose;galactose-
ratio and are guiet predictable once this ratio is known, When
used together with another hydrokolloid such as xanthan, the
molecular strueture plays an important role as well (87)*

The mannose:galactose-ratio of the MESQUITE galactomannan in
Fraction C has been found to be around 1.6 r 1 (see 2_4.2.3.),
which is quite close to guar gum or leucaena gum {88)_ This
would therefore justify comparison of one or both of the gums
with MESQUITE, The determination of the molecular strueture
would definitly go beyond the scope of this work, but the
similarities (discussed in the following) of the functional

properties between guar- and MESQUITE gum would suggest
similarities in their molecular stueture as well.

The viscosity studies were performed with GRADE 2 MESQUITE
galactomannan (prepared through drymilling; G2<1 4Ömesh)_

Preliminary tests showed, that the viscosity of a 1%-solution
of GRADE 1 (1.1g/100 ml« 1g pure galactomannan) did not differ
from a 1%-Solution GRADE 2 (1*65g/100 ml* 1g pure
galactomannanjL The concentration is always given as absolute
galactomannan concentration, by using 1.65 as muitiplier to
determine the amount of dry matter in Solution.
(Example: The viscosity of a 0.5% gum Solution is based on
1.65 x 0,5 g * 0,825 g Grade 2)

The solutionis were prepared by adding 3ml methanol/ g gum to a

given amount of dry MESQUITE gum and pouring this dispersion in
distilled H2ö at 25*C_ The samples were mixed for 2 min at
speed 8 with a Polytron high-speed mixer, The viscosity was

then determined using a Brookfield viscometer (model RTV)_
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Increase in coldwater-viscosityversus time
ft_J_rJ ImihHillilihMII I ^*^4TJUJ/.p«w«-j_ Li ill Hb Hjjj-_p.-j-j-j-j*bI i ¦¦ Hl I ¦!¦¦¦ I ¦ li__r'HHi«HI I I I IM ¦¦¦¦¦M _M^¥_Wir4nut_»ui_rjfjj._in_l ¦ iVmiI|m ¦¦ I I l__*M* ¦'¦ 11¦ ¦'¦ 11

For the use in produets which do not undergo a heating process,
coldwater-solubilityand subseguent coldwater-viscosityare of
importance* The behavior of MESQUITE galactomannan is shown in
Figure 42«

Figure 42: Increase in coldwater-viscosityversus time
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Viscosity at different temperatures**** ' ' 1 ivrYiYi"YYi...i."r.-Y .-...."r irr i Yri....ii-iriiri ."iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiriiii ¦ ¦¦ ¦ _ mim« ii|_ii

Heating a MESQUITE gum Solution reduces the viscosity and
inereases again upon cooling to a maximum value which is about
30% higher than at the same temperaturewhen the Solution has
not been preheated* MESQUITE gum is therefore not completly
coldwater soluble.

The temperature stability
Solution and checking the
increase (Figure 43)*

can be determined by reheating a

viscosity along the temperature

Figure 43: Temperature stability of solubilized MESQUITE qum1111 ' ' ' *~*^^*— " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I I I I I I I III II ¦_¦—1—-_-¦—-—— ————- ——————————————i ¦¦¦———————¦— ————————— —————— ———. — ——. —- JM— -—— . ———-- —-¦¦¦— — ¦¦ ¦¦—¦— ¦— ¦ ¦ .^ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
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Brookfield viscometer (20 rpm; Spindle #3)
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Viscosity at different concentratic___
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Galactomannangums are commenly used in foods in
concentrations of around 1%. Figure 44 shows the viscosity of
the MESQUITE galactomannanin concentrations from 0.1-1*0%,
It can be seen, that the viscosity inereases exponentially.

Figure 44; Viscosity of solubilized MESQUITE gum at different
concentrations
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2*5_2,3*3. Interaction of MESQUITE galactomannanwith
xanthan gum¦u_M^__wHwBlm.Biililrffrillihh.lihiiWi.lihhr'i'i.lihhhlilhhhhiVIhhhli'i'i'i.lhMhhl IVr'ir**VIVI'PIM'r'MVIVI""l'i"V*V IVVr'r'r'r'IVIhVIVIVMMVIVr^f****^^^""

The synergistic reaction of xanthan with galactomannan gums and
other hydrocolloids is widely used in the food and petfood

interaction has been called a usefulindustry. This
incompatibility11 (89). The mechanism has been extensively
studied in the last few years and it is believed to be c&used
by some kind of physical association of the molecules of the
two gums (90)_ A drastic viscosity increase is observed by
combinations of the two hydrocolloids with lower percentages of
total gum* The combination with xanthan gum results in a more

temperature stable end produet. It is therefore important for
the market value of a galactomannan that it shows this
interaction with an other hydrocolloid.

Optimal ratio of MESQUITE gum to xanthan

The maximum interaction oecurs at different ratios of
galactomannan to xanthan, depending on the source and strueture
of the galactomannan. Table 38 shows the viscosity of different
ratios of MESQUITE/xanthanat 1% total concentration* Samples
were prepared by dry-blending the two gums, wetting with
0_5ml ethanol and heating to 75*C_ The viscosity was measured
during heating and again at 25°C.

Table 38: Viscosity at different MESQUITE:xanthan-ratios
(in eps; total concentration 1%)

4 i i ¦ h r. Ii FM l*i*i*l"l'¥ll
il ri iM ¦*¦ I ¦_ i h |i|i|i|ini|i|iiiT|""|i|

Brookfield Viscorneter; Spindle #3 T 20 rpm)

Temperature MESQUITE : Xanthan
9:1 3:1 1 :1 1 :3

25°C (unheated) 750 800 11 00 1450

7 5**C
604C
50 "C
40 »C
35 *C
30 *C
28 "C
25 "C

2500 2300 1900 1500
3300 3100 2700 1700
3750 3350 3100 1750
4300 4000 3400 1800
5500 4500 3600 1850
6050 4800 4300 1900
6500 5450 4600 1950
7050 5900 5700 1950

The highest viscosity can be achieved by adding 10% xanthan

gum to the MESQUITE galactomannan; it reaches a value more

than ewice as high of the MESQUITE-only sample. intensity of
the interaction diminishes with higher percentages of xanthan.
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The viscosity of different hydrocolloid mixtures at 25°C (after
heating) as well as the comparable viscosities of the Single
gums are illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Viscosity of MESQUITE/xanthan combinations {at 25°C)
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The temperature stability of the best combination (9:1) is
shown in Figure 46: The strength of the interaction is redueed
with inereased temperature.

Figur 46: Temperature stability of MESQUITE/xanthan (9:1)
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2.5.2,4. Fraction D
M|M|"ihl Hi'lffH'IrtH111HI¦ fih111jfrvrftrfiIr.+r.'iT.'iT.¦ rt¦ ¦ ¦ ^iririviviTiTviTUTivi^^iv^^T^^^i^^^^^^^^f^VTA+VWWWvvvvvv

Praction D is made up of the cotyledons and the germ of the
MESQUITE seed and represents 12-15% of the whole, dried pod
(Chapter 2.2.)* Its main constituents are protein (61 %) and
fat (8 %)_

Many protein produets from leguminous seeds as well as from
other sources, are used in the food industry for two different
reasons ;

-fortificationand balancing of the amino acid composition
-functional properties (e_g. foaming; stabili__er)

The amino acid composition of Praction D as shown in Chapter
2.4.2,4,, reveals that the protein of this fraction is typical
for a leguminous seed, which would basically qualify it for
fortificationpurposes.

The significantly improved protein efficency ratio (PER) of
flakes containing 20% Fraction D (Chapter 2 _. 5 * 2 .1 , 2 _ 2 _ ) , would
be an other argument for the utilization of the MESQUITE
Fraction D for such purposes. However, this protein has no
clear nutritional advantages over any other leguminous
seed protein such as soy or peas protein. It is therefore
questionable wether Fraction D could compete as a protein for
fortification purposes since the obtainable quantity is far
beyond the quantity of already widely used proteins* The only
exception is certainly the utilization of Fraction D in the
local market on LDC's, where hardly any other protein material
can be obtained.

Therefore, the following experiments concentrate on the study
of the functional properties of Fraction D, which would give
the MESQUITE protein the necessary competitive edge along with
the resulting wider price autenomie, provided that it showed
some unigue characteristics*

The most desirable functional properties of a protein in the
food industry are emulsifIcation, fat and water absorption,
texture rnodificationf color control and whipping properties
(91?92;93;94;95)_

Preparation of a protein concentrate from MESQUITE Fraction D
I h null h n iFft Ililiin IYim mmum n iiiii iiimi ii ¦ im iiii ¦uniilTliil ¦* il *¦*¦ iibm iiibi i I hl m im im Im imiIiImim Im NT i nur II Im'i nilT

"

Im**** YIT*I"iT 1*
* *

YI*****iYi i*l
*

*~i*i"* Tl i h*
* *

V I
' '

-Mill Fraction D in a Willey-mill through the 30 mesh screen
-Extract fat with hexan during six hours
-Filter extract through Millipore 0.5p filter
-Evaporate hexane
-Dry protein-residue in vaeuum oven at 40°C during one hour
-Reduce size of protein concentrate in a ball mill to <60mesh
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Yield: 100g Fraction D results in 91 g protein concentrate
and 9 g oil.

Protein content of concentrate: 63.1% (K x 6.25)

All the following experiments were done with this protein
concentrate.

Protein solubility (93;96)
.y i'i.i.i ¦¦¦¦¦»¦¦¦¦iii i ¦ _¦¦¦¦¦ "¦¦¦¦ ¦ »¦¦¦¦¦¦n.¦¦¦ !¦¦¦¦ ¦¦ . . .¦¦¦¦¦Yii.l'*! I i'.fc. I.I ¦'¦ ¦¦ V'¦ '¦ '¦ I

¦ J"iV I i

-0,3g of Fraction D protein concentrate are given to 30 ml tap
water in centrifuge tubes
~pH-value is adjusted to different levels with HCl or NaOH
-The samples are stirred with magnetic stirrers for 60 min*
-Centrifugationof samples at 50OÜ rpm for 40 min. at 25*C
-The supernatant is decanted and analyzed for nitrogen
-The precipitate is dried in a vacuum-oven for 12 hours at
60°C and weighed

The percentage of soluble protein was determined as % soluble
nitrogen of total nitrogen*

The results are shown in Figure 47, along with the protein
solubilty of soy protein for comparison, It can be seen, that
the protein concentrate of MESQUITE Fraction D has a rather low
solubility. Almost complete precipitation oecurs between pH-
value 4 and 5.

Figure 47: Protein solubilty of MESQUITE Fraction D
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Heat denaturation
iyii_i_Yi_jiii_ii_i_iiiiMrfii_i»YMrirjiYiii«iiiiiiiWiYiYimH^

Solutions were prepared containing 1% Fraction D protein and
were heated to 55*C and 7Ö*C respectively, After centrifugation
the supernatents were analy_.ed for nitrogen* As a reference,
two samples were not heated.

The differences in percentages of soluble protein (N x 6,25)
were found to be insignificant:

Unheated- 15*7%; 55*C= 17*0%; 70*C= 17,6%

Whipping properties: Foam expansion, foam stabilty (93;97;98)
ij.i.._M.M.iLihiiiLWlii±*.-*.*.v.*.v.*ii.. *m.. w* i .

M i ¦¦^iiiwiiiM^iB^A^MiiiMiiiiiii'iiMiim*iiriiiiiiiiMYiiiiii*K*rrii"iiiiMYMYriiiiiiiirri^ —im"*"y-'***yi T '* "

Foam expansion and foam stabilty of MESQUITE Fraction D protein
concentrate was studied as a singie ingredient as well as

compared and combined with skim milk.

Samples:

A: Skim milk only (Carnation nonfat, instant dry milk)
B: MESQUITE Fraction D protein concentrate
C: 50% skim milk + 50% MESQUITE Fraction D protein concentrate

Procedure: -Dissolve samples in water to give a 4% protein
concentration by mixing with a Polytron at
speed 7 for 5 min.
-Shake samples horizontaly for exactly 60 see*

-Measure volume = FOAM EXPANSION
-Allow samples to stand and measure volume again
after 60 min. * FOAM STABILITY
-Repeat 5 times

The results (Figure 48) show that the MESQUITE produet has good
foam expansion and an ev.en better foam stabilty. Combination
with skim milk seem to cause a synergistic reaction that causes

a better foam stability than either produet alone.
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Figure 48: Foam expansion and -stability of MESQUITE Fraction D
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Emulsifying properties (91 ; 93;98;104;105)

The emulsion-capacitymeasures the ability of a produet to

emulsify a Solution of water and oil as percentage of the whole
Solution.

In the following experiment MESQUITE Fraction D protein-
concentrate is being compared to a soy-bean concentrate (Archer
Daniels, Bakers Nutrisoy with 52% Protein) and to skim milk.

Procedura: Add protein concentrate to distilled water to
produce a 4% total protein concentration
¦Add vegetable oil, equal to the amount of water
'Give oil-soluble stain to the emulsion, mix with
a Polytron high-speed mixer at speed 7 for 1 min
>Divide the. sample in glass centrifugal tubes
(25 ml each) and centrifuge 10 min at 3500 rpm*
-Read "height of emulsisfied layer x100 : height
of whole layer" (in the center of tube) =

Emulsion-capacity



The emulsion-stabilityis determined by measuring the amount of
water released from the emulsion following centrifugation using
the samples of above experiment _ The value is expressed as:
Total ml water in emulsion - water released x.OG : total water
in emulsion =. Emu1bion-stability

The results (Figure 49) indicate that the MESQUITE produets
compares favourably with the control produets in both
experiments

Figure 49: Emulsion capacity and -stability of MESQUITE
Fraction D
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Emulsion viscosity

The viscosity of a,n emulsion prepared with Fraction D (or
bean flour for comparison) was determined at a protein
concentrationof 5% in water.

soy

Procedure: -Dissolve protein concentrate in tab water
to give a 5% protein concentration
-Slowly add hydrogenated soybean oil while
the Solution is permanently mixed with a

magnetic stirrer
-Before each viscosity measurement (with
Brookfield viscometer; spindle #3 at
20rpm) the Solution has to be mixed with
the Polytron mixer at speed 6 for 1min,

The results are shown in Figure 50 and reveal very little
difference between soy and MESQUITE Fraction D,

Figure 50: Emulsion viscosity of MESQUITE Fraction D and
soybean flour•*
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2.5.2.5. Storage and shelf-life o£ MESQUITE pods'"' ' " -^"fc-"*fr"°—*-*ft ¦¦¦ *""*-"' •• •*-' " —¦"" ;'¦¦ ¦J-'-^||-,T,|| -iiiiliTiTir-i.-. ¦¦-¦ I¦¦-¦¦¦¦ f. ¦-¦¦¦¦1 f. .-¦-¦ ¦- ¦ --¦ .-¦-.-. -^IIV.II"II. I.. ..":.:.. ¦¦¦¦¦¦—IW. "I I

When storage and shelf-life are to be discussed, one has to
distinguishbetween unprocessed whole pods on one side and the
Single fractions or_ the other side«

The v/hole pods survive long periods of exposure to the elements
when they fall from the tree, They are nevertheless subject to
infestation by a serie of insects, which usually Starts
already on the tree, and to rain which however oecurs very
rarely during MESQUITE season in arid eones*

As long as the MESQUITE pods are being processed close to the
growing-areasand therefore rernain in the same climatic regionr

storage of unprocessed pods poses no problems (again with the
exception of insect damage and rain),

The Situation is different as soon as either the pods are
relocated into areas with different climats (humidity), or the
pods are processed into their fractions*

Humidity then becomes the major storage and shelf-life problem*
This was evident during the time of this work* The whole pods
were collected in the Southern Californian Desert but processed
and stored in the relatively humid San Francisco Bay Area,

It is well known that almost all chemical, enzymatic and
microbiologial reactions that negatively affect food produets
oeeur more intensly at high relative humidity or moisture
Contents (99)_

Along with the absolutelymandatory moisture level neccesary
for milling the pods (see Chapter 2*3* }, it is highiy advisable
to dry the pods immediately before or after relocating the pods
to humid areas, and to keep them stored in dry places, Insect
damage however oecurs even when the pods are dried and an
additional fumigation (e.g, Phosphin) is therefore neccessary.
Free__ing is only recommended when pods are stored in their*
original state for analytical purposes and to avoid insect
damage and mold without fumigation.

The same problems are valid and even more important when the
pods are milled and fractioned, Fraction A, due to its high
sucrose content, is most sensitive to high relative humidity.
Improper storage leads immediately to the formation of clumps
and at higher humidities even to mold growth*

Fraction B is subject to similar .effects but is less
problematic as the fraction is not milled into _. powder.
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To obtain more Information about storage condtitions,
Sorption isotherm., of Fraction A and B were determined,
shown in Figure 51 ,

the
and

Regarding oxidation it was found, that Fraction A flour is
almost not subject to oxidation or development of rancididity.
The hexanal value (70;71; also Chapter 2.5.2*1.2,3.) has been
determined on two samples:

A1 = stored in glass jar at roomtemperatur for 8 month
A2 s_ stored in glass jar-dark at 38 6C for 4 month

The hexanal value was found to be 1.6 for A1 and 9,2 for A2,

Fraction C has an almost unlimited shelf-life, No loss in
viscosity could be found during a storage period of two years.

Fraction D shows surprisingly good stabiltiy even against
oxidation which one might expect to be critical due to the
relatively high oil content. So organoleptical changes could be
detected during storage in glassjars for 6 month. This is
however understandableconsidering the rather low iodine number
of the oil, 95_6 (50)*

Figure 51 Sorption isotherms of MESQUITE Fraction A and B
an /j o __..
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3, PROPOSAL FOR A.MESQUITE PROCESSING PLANT* ** * *___-_~-___*-____-i. t HHIH.H I .».mMÜlw^^^r. ,. «,.„ A _..___,__^__^„ _¦ r................ I-....I,.,......

3_1. Öbjectives
V "Tl Im"

-

Tl"" Im~i Mull iMTii im hl ¦¦¦ .'ii umJim Jim--'¦ |

The preceding chapters answered the question whether and how
MESQUITE pods can be processed into one or more raw materials
for the food industry and studied possible applications of the
different fractions, Therefore, the technologicaland chemical
problems have in principle been solved.

This chapter goes one step further: It presents a project for a
small MESQUITE processing plant with a capacity of 1000 kg pods
per hour- The objective is to provide the potential
enterpreneur with detailed Informationon the plant lay-out and
the type of machinery to be purchased {*)„

In addition, the chapter presents Information concerning the
necessary financial Investment and approximate operating costs
of such a plant, The figures consider only the processing
aspects including pod purchase, but no distribution, managernent
or other non-technical areas, This is a model only, based on
certain assumptions that might vary considerably depending on
factors such as location or size of the processing facility,

3,2, Process deseription
The processing capacity of the proposed plant is assumed to be
1000 kg of pods per hour. It is basically a scaled up Version
of the process described in chapter 2.3,1, and in several
cases the same but machinery of a larger scale is used. This
chapter contains a great deal of technical Informationwhich
was devebped in voluntary Cooperation with Buehler-Miag
(Minneapolis, Minn,) (*). For better understanding, the
following process description should be read along with the
plant lay-out (Figure 52).

The equipment specifications are listed in chapter 3.4., and
are not necessary for the understanding of the process, but for
read&rs seriously interested in such a plant, The logical
conclusion , a budget and the economics, are discussed in the
last two paragraphs of chapter 3 ,

* It is a policy of the U.3.D,A, to state, that mentioning of a

manufacturer is not an endorsement and that other brands might
also be used.
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Section 0; Produet delivery
-.1 ¦.¦.¦„¦.¦.¦„¦ r.„ir T T—

¦ ¦ '! ...¦¦¦¦...¦¦m>»toi^]i.i.iii>niiim r""^ "*

The pods are delivered in trucks to the plant and corttain the
original moisture content of about 6% with a pod density of
140 kg/ m3. The pods are discharged in a produet bin located
outside the actual building. They are stored until conveyed by
a cleated belt conveyer to the drier.

Section 1: Drying
^¦m»_^r.r_-m*_-ruil I PI II . MMF". 'M""f¦¦"¦¦¦¦¦¦"*^^*»—I"""™'"

The drying tunnel which will also be located outside the

building, holds two Containers, each with a holding-capacityof
maximal 1300 kg pods. With a drying time of 2 hours at 55 "C,
and one Container changed every hour, this results in a

sufficent produet flow to the next section. The Containers,
designed with a sliding bottom, are rolled above the
horizontal part of the belt conveyor and discharge the pods on

Section 2: Milling

The pods are conveyed to a crusher that reduces the pods to a

length of about 3 cm, and pass through a suetion conveying line
to the stone mill, The mill is equipped with corrugated discs

by which the seeds are released from the pericarp along with
the two other pericarp-fractions,

Section 3: Separation, seed cleaning and seed Splitting

An other suetion conveying line transports the outlet from the
stone mill to the grain Separator, where the seeds are

separated from Fraction A and B by means of aspiration and a

cyclone* Fraction A and B (along with pericarp fragments
separated from the seeds in the cyclone) are sucked to the
intermediate storage bins, whereas the seeds pass to the strato<
huller.

The seeds are splitted into Fraction C and D in the strato-
huller and are separated in a second compartment of the grain
separater. The two seed fractions C and D are then transported
to intermediate storage bins as well*
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Section 4: Fine-milÜhg¦h'h'hhh'llh-llll .WIPII .IIF'V'lll™'MP'|-h'h"V''lh''^^

The four fractions of the MESQUITE pod are now stored in their
respective bins from where they can be milled individually in
the grinder to a desired mesh size, or in case of Fraction B
directly conveyed to the bagging section* The flour from the
grinder passes a screener from where material in the desired
mesh size goes to the produet storage bin, whereas material
above the correct size returns to the grinder.

Section 5: Material storage and packaging
•i

The milled fractions are temporarly stored in finished produet
bins, until they are bagged in the packaging section*

Options:

-If the pods are not be delivered free from stones or heavy
mudballs, a destoner would be necessary in Section 2

-Depending on the delivery system of the finished produets, the

capacity of section 5 might have to be changed significantly.

3*3. Plant-layout and equipment list

Table 39 lists all the equipment which is shown in the plant
lay-out (Figure 52) and serves as a legend* The quantity of
each equipment relates to the processing capacity of 1000 kg/h.
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3.4. Equipment and engineering specifications

3*4,1* Milling and Separation

SECTION 0: PRODUCT DELIVBRY

0.1 Storage-binr_Mf«WMjl^BBrtl^lrfr.*l*lr'VVII''P'r«PP''PP'»'^^

Capacity: 64 000 kg; 4.75 m dia, 6_4 m high. Allows produet
storage for about one week

SECTION 1: DRYIHG

1.0t Drying tunne1

Approximatly 3 m wide, 2*4 m high, and 4 m long ; located
outside the actual plant. Brick construetion, with doors on

both ends for quick loading and unloading the raw material,
Holding capacity 1 9 ir.3 of beans (=2700 kg).

1.02 Heating and air circulating equipment
...

—* -¦ ¦ — ¦ ^ ¦* *" ——^i.i.j

Containing the necessary electrical heating coils, fans for air
circulation and exhaust for the drying tunnel.

1.03 Containers for drying oven

Approximatly 1.2 m wide, 2.1 m high and 3,6 m long. Each of the
two Containers holds maximal 1250 kg. Containers equipped with
three 15 cm dia. ateel V-grooved casters and six 20 cm dia«
piain casters. Including 20 m (2«10 m) track bolted in two rows

inside the drying tunnel for guiding the the Containers. With
sliding bottom for dried beans.

1.04 Belt Conveyor
i.-.Lji-.-1 .-."¦¦¦¦¦i-r"".'—¦¦ ¦¦¦ '¦'¦ ¦'¦¦i ¦ ¦ ¦ jj ii .¦¦-"i,V-V----bfcbJjiYjr-vrn.irj-jiJji..ib'T"i i ¦ i i....vl

A) For discharging the Containers.
Conveying Capacity; 0,11 m3/min.
Arrangement; 7,8 rn horizontal with 30* inclined by

a disoharge height of 2,1 m

Conveying Belt; 60 cm wide with 10 cm cleat heigth
Overall Width: 75 cm

Complete with motor, drive, supporting legs. Including 10.8 m

track, bolted to the floor on one side of the horizontal belt
for guiding the Containers.
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B) For loading the Containers*
Conveying Capacity: 0,34 m3/min
Arrangement: 3 m horizontal with 30' inclined by

a discharge height of 2,7 i

Same secifications as Item #1,04« Including 10.8 m track,
bolted on the floor under the discharge of the belt for guiding
the Containers,

SECTION 2: MILLING

2.01 Inlet Hopper

Bolted to the inlet of the Single roll crusher.
1 0 Ga_ HRS construction,

2.02 Single Roll Crusher, Model MBP
iiiiMlHi»FliiiHliihiihlHilll¥i¥l¥l¥H|-'l'lhl m\i I I lll""l IIMll'rV"lm"'HI""'iW"mi'¥l'^llll'¥l"'HI¥M^

In all metal construc.tion with spiked discs on the east iron
crushing roll. Including automatic safety release, V-belt
drive, and 5 HP motor, Without concreto support.

2.03 Outlet Hopper for Crusher
^¦¦»^¦¦^¦¦¦^hBihHirt^ilBH«iBll«ilih.ihihlllhii-'llilil.lilHllli'_"lhihrt i ¦." i < " I hr"1 I IHV 4il ¦¦ rtri ¦¦ 'H Pllllrt""iP i I I ¦¦»¦¦^^—^^^

10 Ga. HRS construetion with flange to match the crusher, and
an outlet stub to match spouting to the destoner,

2.04 Suetion Conveying Line

Including the necessary pick-up shoe, straight tubing, elbows,
couplings, sightglasses, cyclone, air regulator and airlock.
Mounted on an airlock bench, including motor and gear reducer*

2*05 Spouting from Cyclone to Stone Mill,
*.*l*.*l*.*.**ll.*.l**-1.'.r*'-.-'T~' 1

' ** *** *' " ¦ «*««_¦ ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦l__-
¦ ¦

.mmmim0M>miZ,mm0M>m0M>m0U0MMm0m0Mß.

Including the necessary straight spouting, elbows, transitions,
sightglasses. and couplings_

2.06 Stone Mill, Model, MJSG-67C
i I....MV. ...r.-ii i..*ii*.i.*ii*ii*.t~" .~.~" vii t*~~ ¦ !'¦¦¦¦ ¦*¦¦¦¦ ¦!¦'¦¦ iiVitnitii ¦-¦-¦-¦bi-_T_«-M«-a¦-¦-_-¦<¦¦ iii.iViiiir»b ¦YiiMi.iiTiMiiYiiriiri.iiiiiiiYiriri .viviyiyiyyiyi".vr-r.-rr .

Gast iron construetion with 2 metal grinding discs, including
produet inlet spout with vibratory feeder, feeder control unit,
and inlet magnet, Model MMÜA^20, Complete with V-belt drive,
guard and 20 HP motor. Without concrete support.

2.0? Outlet Hopper for Stone Mill
iv.i :rTrrrmi-.m.-.m.—.mT—\*^^»if»^^^^^» ¦»»»»¦¦ ¦ '¦'¦¦¦¦ ¦"¦¦'¦' -iffn '' n-riViTlri ifr vnTrrrnmTrnTi"rm"vn—*r*i

' mjm- ' ' —"*-*-*¦

10 Ga, HRS constretion, with £lange to match the stone mill,
and an outlet stub to match the pick-up shoe.
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OPTION

Drv De.toner, Model MTSB-50

Frame and support in steel, housing in polyester,. with safety
Windows, built~in distributing frarne, hardened stell wire deck.
Including a booster fan with drive and 3 HP motor.

SECTION 3: SEPARATION, SEED CLEANING AND SEED SPLITTING

3.01 Suetion Conveying Line
-¦¦ ...."-- [¦_¦---¦_¦----- — ---¦ —¦--— — -- ^ -- . —¦¦¦¦¦-¦ ¦¦-¦-_--¦__-—_- - —_---¦--------_¦--------.^h--------------^¦T- ¦_¦------------------¦¦---

Same specificationsas Item #2,04

3.02 Spouting from Cyclone to Separator and Bins

Same specificationsas Item #2*04

3.03 Grain Separator, Model MTMA-1510Q PS

Double sieve compartments with two separating stages. All steel
construetionwith two sieve layers, rubber ball cleaners, two
aspiration Channels on the produet outlets, including V-belt
drive, and 1*5 HP motor on the separater and a 0*16 HP motor on
the aspiraton Channels,

3.04 Spouting for MTMA-15100 PS
..... - -¦¦¦¦--¦¦¦¦-_-¦¦¦---¦¦--¦¦¦¦-¦¦̂ 0M ¦¦¦¦-¦¦¦---¦¦¦-_-¦¦¦--¦ ¦¦¦_-¦¦¦-¦-^0f. _--¦¦¦^... ......... . . ^_. ^

.

^

_. .

^ ^ *..._. _..._'¦ _ ..._

Same specificationas for item 2,05

3.05 Aspiration Airduet and Cyclone
For the MTMA-15100DS Separator, including the necessary machine
transitions, elbows and dueting,

3.06 Strato-Huller, Type PMHB-51

All metal construetion with inlet glass, conocal hopper,
support legs. With 1ÖHP motor for the rotating disc and
moveable baffle ring,

3.07 Hopper

Same specifications as Item 4.10

3_Ö8 Screw Conveyor¦ ¦¦¦V""l"MH. I¥T"."i"i""l'l ¦¦i-^iiMfi-_i^Hiuv*ru^ M'^l'rVVhMM'h'h'H'H . i i I tW 111 iV H¦
¦ 11 ¦¦ ¦ I n_i

Same specifications as Item 4.11
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SECTION 4: FINE-MILLING
pü> but lLpjj lllu.

¦

¦¦[¦

4.01 Hopper

Capacity; 2 m3 each
10 Ga.HRS construction with one level indicator, and outlet
flange to match the srew conveyor,

4.02 Screw Conveyor
¦*T^w*Tl*rM^rwwTT**wwTWVT**rv^^ i, Hi|mhl«P*liLfh-jj-j-jh.-Li.ij

15 cm dia. x 1,2 m long, Complete with variable frequency
drives,

4.03 Spouting

From the screw conveyors to the pulverizer, Same specifications
as Item 2,05.

4.04 Grinder, Model Sturtevant #00 Swing Sledge Mill

Including east iron frame with manganese steel liners, complete
with dive and motor. Excluding any concrete foundation.

4.05 Outlet Hopper for Grinder
¦ II I I ¦¦ MM ¦ ¦¦ I _^^ajJ_MJ.M_l. ¦ ¦ 111 ^^M_l_l¦ I I ¦I I I I I 11 I II 1 ^_^_^*>__*t^^^-^^^ ----------¦_¦¦---¦¦¦--_-_¦_

T"*
"— ¦¦¦¦ • •

10 Ga. HRS construction, with flange to match the grinder, and
an outlet stub to match the pick-up shoe*

4.06 Suetion Conveying Line
— I Y"*Yi_Ti ¦.^¦¦¦¦^Hti.. i i ii ¦ i i ¦¦»Vi ¦¦¦¦ ¦.¦¦iiiiim

Same specification as Item 2.04

4 „07 Spouting to Rotex Screener
^—J^ ' ' ' -™*— iii i -¦¦— i _¦-i^^^^^^^_¦ _i^-._.i_.-._j-.- _--¦-_ -¦-¦¦-¦-¦¦¦¦-¦- -¦_¦¦- - ¦_¦¦-¦-¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-¦¦¦¦

Same specifications as Item 2.05

4.08 Rptex Screenerf Model 201

Single screen machine in all metal construction, complete with
aluminum top cover and sieve frames, and stainless steel
bottom, ground smooth but not polished. Including V-belt drive,
motor br&cket, 1_5 HP motor and three spax*e screens.

4.09 Spouting
|i|hiii*.hllir*r.lir"m#'r'r*lh l'l^'Ti* ¦ ¦ ¦"_ I W" "'. "I.

From outlet screener to hopper above screw conveyor.
Same specifications as Item 2,05,
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4.10 Hopper
j-j-f-"LLLL * ' * '" I *¦*¦*¦ Y * IT *¦* **¦*¦ ™* -i-i-M.

Capacity: 1 rt.3
In 10 Ga* HRS construction, with one high level indicator, and
outlet flange to match the screw conveyor.

4,11_ Screw Conveyor

0,15 m dia x 1,2 m long, complete with drive and motor.

4.12 Spouting
wiimi.1 iiH*****i¥ ¦¦¦¦¦ mJwu ¦¦wiriwim ^iiwww¥*Wl(w

Same specifications as Item 2.05,
Including one manually operated diverter valve.

4.13 Spouting
¦ ¦¦¦¦¦_ ¦¦¦¦¦¦ I ll* ¦¦MUMM« ^U^^WB-B-B-»-!!«» WfV

From Rotex screener to pick-up shoe,
Same specifications as Item 2.05.

SECTION 5: MATERIAL STORAGE AND PACKAGING

5.01 Suetion Conveying Line

Text as per Item 2.04

5.02 Material Distribution Components
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^__.__' * ..'" ¦¦-¦¦¦¦¦-—- — ——

_ __

¦ ¦- ¦ - —— - — • -¦¦ ¦¦--¦¦-¦— -¦--— ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦-¦-¦- _-¦__¦-¦-_ -¦ _——_ _^-^ i i iii ¦ in _^^_^^_M_ i i ii i ¦¦in -¦¦im ¦"*^m*m»

Including one 3~way flow diverter and one 2-way flow diverter,
both 0,1m O.D,, pneumaticallyoperated. Including the necessary
spouting, elbows, and clamps to spout to the finished produet
bins.

5.03 Finished Produet Bins
^^^^^^^__ ^^....._ . .*.*-*.**.*-*l".

-¦¦¦¦—¦¦¦

|
"

. |
"* -*

*.*
* "~

|
- -

pi ri 111 ¦ imnnniW nm ninjiir,-~"",~
—¦ ————¦ *~ ' '

Capacity; 3 m3
In 10 Ga_ HRS construction, including one high level indicator
onB low level indicator, one bin vibrator, and outlet flange to
match the screw feeder*

5,04 Finished Produet Bin
*j.T.Trjj_rrr.T.hhhiiiiVllllih-|' I M'Mh'h" i-nmirj-inriiiy ¦ »V"-^.mMi__i

Capacity; 2 m3 each
Text same as Item 2*05,

5*05 Screw Conveyors*I".*.I*¦*"¦".".*-*-*I---*-*--*--''*"*"*"*¦'**"*"TTi""""^11111^I i*11""¦ ¦"ii 11 i¦ i i i ¦ "ii i i *i11 i 111 miiii'i*ii*ii'irT**i111* Y *ii i iii

0.15 m dia. x 1.2 m long, complete with variable frequency
drives.
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5.06 Spouting¦ !¦'¦_ImiVm| ivi ¦¦¦¦.¦-im ¦ i¦¦ tttmmihhh »Ti h I¦*¦*¦¦*¦ hh hT rt__i'i iim.JWiii

From screw conveyor to inlet hopper of weigher.
Same specificationsas Item 2.05

5.0 7 Inlet Hopperrrrriri ..¦!<¦. _ i_i_i_rii«ViiM._nrrriiM .yrri~ri fiviYiYYn— ¦¦¦-¦¦ iiiJ_Tli__m.in rnm i _m_

Located above the weigher, 10 Ga* HRS construction,

5.08 Edtbauer-Duplex Automatic Net Weigher, Model 4E
!¦*¦¦*¦¦* i*i i*-mb II I

*

¦¦¦^¦¦li.hBiiri.iBl I ililT IYh~nYTBii ¦¦_¦'¦Yi_ ¦¦¦¦_i.ih_iilTii_i-ii-ii-ilBiMillMiB|- Im _il.M.r_BiiMB_ii»_B.i_B_B_BirBiili-__-__ViJ_Br hi_ ¦¦¦¦¦-¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦l ¦_biYI«ibTnlBinflii. Yil iT-^|B _i»_fi ¦¦!¦*¦¦ Iibiiii'ii'n _ii_«_l h ¦'¦ .'i 'i 11*. IT 'i* ¦'¦ I i ¦ ¦

5.09 Belt Conveyor
¦¦¦^-¦-¦^^^»^^»^»¦¦-¦r. ¦-¦_¦-¦¦-_¦_¦-_! _-___iririi—iyit—ir-.iiMiiijMn^HiidMjiiiJui

2.55m long, located under the weigher.
IlT. . N5p10 Fishbein Portable Sag Closer, Model ME+

¦^^^—¦¦F" ¦¦ ,—**p^—^^^^^^^»»^—^^—w^— | ii^ ¦ ^¦^¦¦.¦^¦»¦¦¦¦.¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦^^^^^^ i haai. I I ir"" rnff" mir^m^^mMM^^^^r^^^^^^r^^i^^imf^i^^^k^^i^^^^^^^^^^m^mmm^mm^imm^mmimfmmmM^^m^^^^

5,11 Reel-Type Suspension, Model 1550
ih_^_^"'-»J__hi_hiJ_J_hl_«_-'hilr.M"h M"'-**^^»^*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-»^*iVJ4i«_«^«_«_^_^_-|'_-_J¦¦¦*¦! ^^ ^¦¦¦¦¦'¦¦'"¦¦¦'¦¦¦¦¦r.^^l'h"« F*" "»»'^¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦»^¦¦¦¦¦¦—<* ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ —»J-^»^—^—^» ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

SECTION 6: ASPIRATION SYSTEM

6.01 General Exhaust Ducting

Ducting from the equipment to the dust filter, from the
cyclones to the high pressure fan to the filter, and from the
filter to the exhaust fan. Including machine transitions,
straight ducting, elbows, flanges and gaskets.

6.02 High Pressure Fan, Aerovent Model 475-150 Series 14

For a capacity of 35 m3 per minute. Complete with direet drive

arrangment #4, Vibration Isolators, flanged outlet, access

door, inlet damper and 10HP, 3600 RPM motor*

6.03 Dust Filter, Model RPDC-81/8
.* *.i.*.i-**-'--ljjjj *.¦¦*-*¦*.¦ 11 Li 1 r 1

^i.-1-u-m—.-^--.i.—¦- -f ¦»¦¦ ¦ ¦¦¦¦iinM^»jM»_m _ii_"hhM_hhh__ihhMiih

Filter area 90 m2. Air to cloth ratio of 7.1:1. Complete with
12 Ga. reinforced air planum, housing ,compre_.sed air header
assemly, solid State tirner, inspection port, access door
internal grid, and flange to match the outlet hopper.

6.04 Outlet Hopper for Dust Filter
¦*¦*¦*¦*¦**¦**¦*¦*¦*¦* 1 ¦¦! ii ¦iimm ¦YrriiMiiiiiiiiiirrriii ¦¦ ¦ »Vii¦ 11¦ ¦'¦ 111111iTi1!11111"11 ¦¦¦ i iwYYVYfriTiTT'i iii**i*i*i—i—¦ ¦*-*'— ¦!»»» ¦¦¦¦¦¦¦»¦i

12 Ga. HRS construction, with dirty air inlet in the housing
with an internal baffle for bag protection. Including support
legs,and outlet flange to match the airlock.



6.05 Airlock package, Model MPSX-27
¦* ¦¦¦¦¦I *** I.V.* *..l.*."" I I - '

¦¦ '¦ ¦ "*¦ IiYiIIiYi ¦ihn- ¦¦ I ¦¦¦'^¦Y rJ ¦"¦ rt "'

Gast iron construction, with mild steel fabricated rotor,
sidemount motor base, and 3/4 HP right angle gearmotor.

6.06 General Exhaust Fan, Aerovent Model MH-800 BW

For a capacity of 650 m3/r_in. Complete with V-belt drive,
guard, langed outlet, access door, base with Vibration
Isolators and _ 25 HP, 1800 RPM motor

SECTION 7: INSTALLATION MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL SUPPORT

7.01 Installation Material
¦ i ¦¦ ¦ i f ¦¦ ¦ 11111h* ¦¦

7.02 Structural Support

Approximatly 8 m long x 8 m wide and 4 m high to be used as a

mezzanine floor, consisting of steel construction with hand
rails, floor grating, and structural stairway*

SECTION 8: ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, PANEL, MOTOR CONTROL CENTER
¦*¦*¦*¦*¦*- -M.+ ¦***« ¦*"** ¦*¦*-*¦*- *¦*-*¦¥ •»"-*" ¦***-¦ »****¦ ¦¦«"¦ ¦"¦ »*-¦ ¦"*" "**' *¦«¦¦«¦ **** ¦«¦ ¦*-¦ •»»*¦ "¦ ¦»*¦ »*" ™~ ™™ -™™ ¦"» ™ imr» ttttt 4_hrl _*t_I hrwr- ¦*¦*¦*¦*+ ¦*****¦ •»****¦ *¦*¦*¦*¦*¦ •»****¦ ¦*¦*-"- ¦»***- ¦**" *¦*¦*¦*¦*¦ ¦**¦ *™ ¦"™ "*¦"»¦" ¦*-*¦ *—* ****" 1***^ »»™» ¦-»" ¦*" "¦¦»*¦ ""¦ TT¥TT TTTTT

Consisting of a NEMA-12 control panel with motor running
lights, hand/off/auto selector switches, motor Starters, alarm

System, necessary interlocking, transformer {control circuit
IMNCC), and all field connections to terminal strip on the sub-
panel_

SECTION 9; CRATING, FREIGHT & INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT
¦uA rr_-u .__ b!-*4 H^t< »-WH _4tW

9t 01 Installation of Eleatrical..Equipmentand Wiring;

9*02 Installation of Mechanical Equipment
¦¦¦¦ ¦¦¦ M iimiiii r_ MiiM m m rinn ¦¦¦ii ¦rm i ¦ !¦ ¦ m ¦* ¦* n ¦ rrniiiriiiMiiriMiMi .-iiir-r . .Y"-.-ir **¦* v ¦

"* i1™ ¦*- -

9.03 Crating and Freight Charges
¦ihlilihHilillll¥i'i.r,l¥i.l¥ll¥ir¥l¥ll¥¥l I ¥^H¦¦¦W»¦'^¦¦^^Wf^¦¦VWt¦^ ¥4 ¥I ¦Wf I¥ I¥ ff ¦f Ih h ¦ ¦ ¦ I llll¥ir1llHh¥r.rllll¥¥r1r.llll H¦ ¦ ¦^^^^r^^^^^J^^^**JJ^**."^J^^^
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SECTION 10: COMBUSTION SYSTEM FOR FRACTION B

Ni~Burner Incinerator to produce hot air to be used as

alternative in Item 1.01 to dry MESQUITE pods.
Complete with all controls.

SECTION 11: ELECTRICAL ENERGY SOURCE

200 HP Diesel Generator to deliver electtficity to all motors.

SECTION 12; VÄRIAS

12.01 Engineering and Start-up Services
h—-¦ H h » I I. "f ¦- -¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦'.* » *

12.02 Operating Supplies (Spare parts,Lubricants)
I ..l.dJ-H . _

0* -A..*>.... _¦,,—, ,. h ...H..* *¦,.-¦¦, r,

12.03 Pressurized Air Connecting Pipes and Fittings

12.04 Concrete Support for Heavy Motors and Machines

SECTION 13: BUILDINGS

Site preparation, buildings, manlifts, sanitary Installation,
water piping, boiler, air conditioning, Offices including
furnitures, laboratory including equipment and chemical---
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3.4.2. Energy reguirements and supply
_ ¦¦... ii1 ".¦¦¦¦¦¦. ¦¦¦i.7.-.-.m."".i.- ¦ rf/-J"—' ¦* -*-. ¦ 11 ¦ 111 ¦ »11 m ¦¦ *M rrniM^inrn1*1*1*1*1*1*1 iriirrrrrrrrrrirriiiriYri m im n m nriiif I iiii*iiii ii'Pliii

Several motors along the processing line require various amount
of electricity. Their specific reguirements are listed in Table
40.

Since a MESQUITE processing plant would be set up in rather
undeveloped areas, possibly with now electrical hook-up, it
might be necessary to produce the electricity through a diesel-
generator.

Such a diesel-generatorshould be able to run approx. 10 hours
a day, and be set up that it requires the least possible
maintenance. The motors in the processing line could be
switehed on in serie. For that purpose an Ingeiieering-company
(Stamm, Aarbon-CH) recommends a 190 Hp generator. Such a

generator (US$ 25000.-, including all controls) has under given
conditions a life expectancy of 6000 hours and requires a

revision every 100-300 hours, It requires approx. 351 diesel
fuel oil / hour.

A substantial amount of hot air necessary for drying the pods
could be obtained through combustion of Fraction B in a Ni-
Burner Incinerator (more Information available through W.K.
Nider, Allied Engineering & Production Corp. 4221 Blanding
Ave., Alameda CA 94501 USA), Such a unit could burn 200 kg
Fraction B per hour which would release approximatly 560 000
keal per hour.

Table 40: Energy reguirements for a MESQUITE processing plant¦¦¦¦»¦¦¦¦¦¦¦HMBynynMfn»| ""H•"' ¦ il' l-^i»<-LMm^mhbhmmAiih..^ii.>^hm^i^^i«¦¦i^m^^|im^|mu| | ii|i ¦,,¦.¦¦,, |i ¦¦¦ ^ ii ^| J |iii ..Vhiir^^ |,pi i ,;iii—.im i^i .i i I iV¥ I ¦¦¦ M.h* -"i. ¦¦¦¦M i I ^WFi l".Fhh 4*r<rl I »h'H II I I r"^M i r¥'i ¦¦

Item Quantity

Belt Conveyor
Screw Conveyor
Single Roll Crusher
Stone Mill
Destoner
Grain Separator
Strato Huller
Grinder
LJ \_-J^ i__^'kT_H i, i-VrfJ JL

Bag Closer
High pressure Fan
Airlock Package
Exhaust Fan

3
10

1 Hp each
1 Hp each
5 Hp

20 Hp
3 Hp
2 Hp

10 Hp
10 Hp
2 Hp
T Hp

10 Hp each
1 Hp

25 Hp

Hp~requirements
i -mu ^mm .u_n- "*¦ m+Mf- —-"P- ¦**^- *»»F —#¦* —-H- Wf •»+¥¦ "^ ^Hr F^-H.

- 3 Hp
= 10 Hp
= 5 Hp
= 20 Hp
= 3
h-r_* J
ffffr ^

Hp
Hp

10 Hp
10 Hp

1
Hp
Hp

30 Hp
1 Hp

25 Hp

Total known electricity requirement
Necessary spare capacity

122 Hp
approx. 50-70 Hp

TOTAL RECOBMENDED POWERSUPPLY 150-190 Hp
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3*5*- Budget

3.5.1, Investment for the set-up of a MESQUITE
processing.plant with a capacity of 1000 kg/hourTWMMH^Iiy WIUIIIIMMMliailllllMMM Ill TJr.^ftl_r^-jth .tM »» »¦ * •* — I l~l .11 .¦...-.¦...¦¦ Ji .. 1 -VT..*-. | .¦¦ ... ¦ .._.

The cost estimates for a MESQUITE processing plant are based on
the equipment specified in Chapter 3.4. The figures are based
on Information obtained by Buehler^Miag as far as sections 1-9
and 12 are concerned, whereas prices of section 10 were
estimated by Allied Engineering, Sections 11 and 13 are based
on either average prices for similar equipment or comparable
plants. Especially the figures in Section 13 are to be taken as

very variable, since location (e.g. Mexico or USA) could cause
substantial differences.

The prices in Table 41 were quoted in November 1983 and are
understood to be F,0,B. jobsite, California, All prices are for
budget estimate purposes only,' ™ I f" * 1* ¦1_M,|l !¦ ¦!Jtl»lll^^»BM M

Land purchase is included in the budget estimate as a pro
memoriam expense only. Land in arid zones is of practicaly no
cash-value and aecounts for an absolute minor expense only.

Table 41: Budget estimates

Land purchase
Section Ö Produet delivery
Section 1 Drying
Section 2 Milling
Section 3 Separation,Seed cleaning ...

Section 4 Fine milling
Section 5 Material storage & packaging
Section 6 Aspiration system
Section 7 Structural support
Section S Electrical equipment
Section 9
9.01/9,02 Installation of equipment
9.03 Gräting & fraight charges

Section 10 Combustion system
Section 11 Electrical energy source
Section .2
12.01 Engineering and start-up Services
12.02 Operating supplies
12.03/12*04 Pipes /Concrete support

Section 13 Buildings (700m3 * ÜS$ 150.-)

TOTAL INITAL INVESTMENT FOR PLANT 5ET-UP; US$ 887300.00

us$ 1 000,,00
ÜS$ - 9000,>0Ö
us$ 61000.,00
us$ 25500,.00
us$ 57500.,00
ÜS$ 57000,.00
us$ 54000..00
us$ 38000..00
us$ 29500.,00
us$ 41500..00

us$ 222000,.00
US$ 17500..00
us$ 45000,.00
us$ 25000..00

ÜS$ 50000,.00
ÖS$ 45000,,00
us$ 3800.,00
us$ 105000,,00
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This budget estimate does NOT include:
-any warehousing or Insurance cost after equipment has been
delivered,
-any heavy sundry erection tools such as cranes, etc.
™any truck for moving the containers,
-Workshopmachinery, tools,
-laboratory equipment, chemicals,etc,
-Office furniture and equipment,
-any federal, state, local or other taxes,
-any safety features features unless specified,
-in other words, any items or materials not specifically
mentioned herein

3*6. Economics
^—^— ^^— ¦—^^— -¦ ^^~¦ ^—^— ¦ ¦ ^—^ ^^—^^—— -~ —-¦ ¦¦¦- ¦¦ ¦ ¦_¦¦ ¦¦ ¦_¦¦ ¦¦

__

A) Production costs based on plant location in Mexico

For this model the plant would be set up in:
Matehuala, Mexico, State of San Luis Potosi

This location has been chosen because MESQUITE grows
extensively in this area. The pods have traditionallybeen
collected by rural inhabitants for whom this income was of
social economic importance. They have either sold the pods to
ranchers and feed dealers or used It themselves as a cheap
Substitution up to 50% in feed forimilas. This Situation is
described in a report by the Institute Mexicano de Resoursos
Naturales Renovables {100) and presents probably the only
Informationabout semi-commercialMESQUITE gathering. However,
the figures have to be taken cautiously,sincethis report has
been written in .970 and very few newer Information is
currently available.

The City of Matehuala is the prineipal center for storage of
MESQUITE pods and it was confirmed that in 1965 some 8000 tons
were gathered there, along with 4000 tons in the rest of the
State. The average price was 350 Pesos or 28 US$ per ton (1965:
12.5 Pesos __ 1US$) _>

Aecording to personal correspondance, MESQUITE pods could be
bought in Mexico in 1980 from cornmercial dealers for 87 US$ per
ton.

It is therefore assumed for this modelr that up to 10 000 tons
per season of MESQUITE pods could be pureh&sed at a price of 90
US$ in the area of Matehuala.
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The operating costs are based on a normal produet supply and
processing Situation over an entire season, A season would
cover a processing period of three month with six working days
(8 hours/dayj per weak, This results in 576 processing hours or
576 tons of proces.sed MESQUITE pods per season.

1 , Capital cost:

The total investment cost (Table 41) is capitalized with 10
and the annual depreciation of the plant set at 10 %,

Investment capitalized
Depriciation

US$
US$

90000.-/year
90000.-/year

2, Rawmateria1:
+r_n tttti -rr_. rrm r*m ¦_¦ *t_b ^_ ^_ ^_ <_^ ^_ ^u k*+ uu.

Undried clean pods,
delivered to the plant US$ 90.-/ton

J . J7 G-tIt, &^-J 4- i 1J, CJ- JL

8 untrained farmworkers {per worker)
1 Plant mechanic
1 Supervisor/ Administrator

US$
US$
US$

250.-/month
1000.-/month
2500.-/month

4. Energy

Diesel 280 1/ day (11= US$ 0.15 ;1984) US$ 42.-/day
5, Maintenance

2% of initial Investment annualy US$ 18000,00/year

All items are ealculated per season and per ton in Table 42a.

Table 42a: Production costs per season or per ton of MESQUITE
pods, based on 576 tons per season

ihliihih"Nii'lHiHiiHilHiiiiihHHIiiili'*ililiiliiiiHil Ir. liHiiiilii¥ililiihli¥illiHli¥illimih'ilihllHiili¥i'i'ilM"il ¦¦¦¦' W ^1 !¦¦¦¦¦ iniiiiBiliiiiftiiiiftiiiiHiiiiift_MHii^i«r__M_M__*inr.liiiir.ir.iiir.ilr.ir.iiiiür.11 iHlihilil NIM HHilill iilliH'iHHHi uamuirjn.n£iäniiywnnMwu nAnmäw^MUTU.iuu..iii

Item US$ per season US$ per ton

Capital
JLtF VmtmA' IwT .-Ar. T¥_r. VX rJLu- tA KjT wJtwt \*t* ßi J.

Raw material
Personnel
Energy
Maintenance

90000.00
90000.00
51840.00
16500.00
3024*00
18000.00

156.25
156,25
90.00
29.10
5.25

31 .25

Ji VJ L jfTLJj 269364.00
US$ 0.47 / kg

467.64
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If the season could be extended to an all year Operation, the
price per ton would decrease significantly; the only change in
the plant set-up would be to use bigger storage bins along with
fumigation of the pods. This would cause an increase in the
budget at Section 0 by approx. US$ 10000.00 . Also the annual
depriciation should be inereased to 15%, and the maintenance
would be 4% annually of the initial Investment,

On the other hand, the processing-capacitywould increase to
about 2300 tons per year. Such an Operation would result in the
following cost strueture (Table 42b):

Table 42b: Production costs per year and per ton of MESQUITE
pods, based on all year Operation (2300 tons / year)

^^M.m f..i^i^ ¦¦¦[^^¦^^»¦^^¦¦¦¦¦.¦¦¦.¦¦[¦¦¦^^iim iiinii .¦.-¦"¦-¦¦-_" i ._-__Mb_«_ir_iii«-"'T_i_i-t i r* i ™—i i **r '' ¦inu^»^—_ ¦ '¦'¦*^^—t ¦¦^¦¦A
¦¦W^Ml'«_^Mi"«^h"-Fli*™-'"l™

rtem US$ per year US$ per ton

Capital 90000.00 39.10
Depriciation 135000.00 58.70
Raw material 207000.00 90.00
Personnel 45000.00 19.53
Energy 12100.00 5.25
Maintenance 36000.00 15.65

TOTAL 525100.00 228.30
US$ 0.23/kg

The above ealculated operating-costsdo not include:
-Insurances
-Taxes
-Chemicals
-In other words any items not speeifieally mentioned herein.

B) Production costs based on plant, location in the USA
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If a MESQUITE processing plant would be set up in the USA, the
Situation would be somewhat different:

Currently MESQUITE pods can not be purchased on the market,
since its utilization as feed has either not yet been
recognized, or the cost would be prohibitive eompared to other
often subsidized feed,

The Situation could certainly change immediately If a market
would be created by the demand of a potential processor.
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As another posslbilty, it has been suggested by Felker (80) to
cultivate MESQUITE for ethanol production. Such a utilization,
even though very promissing, has not yet been eetablished since
an oil-shortage does not seem likely at the moment.
Nevertheless, Felker showed, that MESQUITE could be produced in
orchards for US$ 46.00 per ton (with insecticide application)
or for US$ 25.ÖÖ per ton only, if insect resistent varieties
could be used.

A processing plant in the USA would basieally require the same

budget for an initial set-up, whereas the production costs
would be higher (Table 43).

The major changes in production costs would be caused by higher
salary for the personnel:

Untrained f armworkers
Plant mechanic
Supervisor

Fuel cost would be US$ 0.25 /l

ÜS$ 720.00
US$ 1500.00
US$ 2500.00

/ month /
/ month
/ month

person

As a major disadvantage,it would seem unlikely to be able to
run the plant all year from the beginning, since the pod-
production would not be sufficent for at least the first five
years until the trees would produce enough pods. An ideal
Situation would to set up a MESQUITE processing plant within an

other food/feed-plant, Infrastructure and personnel could be
used from the existing plant. This would even be a opportunity
for Industries such as sugarbeet processors to run their plant
during off-season of their produet.

Table 43: Production cost per ton of MESQUITE pods, based on a

seasonal Operation (576 tons) ; location USA
ililihfcl h^i""P* mi I I

Item US$ per season US$ per ton

Capital
Depriciation
Raw material
Personnel
Energy
Maintenance

90000.00
90000.00
26496.00
29280.00
5040.00
18000.00

156.25
156.25
46
50
8

31

00
83
75
25

TOTAL 258816.00 449.33

US$ 0.45/kg
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Actual cost of final produet

It is assumed that Fraction B would be burned for energy
purpose. Therefore, the price per kilo processed MESQUITE
(Tables 40-43) needs to be divided by the yield of the three
remaining fractions, where a loss of 5% of the input is also
included, The costs would increase to the figures shown in
Table 44 (the value of Fraction B is in the reduetion of energy
costs).

Table 44: Comparison of the production costs of each Fraction
of processed MESQUITE in US$ ,including a loss of 5%
of the input
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A) Seasonal Operation; location Mexico
..

¦ .."* *
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Production costs: 47.00 US$ per 100kg

True output: Fraction A 50kg= 31.50 100kg= 63.00
Fraction C I2kg= 7.56 100kg= 63.00
Fraction D 12kg= 7.56 100kg= 63.00
Fraction B no value no value

Total 7 4kg= 47.00 100kg= 63.00

B) Year-round Operation; location Mexico

Production costs: 23.00 US$ per 100kg

True output: Fraction A 50kg- 15.55 10ökg= 31.10
Fraction C 12kg^ 3,75 1Ö0kg= 31.10
Fraction D 12kg= 3.75 100kg= 31.10
Fraction B no value no. value

Total 74kg- 23.00 10Ökg= 31.10
.-u__L ;-_¦_+¦ -r-M nHi-H rrt-rK -rh-r*»

The costs for location in the USA (US$ 45.00) results in
practieally the same figure as for seasonal Operation in
Mexico.
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4, CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this work has been to develop a processing system
for MESQUITE pods, in order to achieve maximal utilization of
the pod as a raw material for the food industry, and to
evaluate the characteristicsof the pod material*

Already a first superficial study of the pod strueture
revealed, that the pods would have to be fractionated aecording
to their morphological strueture. Otherwise it would not be
possible to obtain homogenous raw materials.

The milling and Separation process developed in this
study^resulted in four fractions which turned out to be not only
morphologieally different, but also show chemically and
functionally different properties.

The process uses mostly existing machinery (crusher, stone mill
and several different classifiers}and represents a relatively
easy processing system,

Comparison of the proximate analysjLs of more than a dozen pods
from different trees revealed that their composition varies
less than their Visual differences might suggest, However, it
would be possible to select or breed pods that are high in a

desired Compound (cross-breeding would limit the success).

The four fractions offer eompletely different applications:

The major part of the pod, Fraction A (55% of the pod),
represents a legume-flour with a unusually high sucrose content
of up to 60 %, Its uses-ränge from a raw material for sucrose

extraction, composite flour in baked cereal produets to
drum dried flakes and tortilla chips,

Even though the flour itself is of no extraordinary nutritional
value, feeding studies revealed that a combination with cereal
based produets leads to a desirable improvement of the amino
acid composition of such produets. The incorporation of
MESQUITE Fraction A causes no significant reduetion of the PER,
even at a redueed digestibilty.

Taste panels with a snack produet (corn tortilla Chips with
MESQUITE Fraction A) revealed preference of the produet over a

corn-only Standard in all criterias, i.e. taste, color,
strueture and odor.

Nevertheless, applications or incorporation©of Fraetion A are

limited by ita specific flavor and the lack of a strueture™
maintaining Compound.
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Use of Fraction A as raw material for sucrose-extractionshowed
no problems, but would currently not be the most profitable
utilization.

Fraction B (20% of the pod) must be regarded as the least
valuable part of the pod. The fibrous endocarp hulls do not
appear to be a promising raw material for the food-industry,
except as a possible source for fiber in dietary produets.
Nevertheless, it represents a very good material for combustion
with a burning value of 17000 KJ/kg (comparable to sawdust) and
low percentage of remaining minerals. Taking advantage of the
Publicity of MESQUITE wood for barbecuein the US (44) and the
success of fire-logs for private housholds, it might be very
interesting to utilize Fraction B in such logs. The Fraction
could also serve as an energy source to provide a substantial
amount of the necessary hot air through combustion, to dry
MESQUITE pods before the milling and Separation process*

The endosperm splits of the seed, designated as Fration C (15%
of the whole pod), contain about 65% galactomannan with a

composition that is almost identical to guar gum
(mannose:galactose=1,6:1) , a widely used hydrocolloid in the
food- and other Industries. Therefore, it was no surprise to
find that the viscosity, temperature stability and
characteristics in the interaction of MESQUITE gum
Solutions with xanthan were all practieally identical to guar.
A paper reporting a mannose;galactose-rationof 4.2:1 in a

South American Prosopis juliflora (which would be very similar
i Ifwwfriwiifwikkkl ¦'¦-¦¦¦'¦illi^-n-rti'il-l-r'i'-frlHrt¦¦¦¦¦Ti Iii" h-ih-"-! h¥M ¦ ihl'l . II ^"ip" |

to locust been gum) offers even greater possibilities (108).

However, it was not possible to find ways to obtain a high
purity gum by a method that would allow projection to a

profitable larger scale process, due to the extremely though
adhesionof the seed coat to the endosperm. In that eonnection,
it could be shown that certain minerals {magnesium, manganese
and maleium) are associated with the endosperm and are useful
in the determination of the gum purity,

The relatively low grade gum obtained in this work would limit
applications of the MESQUITE galactomannan to produets where a
colorless grade is not required.
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The cotyledons, Practica D (15% of the pod), repre..ent a

protein concentrate with nutritional qualities similar to
soybean protein, It Is limited in sulfur amino acids, Its
functional properties qualify it as alternative to proteins
such as soy or skim milk,especialiy for Solutions where
improved foam stabilty and emulsion capacity are desired.

Based on the wide array of possible application of the
different fractions, a project has been defined for a

small MESQUITE processing plant with a capacity of 1000 kg pods
per hour. Again, existing equipment that could be purchased
from different manufaeturers can be used,

A budget estimate showed that approximatelyUS$ 900000.00 would
be required to set up the whole plant. The estimated production
cost,including the capitalization of the Investment, would
result in produet prices ranging from US$ 0,30 - US$ 0.65 per
kilo processed MESQUITE, depending on location of the plant and
whether processing would be seasonal or all year round .

A comparison of the prices for each fraction with its most
likely competitor on the market is shown in Table 45.

The possible margin (including transport- storage, profit,
caleulation errors) is also listed. The margin ränge is
ealculated as;

Minimum margin= "low price competitor1* minus
"production cost high for MESQUITE11

Maximum margin= "high price competitor" minus
"production cost low for MESQUITE'*

A minus (-) sign before the figure in the "minimum /maximum.
margin" column of Table 45indieates, that the MESQUITE produet
would have to be sold at a loss, whereas a plus {+) sign means

that a profit could ba made.
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Table 45: Prices for MESQUITE produets compared with produets
similar in application ränge
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Produet

Praction A

Whole wheat flour
Minimum / maximum margin

Carob powder
Minimum / maximum margin

Corn
Minimum / maximum margin

Refined sugar
Minimum / maximum margin

Price per kg in US$
at production cost

low high
.vjj* wir *j-L-r. _mj> •__-¦_- "lK1»"

0.31 0.62

0.50 0.70
-0.12 to + 0.39

0.20 0.30
-0.11 to - 0.32

0.30 0.35
-0.32 to + 0.04

0.40 0.50
-0.22 to + 0.19

Fraction C 0.31 0.62

Guar gum
minimal foodgrade/petfoodgrade
Minimum / maximum margin

Fraction D

Soy Protein concentrate (60%)
Minimum / maximum margin

Skim milk
Minimum / maximum margin

0.70

0.31

1 .40

+0.08 to + 1.09

0.62

1.00 1.20
.-0.38 to +0.89

1.40 1.60
+1.29 to +0.78

Prices of competing produets are current 1984 world market
jj ,L, JL w tv_. O ,

The overall comparison of the prices of the different fractions
with possible competing produets reveals, that MESQUITE
Fraction A would hardly be profitable or allow only a rather
small margin.

Praction C and D however offer a very good profit so that this
two fractions could even pay for eventual losses on Fraetion A.
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It would certainly be very shortsighted to measure the suceess
of the utilization of MESQUITE^pods in its potential return of
Investment only.
All other positive^ effect of a cultivationof MESQUITE trees
have also to be taken into aecount (Figure 7, Chapter 1.2.2.),
even though their cash value is difficult to determine:
^Keeping back desertification trough the function of soil
stabilizing and wind-braking;
-Proving shade to raise animals;
-Employment in rural areas;
-Local production of food, which is often not possible in such
regions;

Considering all these aspects, it beeomes clear that MESQUITE
offers the unique Chance to achieve all the above mentioned
goals along with the establishment of a crop that can be
profitable even without subsidizing through governments.

In addition, MESQUITE could become avery important food crop
in the fight against hunger in countries in arid and semi arid
zones.
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5. SUMMARY
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MESQUITE is a leguminous plant that grows wild in arid and semi
arid areas around the world. Depending on the specie, it oecurs

as a shrub or tree and requires no fertilizer or watering,

MESQUITE produces indehiscent pods with a most complicated
morphology, They were used by ancient cultures as a staple
food, whereas in current times only eonsumationas a syrup In
Southamerica is reported. A commercial utilization of MESQUITE
has never been studied seriously* This is first of all due to
the lack of a processing technique and the image of MESQUITE as

a weed.

This work covers the following aspects of a commercial
utilization of the pods:

1) A milling and Separation process that results in four
fractions with the potential for different applications. The
fractions are:
Fraction A: A flour with up to 60% sucrose

Fraction B: A high fiber residual fraction
Fraction C: A galactomannan gum
Fraction D: A high protein flour

2} The possible applications of the fraction as a raw material
for the food industry (baking; snackfood; sweetener; gum;
protein concentrate) including taste panels and feeding
studies.

3) A comparison of the composition of different pods

4) A project for a small MESQUITE processing plant with a plant
lay-out, detailed listing of the necessary equipment, budget
and calculation of the production costs,

The results show that MESQUITE pods offer an interesting crop
for industrializedcountries whith wide application in the
food industry, as well as a potential food crop in lesser
developed countries that are short on basic foodstuff.

The study could eventually serve as a manual how to set up a

MESQUITE processing plant and how to utilize the produets, At
the same time it represents as an investigation on the
composition and possible utilizationof a desert plant in its
eeolögical eontext.
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5. ZusammenfassungIIIIIIIIIWIIIII^WWtfhlllll^'WF^'P^'^^^^^^^T'^l'^^'M'^^^'^'^"'^^'""""""*^^

Aufarbeitung, Einsatzmoeglichkeitenund Wirtschaftlichkeit
von MESQUITE Schoten

als Rohmaterial fuer die Lebensmittel-Industrie

MESQUITE (sprich: MESCIIT} ist ein Leguminosen-Gewaechs,
welches in Trockengebieten auf der ganzen Welt zu finden ist.
Allein in den USA belegt MESQUITE rund 35 Millionen Hektaren.
Je nach Species ist die Erscheinungsformvon MESQUITE ein
Strauch oder ein Baum von bis zu 8 Metern Hoehe.

MESQUITE produziert Schoten mit einer sehr komplizierten
Morphology. Obwohl die Schoten in frueheren Zeiten als
Grundnahrungsmittelgenutzt wurden, ist heutzutage nur noch die
Verwendung der Schote in Suedamerika, als Rohmaterial fuer
einen Syrup bekannt. Bis anhin hat es sowohl an einer
Technologie zur Aufarbeitung der Schoten als auch am Wissen
ueber funktionelle Eigenschaften der Inhaltsstoffe gefehlt. So
war man bisher allgemein der Ansicht, dass es sich bei MESQUITE
nur um ein nutzloses Unkraut handle.

Die vorliegende Arbelt befasst sich mit den folgenden Aspekten
einer kommerziellen Nutzung der Schoten:

1) Besehreibung eines Verarbeitungs-Prozess, welcher in vier
Fraktions-Produkten resultiert, die unterschiedlieheEinsatz-
moeglichkeiten offerieren* Die Fraktionen sind:
Fraktion A: Ein Mehl mit einem Saccharosegehaltvon 60%
Fraktion B: Eine Fraktion mit sehr hohem Rohfasergehalt
Fraktion C: Ein Galactomannan-Gummi
Fraktion D; Ein Proteinkonzentrat

2) Einsatzmoeglichkeitender Fraktionen als Rohmaterial in der
Lebensmittelindustrie (Backwaren, Snacks, Verdickungs¬
mittel, Proteinkonzentrate), einschliesslichDegustations¬
studien und Fuetterungsversuchen mit den entsprechenden
Produkten.

3) Vergleich der Zusammensetztungverschiedener Schoten.

4). Projekt fuer einen kleinen kommerziellen Verarbeitungs¬
betrieb mit einer Verarbeitungskapazitaetvon 1000 kg pro
Stunde, einschliesslich Plaenen, Auflistung der

notwendigen Maschinen, Budgets sowie Berechnung der
Produktionskosten.
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Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass MESQUITE eine hoeehst interessante

Nutzpflanze darstellt und dass die Schoten breitgefaecherte
Einsatzmoeglichkeit&nIn der Lebensmittelindustrie,offerieren.

Kostenvergleicheerlauben die Schlussfolgerung,dass der Anbau
und die Aufarbeitung von MESQUITE profitabel sein kann.

Ebenso koennte MESQUITE eine wichtige Rolle im oekologischen
System von Trockengebieten spielen und eine wichtige Nahrungs¬
grundlage in Hungergebietendarstellen.

Die vorliegende Arbeit ist so gestaltet, dass sie als Grundlage
dienen' koennte, wie ein MESQUITE Verarbeitungs-betrieb
aufgebaut, und die Fraktionen verwertet werden koennten.
Gleichzeitig kann die Arbeit als eine Studie ueber die
Zusammensetzungund Verwertungs-moeglichkeiten einer Wüsten-

pflanze gelesen werden.
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